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Recent efforts to counter stereotypes of guerrillas, either via quantitative

analysis or through the presentation of case studies, generally have not taken

into account the cultural politics of defining who and what constitutes a

senderista. Consequently, reveived images of female senderistas unwittingly

reinforce patriarchal binarisms: women are either mothers (nurturers and givers

of life) or soldierly assassins (takers of life). Such a binary review has obscured

the cultural politics behind these images. Defining who is and who is not a

senderista in Peru inevitably becomes a political act in the war of images. Great

care must be taken when subjectifying senderistas, especially when the primary

sources largely consist of counter-insurgency reports (police, military and martial

court records) and sensationalist newspapers.

v



LATIN AMERICAN AND PERUVIAN MODELS OF WOMEN

Latin American Models of Women

The images, or models, that are used to understand women in Latin

America are varied and often contradictory. In the 1970s, researchers spent

considerable time and research investigating the marianismo model of women,

(Stevens 1973; Burkett 1977; Burkett 1978; Lavrin 1978; Fuller 1993) while other

models of Latin American women failed to generate as much interest. Many of

these models--from the “beauty queen” to the female revolutionary--are not

separate entities, but rather overlap and combine in contradictory ways to form

complex conceptions of what constitutes “woman" in Latin America. This study

will examine one of these models--that of the female revolutionary and

specifically the female combatant in Peru’s Shining Path-in a growing body of

literature.

Some scholars suggest that to understand the participation of women in

the Shining Path of Peru, the organization must be analyzed as if it were one of

various other new social movements which arose in the newly democratic

governments of Latin America in the 1980s. An estimated thirty to forty percent

of the organization’s membership were women, and eight of the nineteen

members of the Shining Path’s Central Committee reportedly were women. This

1
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study argues that understanding the participation of women in the Partido

Comunista del Perú-Sendero Luminoso (PCP-SL) can be done in the context of

a Latin American feminine revolutionary tradition. This study contends that

Sendero was a child, albeit a long-gestating one, of the international socialist

revolutionary movement that swept through Latin America and other developing

nations in the 1950s, 60s and 70s. This study will not, therefore, examine the

large body of “women in new social movements” literature.

Although the literature on new social movements is voluminous, exactly

what defines a social movement is not very clear. However, while authors such

as Escobar and Alvarez (1992) refrain from defining what does constitute a

social movement, they do make a useful distinction between "old" ways of

interpreting "reality" and "new" social movement theories.

"The most recent literature on social movements takes for granted the fact
that a significant transformation has occurred in both reality and its forms
of analysis. The 'old' is characterized by analysis couched in terms of
modernization and dependency; by definitions of politics anchored in
traditional actors who struggled for the control of the state, particularly the
working class and revolutionary vanguards; and by a view of society as
an entity composed of more or less immutable structures and class
relations that only great changes (large-scale development schemes or
revolutionary upheavals) could significantly alter." (Escobar and Alvarez
1992: 3)

This description of "old" ways of analyzing and thinking is characteristic of

Sendero Luminoso's ideology and strategies, and clearly demonstrates that

Sendero does not fall into the "social movements" literature. This and other

studies (Poole and Renique 1992; Degregori 1990) show that Sendero

dogmatically adhered to an interpretation of Peruvian history and reality that
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conformed to the "old" as opposed to the "new" reality characterized by the

social movements literature. Therefore, this study focuses on womens

participation in Sendero as part of the socialist revolutionary movement in Latin

America, as it traveled from Russia to China and finally to Peru Herein,

women’s participation in Sendero is considered within a Latin American, and

specifically a “feminine” Latin American revolutionary tradition. This study

provides a brief sketch of the growth and development of Sendero and includes

a brief examination of how Sendero viewed women’s participation in its ranks.

The Latin American Feminine Revolutionary Tradition

To begin with, as Jane Jaquette makes clear in a not very often cited

article, “there is a female revolutionary tradition in Latin America. (Jaquette

1973)" It is possible that this tradition influenced women’s participation in

Sendero, and informed how others perceived women’s participation in the party.1

Finding examples of female revolutionaries in Latin American history is not

difficult, although many of the women's names and their deeds in armed conflicts

went unsung for decades. Re-animated by feminist scholars of Latin America in

the 1960s and 70s, these examples of female combatants and women political

actors throughout Latin America often traveled thousands of miles, as

intellectual if not concrete concepts, to be utilized as models for the (sometimes

mis-)understanding of women’s contemporary participation in revolutionary

movements.

1
I rely primarily on Jane Jaquette's (1973) article and to a lesser degree Linda Lobao-Reif's

(1986; 1990) informative articles for this review of the topic in order to establish a basis for the
Peruvian case.
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According to Jaquette, women's participation in revolutionary movements

of the 20th century in Latin America first caught the attention of foreign

correspondents covering the Mexican Revolution of 1910. They "commented on

the spectacular role’ women were playing in the Revolution, and an Argentine

journalist sought to explain this unusual fact by pointing out that ‘technical

advances’ made weapons both abundant’ and ‘lighter and easier' to carry.

(Jaquette 1973: 345-346)" Women had the opportunity to be political actors in

the Revolution due to “certain significant changes (that) began to occur during

the Revolution, including the breakdown of loyalty to the family and of the

isolation of women from national events and the explicit appeal to women as a

political support group. (Ibid.)"

Their participation in the Revolution led to the creation of a women’s

sector in the Party of the Institutional Revolution (PRI), a model that was

replicated by political parties throughout Latin America well into the 20th century.

Examples of female combatants in the Revolution include Margarita Neri, who

commanded a group of 400 Indians, and Elisa Acuna, who fought with Emiliano

Zapata until he died Jaquette notes that in these two as well as other prominent

cases from Mexico’s armed struggles, “women were most often active as

messengers and spies and as cooks. (Jaquette 1973: 346)" Women primarily

participated in support roles during the Revolution, and when they fought on the

front lines, that participation was later identified through their connection to a

male power-figure. "In post-Revolutionary Mexico, as in Cuba under Fidel, the
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most powerful women were the presidents' private secretaries. (Jaquette 1973:

346)"

Perhaps the model that diffused most widely throughout Latin America is

that of Cuba Jaquette and Lobao-Reif2 (Reif 1986; Lobao 1990) open their

discussions of women’s participation with three examples of women who took

part in the 26th of July Movement and fought in the Sierra Maestra. Haydee

Santamaría originally was taken along as a nurse for the attack on the Moneada

barracks, and after fighting in the Sierra went to Miami to raise funds for the

revolution from the United States. Celia Sanchez, eventually Fidel’s second-in-

command, began by helping to organize the 26th of July Movement in the cities

and later fought in the Sierra Maestra. And finally Vilma Espin, who helped plan

the 1956 attack on Santiago and also fought in the Sierra Maestra, later was

known for her role as president of the Federation of Cuban Women (FMC). Like

the women of the Mexican Revolution of 1910, “all these women are closely

linked to important male leaders-Celia as secretary to Fidel, Vilma as the wife of

Raul Castro, and Haydee as the wife of Armando Hart Davalos, party leader.

(Jaquette 1973, 346-347)" A women’s Red Army battalion was formed in the

Cuban Revolution, (Rowbotham 1972) although there was very little active

recruitment of women, especially peasant women until after the Revolution’s

success (Kauffman Purcell 1973). In 1958 only an estimated one in twenty

Fidelista troops was female (Chapelle 1962). With exception of one sniper

2 This author has published under two very different names. She is listed in the bibliography as
Linda M. Lobao and Linda L. Reif. For ease, I have referred to her in the text as Lobao-Reif,
although citations are of her specific articles.
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platoon, women in the Cuban Revolution "performed support roles and engaged

in combat only sporadically, generally in relief capacities (Reif 1986: 156)"

The Cuban model traveled to Bolivia, where the most famous female

participant of Che Guevarra’s National Liberation Army was “Tama.” Tamara

Haydee Bunke Bider. Tania, who was not Bolivian but rather the daughter of

East Germans who fled to Argentina during World War II. was active in

communist parties and apparently practiced shooting rifles at an early age

(Jaquette 1973: 351). Tania returned to Argentina after her parents went back to

East Germany and in 1960 she was invited to Cuba. In 1963, Cuban

revolutionaries determined that “she was needed in future activities to support

revolution in the Third World,” and after establishing a false identity as an

ethnologist, she went to Bolivia in 1964. There she "worked to gain access to

the highest levels of Bolivian society and government officials and to establish a

communications network which would provide urban contacts for the projected

rural foco (Jaquette 197: 352)." During one of her visits to Che Guevarra’s

camp, deserters reported her presence to army officials and she was forced to

stay in the camp. Because she became sick and was suffering from a fever, Che

placed her in the rear guard when he split his forces. The entire group was

killed in an ambush on August 30, 1967. The National Liberation Army’s appeal

to “feminine heroines . are clear indications that the guerrilla group viewed

itself, as Tania did in 1958. as part of a self-conscious, world-wide revolutionary
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movement, not as a force arising out of, or even directed toward, immediate local

concerns of peasants” or women (Jaquette 1973: 352).

The model of the rural female revolutionary as a woman who almost never

was a peasant or Indian but rather a middle- to upper-class, university-educated

member of an intellectual elite sent to rural areas to lead peasant and Indian

“masses” carried over into urban-based movements. In Uruguay, the

Tupamaros, founded in 1962, were, according to Jaquette, one of the few

guerrilla groups that specifically addressed “revolutionary women” in 1971. The

overall goal of the foquista group was to establish a socialist regime thereby

ending foreign hegemony, oligarchic rule and government repression (Reif 1986:

157). Uruguay, however, is vastly urban, and therefore they began their

formation of focos in the capital city and not in the countryside. Their position on

female participation was that “women had been disadvantaged by a classist’

education which avoids physical training and ‘limits, over a period of time, their

creativity, their initiative, and even their aggressivity.’ (Jaquette 1973: 351 )3 "

Unlike other groups previously mentioned, women participated in significant

numbers and in various different ways. A study of arrest records showed that in

1966 women made up only 10-percent of the group. But by 1972 women made

up twenty-five percent of total membership (Reif 1986). They filled both combat

and support roles, although the increase in their numbers over the seven-year

3
Jaquette is citing a Tupamaro document, Actas Tupamaros. Buenos Aires, 1971.
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period may have reflected that police were initially reluctant to arrest women or

did not conceive of women as combatants in the movement.

Jaquette provides a list of women who took part in robberies,

kidnappings, and “other operations, including an assault on the Women's Prison

which freed twelve female revolutionaries (Jaquette 1973: 351)." Lobao-Reif

likewise lists a variety of roles women played in the movement: decoys, liaisons,

logistics, operation of safe dwellings, guarding prisoners, passing out leaflets

(Reif 1986: 157). For example, police believed that Lucia Topolanski, who

escaped in the assault on the prison, was a leader in the kidnapping of a British

ambassador. The Tupamaros lawyer was also a woman--Marie Esther Giglio

(Jaquette 1973)4. Again, it is supposed that most of these female participants

came from middle-class backgrounds, although that is not known for sure (Reif

1986) and the movement failed to establish a mass base.

Perhaps the most well-known revolutionary movement that succeeded

and established a mass base was the Sandinista National Liberation Front

(FSLN) in Nicaragua. The movement was militarily active against the Somoza

regime from 1960 to 1979 and experienced repeated defeats of guerrilla fronts

throughout the 1960s, with the insurrectionalists (Tercerista faction) making a

successful shift from rural to urban strategy in 1975-77. The Sandinistas led

insurrections in the major cities in 1978. Although they were defeated by the

National Guard in that campaign, they came back a year later (after reunifying

4
Jaquette is citing Le Monde, English Weekly Edition, Feb. 3, 1971.
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the factions that split from the FSLN) to defeat the Somocista forces. The Junta

of National Reconstruction took power on July 19, 1979 (Vanden and Prevost

1993).

Among the most powerful female figures in the revolution was Luisa

Amanda Espinoso, the first known Sandinista woman killed in the revolution.

She was later the namesake of the Nicaraguan Women Luisa Amanda Espinoso

(AMNLAE), one of FSLN s most successful mass organizations (Vanden and

Prevost 1993: 58-62). “By time of the triumph, one third of the Sandinistas were

female and many, like Dora Maria Tellez and Monica Baltodano, occupied

important leadership positions (Vanden and Prevost 1993: 58)." However, at the

start of the revolution women occupied “support roles,” although Lobao-Reif

does not specify what those roles were, and emphasizes instead that toward the

end of the struggle women “engaged in combat. In fact, they achieved positions

of leadership, commanding ‘everything from small units to full battalions.’ At the

major battle of Leon, four of the seven Sandinista commanders were women

(Lobao 1990: 222)."

Women were also actively recruited by the Association of Women

Confronting the National Problem (AMPRONAC), founded in 1977, although this

organization “served as a forum for women whose families or relatives had been

victimized by the Somoza regime” and did not out-right endorse the role of

women as combatants on the front lines of the struggle (Reif 1986: 158).

Members of this organization, again, were mostly middle-class women with
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higher education, although it did eventually achieve “mass support,

incorporating women from all social classes opposed to the dictatorship (Reif

1986: 159)." The Sandinistas were able to do this by addressing the specific

needs of women, which were “oriented around social welfare issues and an end

to discrimination (Reif 1986: 159)."

Female Revolutionaries in Peru

How did these historical precedents contribute to the development of the

Shining Path’s and others’ conceptions of women participating in a militarily

active Maoist revolutionary movement in the 1980s? In many cases, they

provided models, intellectual and practical ones, upon which Abimael Guzmán,

Sendero's ideological founder, members of Sendero (male and female) and

others (Peruvians at the butt of Sendero’s attacks as well as the international

press, academics and feminists) based their interpretations of women's

participation in the PCP-SL

The most common model, by far, was of female combatants from the

upper- to middle-classes with at least some university education. They were

generally white European women, or women with mestizo and non-indigenous

physical characteristics. According to Jaquette and Lobao-Reif, peasant women

participated less often in such movements because they faced more barriers-

they did not have the time, resources, or the education to participate in

ideologically motivated revolutions. Peasant and poor urban women had the
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most to lose by participating as combatants, and they also had the most

restraints upon their taking up such roles.

The women who did participate in Latin American revolutionary

movements were often motivated by an international campaign for socialist,

communist revolution or ideology. In the beginning of the 20th century women

acted primarily, with a few exceptions, in support roles to male combatants, but

in the 1950s and 1960s as spaces traditionally occupied by men opened to

women, women acted as combatants on the front lines of these movements.

These women carried arms when barriers to their participation as militants, such

as patriarchal ideologies and beliefs about women being the naturally weaker

sex, were challenged by socialist ideologies calling for the participation of

women in "successful" revolutions. Other factors that facilitated women's

participation as militants included the incorporation of women into the work

force, especially after the World Wars, and the subsequent questioning of the

reproductive versus productive roles of women. Marianismo and machista

stereotypes broke down under scrutiny and international criticism, or they simply

were not maintainable when revolutionary movements faced unforeseen

emergencies and crushing defeats.

The majority of these Latin American women participated in revolutionary

movements led by charismatic men-Zapata, Fidel and Che Sometimes women

achieved leadership positions but ultimately they were under the authority of a

male figure. This is not to belittle the power these women wielded Women
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often acted as major influences on male leaders, forcing them to address or at

least incorporate some women’s issues, such as social welfare and laws

regarding divorce and suffrage, in the revolutionary struggle. Only in a few

cases were these revolutionary movements or their members (male and female)

interested specifically in gender issues. These revolutionary movements were

waged on classist principles, not feminist ones. They were based on

international socialist ideologies that articulated a belief that if women were not

engaged or included in the class struggle, then social and economic revolution

ultimately could not succeed. As Jaquette and Lobao-Reif found, movements

that were interested in women’s rights and eliminating discrimination between

the sexes usually manifested such programs after the armed struggle had

ended, as in the Cuban and Nicaraguan cases.

Women in Peruvian Revolutionary Movements

Women’s participation in Sendero possibly was part of this larger Latin

American tradition of women’s participation in revolutionary movements, yet it

also undeniably has roots in a distinctly Peruvian history and political tradition.

Most discussions of a revolutionary tradition in Peru, and especially of

guerrilleras in the Latin America, attempt to establish a foundation with the 1780

Tupac Amaru rebellion against Spanish domination. Jaquette (1973), for

example, begins her essay with a discussion of Cecilia Tupac Amaru, sister to

José Gabriel Condorquanqui, leader of the rebellion against the Spanish in
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1780. Even more referred to than Cecilia, however, is Micaela Bastidas, the wife

of Tupac Amaru, who also was a leader in that unsuccessful rebellion. Micaela

is the image most often invoked by women’s and feminist groups and Peruvian

leftist parties, including Sendero (Herzog 1993; Andreas 1985; Lazaro 1990; El

Diario 1988). Due to the space restraints and scope of a Master's thesis, rather

than look back several hundred years to the time of conquest or to the 19th

century struggle for Independence for examples of this “revolutionary tradition,” I

will keep this discussion focused on the revolutionary political tradition of Peru,

and women’s participation in it, since the turn of the century.5

Women and Political Participation in Peru

In 1924 Victor Raul Haya de la Torre founded the Alianza Popular

Revolucionaria Americana (APRA), a highly authoritarian and paternalistic party.

Much the way Guzmán is considered the leader of Sendero, Haya de la Torre

was considered the “Maximal Chief and “Great Teacher” of APRA (Poole and

Renique 1992: 107). The party’s members were infused with a "powerful

mystique of sacrifice" and “believed themselves to be creating a ‘civil army’

composed of new and more moral Peruvians. Through their discipline they

hoped to end the ‘decrepit institutions, hatreds and low passions’ which they

believed had made Peru a decadent nation (Poole and Renique 1992: 107)."

For many of the party's members, “APRA was a way of life which called for

5
This discussion is based primarily on Poole and Remque's (1993) book, which outlines

Peruvian political history.
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uncritical devotion to Haya de la Torre and commitment to the party's slogan,

'Only APRA Will Save Peru.’ (Poole and Renique 1992:109)"

The same year the party was founded by Haya de la Torre a sección

feminina was also founded by Magda Portal. The formation of feminine sections

of political parties, in which women’s participation was characterized by tokenism

and segregation, was a fairly well-established practice in Peru and throughout

Latin America. Women met separately and had little real contact with policy

making committees. Thus, the involvement of women in the party was controlled

by the creation of a special "feminine ambiance,” or the creation of an

autonomous space, apart from men, that focused on women’s needs in order to

solicit their participation in the party. The comando femenino did not expect its

female members to give up their traditional roles or compromise their femininity:

rather, a system of supports through youth groups, counseling services, and

community cafeterias as well as legal, medical and dental services were made

available to female members. (Miller 1991).

There also was a tendency, described by Elsa Chaney in her studies on

Peru and Chile, for the male leadership of political parties to employ women in

supportive capacities--either as “electoral capital” during elections, or as

organizers, secretaries and enthusiastic supporters at political rallies (Chaney

1973; Chaney 1979). These roles supposedly stemmed from women’s “natural

occupation” of motherhood, and emphasized the reproductive over the

productive capacity of women in politics. Furthermore, they were roles that did
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not step outside the patriarchal ideal of separate public and private spheres for

the sexes--with urban women in the middle- and upper-classes confined to the

private sphere (the house and the sección feminina) and men actively involved

in politics and policy making. So long as women worked inside this definition of

political activity, and sought to articulate their demands and needs within the

proscribed channels, women were allowed to participate in political parties.

However, when they sought to go outside established channels, or when their

growing disillusionment forced them to directly challenge the party structure, as

Portal did in 1945 when she was consequently demoted and stripped of all her

political powers within APRA, the women were either isolated, censured, or

pushed out of the party (Miller 1991). Participation in APRA was mostly

characterized by the urban-working and / or middle-class, and among women, it

included mostly white, upper- to middle-class, highly educated women.

Ironically, it was a military dictator and not a leftist political party that was

responsible for handing women the right to vote While women in most other

Latin America countries had to struggle for suffrage, Peruvian women were

given the right by General Odria in 1954. He hoped that the "natural

conservative tendencies" of women would benefit him in an upcoming election.

Not only did the vote catch most women by surprise, but "it came as a gift for

which they had not expanded any large amounts of energy (Chaney 1979: 73)."

Scholars speculated that it was partly because women never organized a
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successful movement to fight for suffrage that they were subsequently unable to

build a unified "women's movement" in Peru (Chaney 1979).

The Confederación Campesina del Perú (CCP) was formed in 1947

Peasants organized against hacienda owners who encroached upon their land

or with whom they had long-standing land disputes. They fought against

unequal tenancy terms and by the 1950s, hacienda workers and tenants began

to initiate strikes. Landless peasants and peasants from indigenous

communities invaded hacienda lands, and in general peasant militancy swept

the countryside, culminating in the 1963-64 nationwide land invasions. Peasant

women were often at the forefront of these strikes and land invasions, put there

by male leaders under the general (and incorrect) assumption that armed

authorities would not strike out against defenseless women (Radcliffe 1993).

However, women did not take part as elected representatives on the national

governing bodies of the peasant confederations, such as the CCP and the

Confederación Nacional Agraria (CNA), until the late 1980s (Radcliffe 1990). By

that time, women also actively participated in peasant self-defense committees,

known as rondas campesinas

Women peasants were also a crucial force in the slow process of peasant

accumulation. As several scholars found, the labor and resources they brought

to peasant households often were the keys to establishing small entrepreneurial

businesses, such as moneylending and small merchant stores. Women were

crucial in the maintenance of family households once migration to mines or
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coastal haciendas by men became an economic necessity. Women also took

advantage of expanding markets and became proletarianized. occupying wage-

labor positions in the countryside, such as they existed, as milk-maids, for

example (Mallon 1983; Deere 1990). Although their roles in social and

economic spheres increased, women did not necessarily experience similar

growth in their roles in the political sphere. Women continued to be

marginalized in the peasant confederations, with numerous women ignored or

laughed off the podium by male members of the confederations at national

conferences and congresses. They were viewed mostly as “the shock troops' at

the level of spontaneous mobilization or mass action, taking a leading role in

mining strikes, urban riots, rural land invasions, and most other forms of protest

directly connected to issues of subsistence and family survival (Mallon 1986:

167)."

Revolutionary Movements in Peru

Peasant invasions of haciendas as well as several unsuccessful guerrilla

movements alarmed the Peruvian military, which had already intervened in the

government in 1962. The military's 1962 intervention came on the heels of a

presidential election in which Haya de la Torre won by a narrow margin. It was

an attempt to "contain popular mobilizations, which included a generalized

peasant insurgency, the development of a vigorous working-class movement

linked with the new and broader middle class, and a series of partisan

organizations demanding anti-oligarchic and nationalist reform measures (Cotier
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1986: 149-150)." The revolutionary movements that followed 1962 only

strengthened the military's conviction that further intervention was needed to

establish a stable political order.

The first of these guerrilla movements occurred in 1963, when Hugo

Blanco led an armed peasant uprising in La Convención and Lares provinces 6

Peasant unions in La Convención formed during the repressive military regime

of General Odria in the early 1950s, and continued to grow during General

Javier Prado's regime. Peasants in the Cuzco area aggressively re-took lands

and fought large landowners throughout the late 1950s. Blanco, who was from

Cuzco and spoke Quechua fluently, quickly came to lead the Frente de Izquierda

Revolucionario (FIR), which united the revolutionary left but also found

considerable mass support from peasants in the surrounding area. In leading

the short-lived guerrilla movement, Blanco rejected foquista theories of

revolution and relied on peasant strategies and leadership. He employed at

least one woman as a leader of an armed cell in the valley of Lares. (Blanco

1972. 40) although the peasant uprising did not articulate a platform that

mentioned women or was overtly concerned with women's needs. Blanco was

captured and jailed in 1963.

Another armed guerrilla movement, the Movimiento de la Izquierda

Revolucionaria (MIR), arose two years later. MIR was a response by young

members of APRA. inspired by the Cuban Revolution, who were disgusted with

6
This discussion is based on Blanco's (1972) book describing the events at La Convención and

subsequent persecution of Blanco and peasants involved in the uprising.
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APRA’s right-wing leanings in the 1960s. Led by Luis de la Puente, the group

of mostly middle-class university students and professionals adopted the foco

theory of guerrilla warfare and established centers in the jungle of Junin and La

Convención. Several women apparently fought with at least one MIR unit,

(Jaquette 1973: 349) although MIR never referred to the emancipation of

women in its platform. The movement was short lived and unsuccessful.

Contributing to its demise was the fact that none of the MIR members knew how

to speak Quechua and none were familiar with the sierra. They failed to garner

support among the peasantry, and the military defeated the movement six short

months after it appeared in 1965.

Yet another revolutionary movement fueled by the international socialist

(Trotskyist) climate in the 1960s also failed with record speed. Hector Bejar’s

Ejercito de Liberación Nacional (ELN) had even less support than MIR's and

never established a foundation with Peruvian workers or peasants. The event

that spurred the military to take over the government, however, was the dispute

over oil contracts with the International Petroleum Company (IPC). When the

controversy exploded in 1968, an already edgy military decided to step in and

take over the government. The Velasco regime, from 1968 to 1975, instituted

numerous reforms, among them sweeping agrarian reforms which are discussed

in detail in other sources (Lowenthal 1975; Lowenthal and McClintock 1983).

Army general Juan Velasco Alvarado was killed in 1975, but military rule

continued until 1980 when General Morales Bermudez returned power to a
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popularly elected civilian, Fernando Belaunde, of the Acción Popular party

Sendero Luminoso, which began organizing as a political party in the early

1960s, blew up a ballot box in the small sierra town of Chuschi on the day of the

elections. Thus, on the eve of Peru's return to democracy. Sendero began a 15-

year-war against the Peruvian state and the Peruvian Left.



WOMEN AND THE RISE OF SENDERO LUMINOSO

Sendero Luminoso and the “Lucha Armada"

"Sendero doesn't listen to the rest of the country, nor does the rest of the
country listen to Sendero. The matter is reduced to denouncing the
'annihilations' of Sendero, its arbitrary conduct, its disloyal work with the
popular movement; but it isn't given to systematic debate."1 (Pedraglio
1990:106)

A vast literature surrounds Sendero Luminoso's development. This

discussion will only attempt to briefly describe its political formation and how

women figured in the political party before the start of armed conflict. Sendero's

ideological assumptions are rooted in the organization's development during the

pre-agrarian reform period of 1959 to 1960 in the province of Huamanga2 (Poole

and Renique 1992; Seligmann 1995). Before agrarian reform, Huamanga was

the poorest Andean region in Peru, and had been so since the 19th century.

Unlike many provinces, where mestizaje was more prominent, Huamanga was

characterized by an overwhelmingly indigenous population which spoke mostly

Quechua rather than Spanish. There was no significant industry in the province,

and the infrastructure was severely underdeveloped. Only three bad roads

linked the area to large urban centers elsewhere, and there was no electricity

and poor health care. On the surface, the province appeared to those who

1
All translations are my own, unless otherwise stated.

2
The following discussion is based primarily on Poole and Renique's book (1992).

21
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would later become Sendero's leaders, such as agronomist Antonio Diaz

Martinez, as feudal. Diaz Martinez in particular made his life's work the study of

large estates that capitalized upon and exploited the majority of the population,

which lived in poverty tied to landowners by serfdom and other traditional service

obligations and discriminatory behaviors (Harding 1988).

In 1962 when Abimael Guzmán came to the Universidad Nacional San

Cristobal de Huamanga (UNSCH) in Ayacucho, president Belaunde was

completing a program of revitalization and investment in the university. With

relatively large amounts of foreign aid and the attraction of foreign and some

Limeño scholars to UNSCH, the university not only gained some prestige but

also acted as a magnet for many of the sons and daughters of the elite, middle-

class, and even lower-classes in the region. Much of the development aid

received by the university was devoted to the applied sciences and enabled

professors and students to conduct field work that was virtually unheard of

previously. Through this field work, the students at UNSCH were brought into

contact with the reality of the countryside they had fled, and many were

convinced that what they were learning in the university held at least the

potential for social transformation in their home villages.

Many of these students were greeted and welcomed to UNSCH by

Abimael Guzmán, who was made director of Youth Worth by the Peruvian

Communist Party’s Comité Regional de José Mariátegui upon his arrival in

Ayacucho. After the PCP split into Unidad and Bandera Roja factions in 1964,
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following the Sino-Soviet split, the pro-Chinese PCP-BR faction came to

dominate university and student life (Taylor 1983: 6-13). Frequent Indian

invasions of the region's large estates in 1963 and 1964 provided food for the

Maoist-oriented PCP-BR.

In 1968, after the Velasco regime took power and declared sweeping

agrarian reforms using the military to carry out its project, the PCP-BR split into

two factions over howto respond to the military's program. A small group known

as Patria Roja split from the PCP-BR, while a majority remained with the

Bandera Roja faction headed by Saturnino Paredes. The PCP-BR was

represented by the Frente Estudiante Revolucionaria (FER) at UNSCH, the

Universidad Nacional de Ingeneria and the Universidad de San Martin de Porres

in Lima (Taylor 1983: 9). By 1968 there was also a facción feminina of the FER

active in Ayacucho and Lima. Abimael Guzmán remained the head of

propaganda for the party until 1970, when he split from the PCP-BR and formed

Sendero. He and his followers criticized the PCP-BR for failing to build a

military apparatus within the party. Differences between Guzmán and Paredes

were also fueled by the two men's reactions to the sweeping reforms of

agriculture and industry initiated by the Velasco regime. Paredes and members

of the PCP-BR decided to accept the Velasco regime, while the PCP-SL. with

Guzmán at its head, declared the regime fascist and vowed to get revenge on

the "collaborationist" Left.
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The PCP-BR pursued their base with the peasants in Ayacucho while

Sendero opted to control student life at UNSCH. In the university. Guzmán's

ideology of "scientific Marxism" as a "unifying theme of a historical process in

which all material facts, from the earth's geological formation to the 20th-century

history of Peru, could be seen to lead to the inevitable emergence of the PCP-

Sendero Luminoso and its programme for a 'people's war,’ " dominated (Poole

and Renique 1992: 39). Sendero was an ideologically purist group, with

"scientific Marxism" being taught in the university as an absolute "truth."

From 1970 to 1977, Sendero retreated from political participation, during

which time the party built its political organization and formed regional

committees and cadres in the central sierra and Lima. Sendero’s retreat from

national politics came at a time when China was emerging from the Great

Proletarian Cultural Revolution. The failure of the Cultural Revolution, which

lasted from 1966 to 1969, signaled a crisis in the development of Sendero. The

Cultural Revolution was Mao's "supreme effort to cleanse the superstructure of

bourgeoisie values that had crept back into drama, literature, party work,

education, and in fact into all phases of Chinese work. Mao's mission was to

root out the old values, replace them with proletarian values, and in the process

rebuild some of the key institutions that would advance socialism and lead to the

restoration of his authority (Gurley 1988: 170)." When he failed, Guzmán took

Sendero in a radical direction.
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Sendero re-emerged in 1977 from its self-imposed seclusion and the first

inklings of the hard-line, dogmatic, orthodox Maoist stance of the PCP-SL were

evident. Mao died soon after Sendero’s re-emergence in traditional politics and

China’s "Gang of Four" were put on trial in 1976. The "Gang of Four" included

Mao's widow, Chiang Ch'ing, who was "accused of attempting to use the militia

to usurp party and state power, of opposing Chou En-lai, of attempting to

assassinate Mao, of sabotaging the economy, of being enemy agents, and of

much else (Gurley 1988: 177)." With the conclusion of the trial and purging of

Mao's supporters from the new government, China began moving toward a

political and economic development fundamentally different from the socialist

economy and society envisioned by Mao What appeared to be a blow to

Guzmán only spurred Sendero to take an even more adamantly dogmatic

stance. Guzmán declared himself the "Fourth Sword of Marxism," tracing his

theoretical development from Marx, Lenin and Mao, to himself and pensamiento

Gonzalo, and fancied himself the shining beacon of revolutionary thought in the

world.

"Gonzalo Thought" was primarily concerned with ideological purity and .

. the identification of revisionism as one of communism's foremost enemies

(Poole and Renique 1992: 47)." Without the proper guidance from Sendero to

ensure ideological purity, "revisionism is a natural waste product of a class

struggle which unfolds" naturally (Poole and Renique 1992: 47). These two

aspects of Sendero meant that militarily and politically Sendero attacked all
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other Leftist organizations, political parties, their members and representatives

in Peru. Sendero also viewed peasant leaders, community leaders, leaders of

squatter settlements around Lima and basically any independent organization as

competition and therefore a threat to be "annihilated." Parties and organizations

to the Right of the political spectrum, on the other hand, were virtually ignored

Sendero fulfilled its promise to exact revenge on parties of the Left that

supported the Velasco and later the Morales military regimes. Beginning with

the party's first military action in Chuschi in 1980, Sendero followed a systematic

program of selected assassinations, terror tactics, and massacres of Leftist party

members. Guzmán, in the speeches and writings of Sendero, was apt to use

the metaphor of disease and curative "cleansing" to describe these tactics

against other members of the Left. As such, "it provides simple answers to the

complex problems of Peru and its largely futureless youth . More than a

simple quest for power, the PCP-SL sees the armed struggle as an Olympian

battle between good and evil which is fought at all levels of existence, from the

universe to the individual soul (Poole and Renique 1992: 48)."

The upshot of Sendero's "purge" was to wipe out or silence effective

resistance to the neo-liberal conservatives that called for the implementation of

International Monetary Fund (IMF) measures on the inflation-ridden Peruvian

economy. Although Conservative-Rightist candidate Mario Vargas Llosa did not

win the elections of 1990. one week after the election, outsider-populist Alberto

Fujimori "announced a package of economic shock measures designed to
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control inflation and to enable Peru to re-establish relations with international

lending agencies (Poole and Renique 1992: 22)." Furthermore. Sendero's

campaign against the Peruvian Left and the general chaos it produced in society

was reason enough for Fujimori to take an authoritarian stance toward anti¬

government protest. In 1992, Fujimori, with tacit approval from the military,

carried out a coup, gave virtually complete control to the military to deal with

Sendero, and "justified closing Congress and reorganizing the judiciary as

necessary to the fight against 'terrorism.' In the months following the coup, the

military and police dealt several severe blows to Sendero, with the violent attack

on the Castro Castro prison and the arrest of Guzmán (Poole and Renique 1992:

166)." The result did not lead to a "polarization of society" as Sendero had

hoped. Instead, approval of Fujmori's tactics and support for his re-election in

1995 was widespread.

Women and Sendero

Little is known about the extent of women's participation in Sendero

during its formative years in Ayacucho. The involvement of groups of female

high school students in protests in Ayacucho, beginning with Velasco s changes

to the university and public school system in 1969, has been at least partially

described (Degregori 1990). It is important to note, however, that it is during the

period of Sendero’s retreat from politics from 1970 to 1977 that the earliest

document which addresses the question of women’s participation in the party

was published.
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El Marxismo, Mariátequi y El Movimiento Feminmo: “Por una línea de

clase en el movimiento feminmo popular ” was published in 1970. It is cited by

Carol Andreas in her 1990-91 article for NACLA Report on the Americas

(Andreas 1990-91) as one of her first exposures to the group, with which the

North American scholar, who conducted research in Chile and Peru and later

came to the United States to teach and publish a newsletter supporting Sendero,

clearly identifies. The 75-page booklet reveals a striking image of women and

their role in Sendero’s radical project. The opening paragraphs state the

“feminine problem” in Peru must be viewed in the context of increased

mobilization of women in politics in the late 1960s, and such mobilization was

worthwhile only from a working class perspective that served the popular

masses--not when it was propelled solely for the benefit of the “exploiting

classes” or used as a divisive tool or obstacle to the “popular struggle.” The

importance of the process of “mobilization, organization and politicization of

women” along class lines and in that specific order is established early in the

text. Because class, and not “sex” or gender, is postulated as the main factor

responsible for the subordination of women, “the necessity for a scientific

understanding of the feminine problem unquestionably requires a conception of

the working class, of Marxism (Centro Femenino Popular 1975: 11)."

This “scientific understanding of the feminine problem” begins in the text

with the refutation of “theories of women” coming from the “exploitative classes,”

specifically the theory of a naturally weaker sex. According to the booklet, as
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greater numbers of women were incorporated into the process of production in

the developing capitalist system, those women--now freed from the four walls of

their homes and unpaid domestic drudgery and servitude--were able to establish

an economic base upon which to launch a struggle for emancipation. However.

Sendero maintained that this struggle unfortunately concentrated on winning

legal rights, such as suffrage, for women. Ultimately, Sendero believed this

feminine movement was unsuccessful because women such as Luisa Michel, of

the Paris Commune of 1871, made the mistake of thinking that pursuing voting

rights and parliamentary positions would establish equality. While the struggle

for suffrage often ended in victory, the text states, it was a hollow one because it

did not provide the means for women to “truly” transform their subordinate

condition in society. Legal emancipation, according to the text, meant

emancipation for a select few women.

Marxism, on the other hand provided a conception of “women as social

products whose transformation requires the transformation of society (Centro

Femenino Popular 1975: 19)." But Marxism in itself was not sufficient to achieve

a correct understanding of the feminine problem; it also had to be approached

from a proper “scientific perspective.” According to Sendero’s “correct”

interpretation of Frederick Engels’ The Origin of the Family, Private Property and

the State, private property rights and private rights over the means of production

were responsible for the subordinate condition of women, and the only way of

achieving women’s emancipation was therefore through the “complete
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destruction of such rights (Centro Feminino Popular 1975: 21)." Marxism was

also able to offer, according to the booklet, the proper process of politicization

for women. Women, as they were incorporated into the productive process and

were transformed from “women” to “women workers,” took part in the process

that forged the most advanced and “ultimate class in history”-the working class.

The text states that women began their radical process of politicization by means

of this mobilization and organization in the workers’ struggle. They were

incorporated into the workers’ party because it was responsible for organizing

and directing the working class through its political vanguard. In this historical

process a new type of female combatant emerged. The booklet cites several

examples of these new women, such as Luisa Michel, N. Krupskaya, Rosa

Luxemburg and Liu Ju-lan. It is also interesting to note that the only Peruvian

woman mentioned in this list of "new women" is Micaela Bastidas, wife of Tupac

Amaru II, whose name and historical example is used by Sendero repeatedly in

other contexts, such as its daily newspaper, El Diario One suspects that

Sendero appropriated Bastidas much the same way it appropriated the works

and name of Jose Carlos Mariategui--as a means to legitimize its ideological

program, as Bastidas is an icon among women's, feminist and peasant groups

in Peru.3

From this Leninist “vanguardist” position, Sendero maintained that the

feminine masses had to be made to understand the necessity of their

3
For an interesting discussion of how the image of Micaela Bastidas was used by SINAMOS and

interpreted by peasant women during the 1970s, see Sara A. Radcliffe (1993).
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incorporation and participation in politics and the workers' struggle and that

women needed to be educated, organized and prepared for all forms of struggle,

including armed ones. Although emphasis in the text is on working women, it

mentions briefly that campesinas should not be forgotten since the ‘peasant”

class was identified by José Carlos Mariátegui as the primary class of Peru 4

The booklet also claims that since workers’ parties began to organize in

Peru in the early twentieth century, these new parties paid specific attention to

the situation of women in society. Sendero believed women of the previous

century were limited in their capacity to mobilize and organize because their

access to education was prohibited or severely restricted. Even when women

were allowed into universities in Peru in 1908. the curriculum they were allowed

to study was limited to courses in health, education, and similar professions

thought to be “appropriate" for women However, the text states that

mechanization and the two World Wars meant that growing numbers of women

were incorporated into factory production in Peru. Sendero claimed that these

women “naturally” sided with the working class struggle and “adhered” to parties

fighting for higher salaries, an eight-hour working day and better working

conditions and safety regulations. Women participated alongside men in strikes

and fights for workers’ rights, developed a proletarian ideology, and finally, in

some militant political parties, were viewed as combatants in the revolutionary

4 It is interesting that the authors of the booklet seek to legitimize their ideological program by
using José Carlos Mariátegui, an intellectual icon in Peru for virtually everyone, left and right. As
noted before, the works cited in the booklet and allegedly authored by Mariátegui cannot be
located.
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struggle. These women, according to the booklet, were willing to . . seal with

their own blood their adhesion to their class (Centro Femlnino Popular 1975:

45)."

The text claims that Mariátegui’s application of universal Marxist-Leninist

theory “scientifically” identified the semi-feudal and semi-colonial character of

Peruvian society. Therefore, Sendero believed the “naturally weaker sex theory

was rejected by Mariátegui because he conceived of women as products of the

semi-feudal and semi-colonial society in which they evolved. Women, at least

according to Sendero's interpretation of Mariátegui’s writings, did not possess an

essential, unchanging character, but rather were dynamic and capable of

change, in as much as society was viewed as dynamic and capable of change.

Mariátegui, according to the booklet, also analyzed how the relationship

between “Yankee imperialism” and oppressed nations was imprinted on the

“feminine mentality” of the Limeño bourgeoisie, which legislated and enforced a

supposedly feudal moral code that upheld an ideal image of the “Latina woman”

falsely projected by Yankee imperialists seeking to exploit Peru.

Sendero saw female workers, although having access to an economic

base to fight for their emancipation, as being doubly exploited when employers

routinely paid them forty to sixty percent less than men for performing the same

work in all sectors of society. The condition of indigenous women and

campesinas also did not improve with Peru’s dependency on Yankee

imperialism. The document states that campesinas, often married with families
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of their own, were stiil forced to provide free services" to landowners and

regional authorities in many parts of Peru. According to Sendero, the

campesinas “miserable condition” had only one root and that was the

perseverance and maintenance of the latifundia and peonage in the provinces.

The booklet maintains, furthermore, that the emancipation of women

could only be achieved if the “new women” forged by the proper process of

politicization emerged at the same time a new society was being constructed.

The document cites Mariátegui as stating that focusing on other themes of

“liberation,” such as divorce, love and marriage would take attention away from

the revolutionary struggle and sow confusion and disorientation among the

feminine ranks The development of a feminist movement following the “correct”

and “scientific” path of Mariátegui therefore meant choosing a “feminism” led by

the Peruvian working class party--the PCP-SL. To do this, the document calls

for the construction of the Movimiento Feminmo Popular (MFP) in Ayacucho.

Sendero believed that only through the MFP could women form a nucleus of

activists to implement the published principles and organization program. The

booklet also claimed that women had to work to establish the proper process of

politicization of women by mobilizing and organizing women according to the

orientation and politics of the proletariat. The four-page declaration of principles

(with an introduction and listing of nine principles) reiterates most of the points

brought out in the main text.
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The document was re-printed in 1975 after the United Nations declared

1975-1985 the “Decade on Women." Added to the second printing was a short

introduction explaining the reasons for the re-edition and including a copy of the

MFP “program.” The two-page program, a separate document written in 1973,

was somewhat more concrete than the original declaration of principles and

called for equal pay for equal work, equality of women before the law. equal

opportunities for education, and the creation of an outlet in the press for

Peruvian women expressing a classist perspective titled Rimariyna Warmani.

More vaguely, the program asserted the need to form a National Federation of

Women of Peru and a Socorro Rojo, responsible for “economic campaigns so

the people can support themselves by their own means (Centro Feminino

Popular 1970: 76)."

Methodology

This study originally proposed to attempt to understand how women

conceived of their participation in Sendero by interviewing women imprisoned on

terrorism and / or treason charges in Peru. For this purpose, approximately four

months were spent in Lima from September to December of 1995.

Unfortunately, the entire month of October was spent in hospitals in both Peru

and the United States recuperating from an appendectomy and other health-

related problems. Fluency in everyday Spanish was achieved during these

months, while technical Spanish skills relating to legal and police documents

improved but did not achieve fluency.
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While in Peru, this study was conducted with the support and guidance of

the Instituto de Defensa Legal (IDL) in Lima, a non-governmental human rights

organization which, after reviewing the research proposal, offered to assist in

gaining access to the prisons where many female senderistas are housed. Work

was conducted in close cooperation with IDL's legal team, composed of lawyers,

social workers and legal secretaries who investigate cases of terrorism and

treason and defend those men and women they feel are unjustly accused of

these two crimes.

On several occasions I was allowed to accompany the Institute's social

worker on visits to the squatter settlements in Canto Grande surrounding the

Castro Castro prison. During these visits I listened to the social worker speak

with family members, friends and neighbors of men and women the Institute

believed were unjustly incarcerated. The social worker was primarily concerned

with the well-being and health of children left in the care of relatives, friends and

sometimes neighbors while their parents spent unspecified lengths of time in

prison.

Through the Institute I also was introduced to women who had recently

gained their freedom due to the work of defense lawyers on the legal team. On

three occasions I interviewed Señora Santosa Layme at her home in

Cooperativa Santa Marta. Her case received international attention through an

Amnesty International letter campaign and the efforts of other human rights

organizations (Burt 1995; IDL 1995: 267-269).
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I was also introduced to several religious figures prominent in the human

rights struggle in Peru. Father Hubert Lanssiers provided vital background

information on the internal organization of the women's prisons in Lima.

Through him, contact was made with several other women who had been

unjustly accused of being senderistas and incarcerated on those charges, but

who recently attained their freedom. Interviews with these women were vital in

forming an understanding of how female inmates organize inside the prisons and

how they construct the categories of "terrorists" and "innocents."

The project's main goal of interviewing women in prison charged with

terrorism or treason, however, proved difficult to implement and ultimately was

impossible. Two weeks after arriving in Lima, with the assistance of IDL and a

letter of introduction provided by the University of Florida, I formally asked for

permission to access the prisons from the General in charge of the women's

prison of Chorillos, Lima. Initially the request was denied. However, two weeks

after receiving the rejection, the Institute learned that the National Police

promoted another man to the post of prison administrator, and the petition was

re-submitted. After waiting a month, permission to enter the prison was granted.

Through the IDL social worker who often visited women in the prison,

arrangements were made to interview two alleged female senderistas. The

women were notified that I would be coming to talk to them, and through the

social worker they requested basic information about me and the nature of the

interviews.
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However. I was recuperating from an appendectomy and left Peru for two

weeks, flying back to the United States do to other health complications. I was

unable to take advantage of the General's offer immediately. Upon my arrival in

Lima and shortly before I was to enter Chorillos accompanied by the Institute's

social worker and a lawyer for the defendants, the General sent my request to

be reviewed by the National Penitentiary Institute (INPE). He postponed my visit

pending INPE's approval of his request. Several weeks later INPE formally

denied my request to enter the prison. Lawyers and officials at IDL stated that

they felt access might have been granted if: 1)1 had not been recuperating from

surgery and had visited Chorillos immediately after receiving the go-ahead from

the prison administrator, or; 2) I had spent more time in Lima and re-petitioned to

enter the prison. Due to time and money constraints the second option was not

feasible. The possibility of travel to provinces outside Lima where access to

prisons is easier to obtain was eliminated by further medical complications.

While recuperating from surgery and waiting for entrance to Chorillos to

be denied or granted, several other approaches to this topic were explored. The

possibility of conducting a study of female senderistas based on interviews with

arrepentidos, similar to that conducted by Ponciano del Pino (1995), was briefly

considered. Father Lanssiers agreed to ask several arrepentidas who were out

of prison and living in Lima if they were willing to be interviewed. However, there

are several significant dangers to this approach and therefore it was abandoned.
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First, this method of investigation provided no way of assuring the safety

of the interviewer. Convicted terrorists who took advantage of the Ley de

Arrepentimiento in from 1992 to 1994 often rekindled contacts with Sendero or

the Movimiento Revolucionario Tupac Amaru (MRTA) either voluntarily or out of

fear and coercion once they were released from prison. There was significant

danger of exposing the interviewer to attack if interviews with such arrepentidos

were conducted. Furthermore, several sources stated that arrepentidos often

continued to suffer persecution from police long after they were released from

prison. Father Lanssiers and lawyers at IDL maintained that police routinely re-

arrest and re-interrogate arrepentidos to see if they have, indeed, re-established

contact with the revolutionary movements (or the revolutionary movements have

established contact with them). If the interviewer's name was mentioned during

a police interrogation, there existed the possibility that the interviewer could be

falsely accused and imprisoned on charges of apology to terrorism and / or

association with terrorists under the current Peruvian legal code (Gamarra

1996).

Second, because most human rights organizations were closely watched

by the National Police and the military during this time, there was no way to

assure the safety and anonymity of the arrepentida interviewees from police

persecution. Nor was there any way to protect interviewees from exposing them

to attacks by rival terrorist organizations. Therefore, another less risky approach

to the topic was pursued.
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Since I had already established a relationship with the legal team at IDL. I

asked for permission to do a study based on the information contained in their

legal archives. Permission was granted to study the materials in the case files,

or expedientes, of five women whose cases were investigated and reviewed by

IDL lawyers and ultimately rejected based on the doubts of the defendants'

innocence. The one condition was that these women's names be changed to

protect their identity, since many had yet to be judged or sentenced. These case

studies are summarized and presented herein.

The Institute's lawyers also had access to documents otherwise restricted

by INPE One such document, a national census of all inmates in 1994 charged

and / or sentenced for terrorism and treason, was very useful in establishing

background information for this study (INPE 1994; McDivitt 1996). Analyzing

this document provided a concise picture of exactly how many men and women

were in prison on these charges, where they were imprisoned, how many of

these people were sentenced or still being processed, and how many

considered themselves senderistas or MRTAistas by registering with either of

the two groups upon incarceration (See Appendix B). These statistics should be

considered with care, however since the census contained numerous errors

such as counting the same person twice due to different variations of name

spellings.

Other information regarding the topic was further obtained from visits to

several organizations and libraries in Lima (See Appendix C) and by paging
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through the volumes of three Peruvian magazines. Caretas. Oiga and Sí, to

compile a list of articles that touch upon the topic (See Appendix A).

Conclusions

Latin American models of female revolutionaries in the 20th century

incorporate various and sometimes conflicting elements. This is to be expected,

as culture in complex societies is anything but homogenous. A brief sketch of

the Latin American and Peruvian models that preceded Sendero’s war against

the Peruvian state and Peruvian Left by scholars such as Jaquette and Lobao-

Reif reveals that most female revolutionaries fit an unofficial and unarticulated

profile. These women conformed to other models of Latin American women-that

of mother, wife, personal secretary--that stress their participation in support

roles as opposed to leadership roles of male compatriots. They were also

overwhelmingly upper- to middle-class women, of white. European or mestizo

origin. Indigenous and poor women were almost entirely excluded from

revolutionary movements until after the success or failure of the particular

movement was determined. That Sendero would attract and / or recruit women

with similar socio-economic and educational characteristics to its ranks during its

formative years in the 1960s and 70s is not surprising. What is interesting, as

will be demonstrated in the chapters to follow, is that the phenomena of women’s

participation in Sendero received so much sensationalized attention-from both

scholars and academics as well as Peruvian and international journalists.



THE COUNTER-INSURGENT QUALITY OF ANALYSES OF SENDERO

General Texts and Women’s Participation in Sendero

In a widely read and oft-cited article by Orin Starn, the anthropologist who

is best known for his research on Peru’s rondas campesinas, states that,

“despite the ubiquity of female Senderistas, the phenomenon has drawn almost

no attention in the academic literature on Sendero. Serious inquiry into why

women enlist, and also in the broader issue of the construction of gender within

the party, should definitely be a priority for future research (Starn 1992: 218)."

In a footnote to this comment, he cites newspaper articles from Sendero’s daily

paper, El Diario, and an unpublished document by Robin Kirk as the only

example of academic writing on the subject. Starn reiterated this point on the

final day of an international symposium on Sendero Luminoso at the University

of Wisconsin-Madison in April 1995.1

What this chapter will demonstrate is that, even at the time of his article in

1992, and certainly at the symposium in 1995, the supposed “lack of serious

inquiry” surrounding this topic was more a myth than a reality, and in fact

reflected a general reluctance on the part of scholars and others to acknowledge

1
“Shining and Other Paths: Anatomy of a Peruvian Tragedy, Prospects for a Peruvian Future: a

conference to analyze and historicize the phenomenon of the Shining Path and other
oppositional movements in Peru.” University of Wisconsin-Madison, April 27-30, 1995.

41
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non-academic forms of investigation (for the most part, journalistic). It also may.

either consciously or unconsciously, reflect the conventions of scholarly

procedure among U S. and European scholars studying Sendero and a

tendency on their part to de-emphasize Peruvian sources of information and

analysis, since many citations do not appear in prestigious, well-respected

journals or other academic publications (Poole and Renique 1991).

Carol Andreas (Andreas 1985; Andreas 1990-91) and more recently,

Robin Kirk (Kirk 1991a; Kirk 1992a; Kirk 1992b: Kirk 1993) and Kristin Herzog

(Herzog 1993) are the three most widely read sources regarding women’s

participation in Sendero. Andreas, a North American woman who spent several

years doing research in Chile, states in her 1985 book, When Women Rebel:

The Rise of Popular Feminism in Peru, that she came to Peru in 1973 after

fleeing the military coup in Chile. She states that she had been "working with

women in a farm workers’ union during the last year of the Popular Unity

government, hoping to make a permanent home in Chile. . . I brought to Peru the

same expectation of finding a niche for myself living and working in an

environment where social transformation was underway (Andreas 1985: xi-xii)."

The personal, testimonial style of her writing, which is exhibited

throughout both her book and the article she wrote for NACLA Report on the

Americas several years later, is a deliberate strategy used to get the reader to

identify with her position as an oppressed woman, in the sense commonly

employed by the second-wave, international feminist movement of the 1970s. It
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is also used to lend credence, validation and an authoritative voice to her

writings, which, as will be explained here and in the following chapters, are

structured around her ideological beliefs--which just happen to coincide with

Sendero’s ideology regarding women’s participation in the organization.

The other well-known author on this topic, Robin Kirk, also employs a

testimonial writing style in order to present a point of view antithetical to that of

Andreas. Kirk avoided putting a testimonial spin to her writing style when she

was writing for newspapers, but did utilize it in her book, Grabado en Piedra Las

Mujeres de Sendero Luminoso, published by the Instituto de Estudios Peruanos

in 1993. Prior to the publication of her book, which is based on a 1992 article

she did for Image magazine, Kirk exhibited a typical detached observer

perspective common to journalism and journalistic writing, which may have been

a result of the medium in which she was publishing. Working as a foreign

correspondent for the Chronicle of Higher Education, the San Francisco

Chronicle and the Pacific News Network, she also published on human rights

issues and how the war in Peru affected women of the highlands. (Kirk 1991b)

She is now, however, probably better known for providing an alternative model

(to that of Andreas) for framing the issue of women’s participation in Sendero

and for her role in America's Watch in Washington, D C.

Much less known, and certainly less-frequently cited, is an outstanding

analysis by Kristin Herzog (Herzog 1993). Perhaps because the body of

literature surrounding Sendero is so large, or because of her distinctly
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theological viewpoint, her book, Finding their Voice: Peruvian Women s

Testimonies of War, is very rarely considered in the literature about women's

participation in Sendero. She also employs a testimonial and personal

perspective in her writing style, yet she allows the perspectives and opinions of

women other than herself-Peruvian women, both victims of the war and

advocates for it—to shine through her text. She questions and contemplates the

viewpoints of others, attempting to examine them in the light of different

theoretical paradigms. However, unlike Andreas, Herzog does not impose a

pre-conceived theoretical stance upon the women she presents in her book.

A Lack of "Serious Inquiry" into Women and Sendero

In the early 1980s, as has been pointed out by Poole and Renique (Poole

and Renique 1991), some scholars were able to buttress theories of Sendero as

a peasant-based social movement by only considering, due to the conventions

of scholarly inquiry, a limited body of literature and information regarding

Sendero. Writers such as Cynthia McClintock and David Scott Palmer, for

example, drew on and contributed to analyses of Sendero published mainly in

European and U S. academic journals, and in the process overlooked many

important analyses of Peruvian scholars, such as Carlos Ivan Degregori and

others. These "new chroniclers of Peru," as Poole and Renique dubbed such

scholars, blinded themselves to alternative explanations and analyses by failing

to incorporate information and analyses of Sendero published in Peruvian

magazines and journals that were considered unconventional and generally not
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recognized within academia. Thus, these scholars were able to cite the 1983

funeral of Edith Lagos, which drew an alleged 30,000 to 10.000 people to

Ayacucho in a massive outpouring of grief and support, as evidence of

Sendero’s mass-based support among peasants. (McClintock 1984: McClintock

1988; Palmer 1986) Other authors postulated that Sendero drew its support

among peasant women who found Sendero s "moralizing influence” on drunken,

abusive husbands a major attractant. (Tarazona-Sevillano 1992: 180-181)

More research into Lagos’ death and the significance of her funeral needs to be

done before coming to concrete conclusions. Undoubtedly, one cannot cite this

disputed figure and assume the population of Ayacucho felt similarly ten or even

five years after her funeral. Similarly, popular and academic conceptions of

Sendero have not remained static, and, even after the capture of Guzmán,

continue to change radically (Balbi 1991). It is probable that popular and

academic conceptions of women's participation in Sendero has undergone such

changes as well. A particular water-shed event, responsible for changing the

opinions of many about Sendero and its tactics, was the assassination of barrio

leader Maria Elena Moyano in Villa El Salvador in 1992 by a Sendero squad,

composed partially of women, in broad daylight.

Writers focusing on women’s or gender issues inside Sendero may have

allowed the conventions of scholarly inquiry, which consider only analyses and

information presented in well-respected academic journals and texts (more often

that not published in English or French in the U S. and Europe), to allow their
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writings to go unchallenged. Most notable for this was Andreas, who in her book

and journal article relied heavily on Sendero’s daily newspaper. El Piano, for

most of her information. She deliberately cultivates the idea in her book that

there isn’t much information regarding the topic, when in fact women’s

participation in Sendero was a topic which had engaged the imagination (if not

the scholarly investigation) of Peru’s popular and sensationalistic press from the

very beginning. (See Appendix A) Among the more than 8,000 news reports

cited by DESCO (DESCO 1989), there are frequent notations of women's

activities with Sendero from 1980 to 1988.

In her book, Andreas portrays the MFP, or Movimiento Feminino Popular,

as an autonomous women's group without ever mentioning its direct links to

Sendero. In fact, Sendero is not mentioned at all until the second to last

chapter, titled "Native Revival and Rebellion." When she does mention

Sendero it is in a rather glowing context. For example, Andreas writes that, "In

the central provinces of Ayacucho and Apurimac, it was the guerrillas of Sendero

Luminoso who began, in the 1980s, to provide a dramatic outlet for women's

frustration and anger against the powerful men who controlled their lives

(Andreas 1985: 178)." On the next page, in a brief explanation of Sendero,

Andreas writes that the revolutionary movement began at the Universidad de

San Cristóbal de Huamanga as "a social movement . born in the early 1970s,

and it was to become the greatest challenge to the Peruvian government since

the revolt against the Spanish crown in the early 1800s (Andreas 1985: 179)."
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A little further on she makes a factually unsupported and highly controversial

statement that although Sendero became a "tightly disciplined clandestine

organization ... it never abandoned its commitment to sexual equality within the

party (Andreas 1985: 180, 182)." Ironically, Andreas does an excellent job of

documenting some women's struggles to gain basic rights, such as better

working conditions and wages in a fishmeal factory in Chimbóte. Curiously

despite this, she never mentions that many of the women's organizations she so

highly praises were, in fact, the targets of assassination and terror campaigns by

Sendero, which viewed almost all grass roots organizations and movements as

competitors and members of the "revisionist left."

Furthermore, Andreas' technique of footnoting leaves much to be desired.

After presenting quotes in the text, or presenting specific ideas and concepts

concerning women's oppression in Peru, the footnotes to which the reader is

referred often do not contain the information needed to find where the

information came from. Instead, the footnotes are explanatory, often referring to

Andreas' personal experience or observation. She mentions women's

conferences and meetings but never the dates on which they were held, where

they were located, or who organized them. Most importantly, she cites only a

few, obscure Sendero documents which specifically address women, giving the

reader the distinct impression that women "naturally" and "freely" sought out

Sendero and that the party was not forced to recruit women. This referencing

technique thus prevents the reader from verifying many of her statements about
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Sendero's policies toward women. Despite the image that Andreas portrays,

women’s participation in Sendero attracted the attention of the international

press at an early stage in the armed conflict. There is a pervasive overlap

between journalistic and academic writings on Sendero, so these sources of

analysis cannot be overlooked.

Since the 1992 capture of Guzmán, there has also been an explosion of

academic writing on the issue. In the face of the abundance of information

regarding this topic, it is amazing that scholars continue to predominantly cite

Andreas or Kirk when there are plenty of other sources to consider. It is now a

relatively accepted opinion among scholars that Andreas was a supporter and

sympathizer of Sendero. The structure of Andreas’ book, for example, when

placed side-by-side with the previously discussed 1970 Sendero document,

(Centro Feminino Popular 1975) reveals a striking similarity to the “proper

process of mobilization, organization, and politicization” outlined in the Sendero

document. After charting examples of female revolutionaries in Peruvian history,

include the obligatory mention of Micaela Bastidas, Andreas describes the

process of “mobilization” of Peruvian proletarianized women into the global

economy, and of rural women via agrarian reform measures. She progresses to

the “organization” of women in the pueblos jovenes and in workers’ parties

throughout the country, citing their participation in strikes, labor marches and

tomas de tierras in the countryside. And from that, she finally describes

Sendero members, such as Edith Lagos and Carla Carlota Tutti (who took over
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for Lagos after her 1982 death) as examples of “model” Peruvian feminists,

without directly mentioning that they were members of Sendero.

Kirk’s analysis takes a fundamentally different approach, and is not

informed by theory as is Andrea's works. Her analysis is primarily based on the

quotes and her personal observations taken from one interview conducted with

an ex-senderista ("Betty") in the backseat of a rented car, and on her

impressions of a brief trip to the women’s section of the Castro Castro prison in

Lima. The interviews and her visit to the prison form the basis for her article in

Image magazine (Kirk 1992a) and are expanded upon in the book version.

Kirk's book introduces a host of new sources on the topic, but unfortunately

several are impossible to find due to incomplete citations. Although it is clearly

not her intent, Kirk in certain respects perpetuates and reinforces a stereotype of

female guerrilleras world-wide as being “remembered for their savagery or for

their fatal beauty (Kirk 1993: 15)." For example, after opening her magazine

article with a very humanizing vignette about "Betty," the ex-senderista Kirk

interviews in the back-seat of a rented car, Kirk gives three examples of the

senseless violence that characterized Sendero's armed conflict during the 1980s

and 1990s. Her first illustration, that of the assassination of barrio leader Maria

Elena Moyano by a senderista cell, clearly exemplifies Kirk's designation of

these women as "deadly assassins (Kirk 1992a)." Kirk writes that among the

senderistas who killed Moyano there were several women, one of whom

reportedly delivered the tiro de gracia, or single gunshot, to the head which killed
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Moyano in broad daylight, and a second woman who was responsible for

dynamiting Moyano's body.

The second and third vignettes that follow in the text, however,

unintentionally reinforce a stereotype of female combatants as savage and

brutal. This is partially because unlike the first example, which gives specific

examples of female senderistas, who clearly are individual women who took part

in the assassination of Maria Elena Moyano, the second and third examples

move to generalizations. In other words, Kirk switches from describing

differences among specific, individual women grounded in a particular historical,

cultural and political context to postulating--by writing about its opposite, the

savage female senderistas-a universal, essentialist "Woman." (de Lauretis

1987) Briefly, the second example provided by Kirk is of the assassination of an

Ashaninka leader who is crucified, castrated and whose testicles are shoved in

his mouth. At first glance, the reader may make the (possibly mistaken)

assumption that female senderistas participated in, and were responsible for,

this attack. However, Kirk does not supply concrete evidence for the reader to

confidently make that leap. Instead, because this example directly follows that

of the assassination of Moyano, and because of the gender-specific nature of

the act (castration and the placing of the man's testicles in his mouth), the text

conveys the literary impression that female senderistas were responsible for the

attack while at the same time avoiding making a direct statement as to the

gender of the attackers.
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The third example uses a similar literary technique to convey an

impression that is also not supported by concrete data. This example is of

Sendero's massacre of thirty-four villagers, whom Kirk describes as being

"mostly women and children," in Santo Tomas de Pata. (Kirk 1992a: 16) Kirk

provides this example as more proof of Sendero's senseless violence against

society's "innocents," namely women and children. Such attacks are considered

gross moral transgressions to begin with, but their impact upon the reader is

exacerbated in Kirk's text by the unstated, although implicit, assumption that the

massacre in Santo Tomas de Pata was committed by female senderistas Once

again, Kirk fails to mention the gender of the senderistas involved in the attack,

and one suspicions that men as well as women were involved in both of these

examples. By not stating clearly that both genders were probably involved in

these horrific attacks, Kirk perpetuates a stereotype that portrays female

senderistas as being deviant and somehow more devoid of moral fiber than their

male counterparts, who were equally, if not more, active in Sendero's brutai

attacks. In essence, Kirk moves from a very concrete example of women who

were senderistas and who committed an atrocious, inexcusable act of terrorism,

to, as Italian film theorist and critic Teresa de Lauretis explains, "examples of

women who . . . become one and the same with embodiments of an 'archetypal

essence of Woman,' " or "more or less sophisticated impersonations of a

metaphysical-discursive femininity (de Lauretis 1987: 2)."
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Throughout the article as well as the book, it is clear that Kirk attempts to

avoid doing this. She is well aware of the specificity and individuality of female

senderistas, and labors to present the one female senderista she interviewed at

length--"Betty"--in such a way that she does not become the diabolical opposite

of archetypal Woman, but rather remains an individual woman who made an

individual choice based on her "investments"2 in Sendero's political platform and

her own emotional and physical needs at the time she made her decision. At the

end of the magazine article, for example, Kirk states that the female senderistas

she interviewed are as much victims of the "hopelessness and misery to which

most people in Latin America are fated ... as were the thousands of innocents

slaughtered in Sendero's senseless violence. (Kirk 1992a: 21)" She writes that

these female senderistas acted out of the "highest idealism" and later found their

"ideals horribly twisted (Ibid.)." As she closes the article with her observations

about "Betty," the 27-year-old woman who joined Sendero when she ran away

from home at age 17, Kirk states that compared with the other "innocent" victims

of Sendero's 15-year-war, " it is difficult to feel pity" for a woman whom Kirk

portrays as completely unrepentant of her violent actions (Ibid.). More pointedly,

in the preface to her book, Kirk laments, "Is this all feminism gave them (the

women who participated in Sendero)--the option between killing or not killing

another woman in the name of a utopia that they can't even describe? (Kirk

1993:10-11)"

: The term is de Lauretis'. She defines "investment" as "something between an emotional
commitment and a vested interest, in the relative power (satisfaction, reward, payoff) which that
position promises (but does not necessarily fulfill.) (de Lauretis 1987: 16)
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The purpose of this critique is not to advocate that authors like Kirk

should condone the violent acts committed by women over the last fifteen years

in the name of Sendero. Rather, I hope that it will point out that authors such as

Kirk, who, even when deliberately attempting to break away from universalized

and essentialist representations of female senderistas, often inadvertently

reinforce a double moral standard when writing about male and female

senderistas. This is partially is due to the fact that in these and other texts,

"women continue to become Woman, continue to be caught in gender as

Althusser's subject is in ideology, and that we persist in that imaginary relation

even as we know, as feminists, that we are not that, but we are historical

subjects governed by real social relations, which centrally include gender (de

Lauretis 1987: 10)." As a part of this tendency, these authors tend to hold

women who participated in Sendero to a much higher and more rigid standard of

morality that is rooted in Latin American traditions of marianismo and beliefs that

women are the givers and protectors of life, not its adversaries. Kirk, for

example, states that she had, "Like most people . . . always thought of women as

natural pacifists, life-givers." (Kirk 1992a: 16) The violent acts of female

senderistas, in Kirk's texts and in other texts discussed below, are therefore

condemned with more vehemence and, perhaps, more ease than are equally

atrocious acts committed by male senderistas.

In the same vein, Kirk is aware that one particular source of information

used in her book and article, an assessment by Peruvian National Police of
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female "subversives," echoes this "murderous version of the feminine mystique"

(Kirk 1990d: 16) Kirk and others have questioned the practice of relying

primarily military communiqués and National Police documents for analyses of

women's participation in Sendero (Castillo Cisneros 1991: 7). In both her

magazine article and her book, Kirk claims that Sendero was dominated by

women and only reservedly cites "police intelligence documents" as proof. In

particular, the document that Kirk draws from is one in a series of working

papers produced during a seminar on subversive activities held by the National

Police of Peru (PNP 1990a; PNP 1990b; PNP 1990c; PNP 1990d). These

documents are dominated by the theoretical assumption that ten years of

violence penetrated all major structures of Peruvian society and fundamentally

changed their character. Among the structures affected by the violence include

the family, workers' unions and the Catholic church. Included in these papers is

one in which Gustavo Gutierrez, a well-known Peruvian liberation theologist and

human rights activist, is named by police as a "prominent leader" of Sendero

(PNP 1990c). In the paper that discusses women's participation in subversive

forces, police write that they believe women participated in organizations such

as Sendero and the MRTA due to a "radical feminism" that permeated Peruvian

society and "the majority of feminist organizations that exist in our country (PNP

1990d: 6)." Flora Tristan, Center for Peruvian Women, is named by police as a

prime example of an organization of "radical feminist tendencies" present in

Lima.
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In particular, the police state that the tendency of Sendero and the MRTA

to militarize women stems from the theory that men and women are on equal

footing within the subversive organization.

"The subversive woman has the same possibilities as the man in their
organizations, able to rise within the party hierarchy ... At the very least, the
communist conception re-valorizes 'woman,' but with the end of using her in its
long-term objectives, and it is for this reason that in armed groups one notes a
great quantity of women that must have been brainwashed, manipulating the
vulnerabilities that any society possesses-especially this belief that women
must participate in everything without preventing them from any duties within the
(subversive) organizations." (PNP 1990d: 10)

In this document, the National Police base their evaluation of "female

subversives" on this highly debatable premise, and in fact several Peruvian

sociologists and psychoanalysts discussed herein question whether or not

Sendero merely paid lip-service to gender equality within its own party structure.

Also included is a very interesting "psycho-social" profile of female subversives

that makes no distinction between differences in women who participated in

Sendero or the MRTA (PNP 1990d: 14-17). Thirteen categories combine to

provide a profile that is at once specific and uncannily vague. According to the

National Police, female subversives are age 19 to 25, mestizo,3 of "middle to

superior" level of education and intelligence "for which they are exaggeratedly

dogmatic in ideology and politics," and have personalities considered to be

"more determined and dangerous than men . . . they consider themselves to be

capable to complete any mission, while at the same time possessing the

3
For scholars who study identity and ethnic politics, this is listed under the category of race.

Listed as the second most common race of female subversive is the "andino," and thirdly the
"bianco." or white.
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dichotomy of fragility and durability, indulgent but severe . . impulsive and risk

takers (PNP 1990d: 15)." They are single,4 unable to maintain stable

relationships with men, lead hermetic, nomadic and clandestine lifestyles and

primarily are of "low social status."5 The majority were students, although it lists

that some women were professionals in the fields of sociology, psychology,

social work, anthropology and university teaching, while the least number of

women were servants and domestic workers. Police said their work habits were

irregular, the majority have prior police records (although the types of offenses

are not enumerated) and these women come first from the central sierra,

secondly from the coast, implying Lima, and thirdly from the jungle. Almost all

the women are atheists who "take an oath to die and shed their blood for the

party (PNP 1990d: 17)." The source of this psycho-social profile is not given,

although I assumed it was compiled from National Police experience in arresting

and investigating Sendero and the MRTA throughout the 1980s. The remainder

of the document is an interesting and much more factually based discussion of

women in "anti-subversive," i.e. police and military, forces in Peru. But in the

paper's conclusions, it returns to the premise that "there exists in modern

psychology the idea that women have special qualities, and ways in which they

are better than men. . . therefore . . . they are more vulnerable to risk and total

4
It then states that those who are married are involved with the subversive organization ". . . with

the end of evading their family responsibilities." (Ibid.)
5 This is listed under "Socio-Economic Level." It states that women from the "middle" classes
were in leadership positions and the party "maintained and financed" their lives. Those from the
"lower" classes were found in "basic to intermediate levels of organizational work."
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surrender to ideals which convert them into 'special beings' and potential

dangers when the subversives capture them (PNP 1990d: 24)."

Other Authors and Women in Sendero

The two fields that have generated a fair amount of scholarly analysis of

women s participation in Sendero by Peruvians is sociology and psychoanalysis.

Two women, Imelda Vega-Centeno (Vega-Centeno 1992; Vega-Centeno 1994)

and Matilde Ureta de Caplansky (Ureta de Caplansky 1992: Ureta de Caplansky

1994) have published on this topic. Generally speaking, these two authors are

not cited when discussing women's participation in Sendero, and perhaps for

good reason. What I am primarily attempting to do herein is bring these articles,

whatever their strengths or weaknesses, to light for others to study. As others

have argued, skepticism about sources on this topic should be taken seriously,

and clearly not all sources are equal. It is precisely because these two authors,

in particular, and other Peruvians of lesser academic stature (i.e. journalists),

have received so little attention that they will be discussed, although briefly,

herein. Even if these analyses are flawed, considering the paucity of reliable

accounts on the topic, just discovering how they are flawed or not may

eventually help to re-formulate an understanding of women's participation in

Sendero.

Vega-Centeno’s first article is a short, six-page essay that does not add

concrete details to the knowledge of women's participation in Sendero, or of

Sendero's recruiting tactics for women, but does pose some very interesting
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questions for further research into the topic (Vega-Centeno 1992). She

theorizes that while Sendero may have developed a political strategy that

appeals to women, the treatment of women within the party, once they became

members, was no different from the subordination and oppression that women

faced from society in general. As a sociologist, she points out the respect and

submissive roles women showed when interacting with Guzmán. and that

Guzmán referred to and treated the women on the central committee as his

daughters. She questions whether women were empowered through their

participation in Sendero or were just being used, as other political parties used

women in Latin American and Peruvian politics in the past.

Her second article, published two years later, (Vega-Centeno 1994)

reflects a more sophisticated and historically complex analysis of the

participation of women in Sendero. She outlines what she believes are the

fundamental elements of the domination of women in Peruvian machista society,

and then lists the “feminine characteristics” that she believes Sendero was

exploiting in women. Her provisional conclusions examine female senderistas

against the historical background of women’s participation in APRA in the 1920s.

Yet she also acknowledges that her analysis is derived from “journalistic and

official information; we are not in the position of being able to study the female

senderista, for obvious reasons of security and the hermitism of the clandestine

group (Vega-Centeno 1994: 210).
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Matilde Ureta de Caplansky has also written about women’s participation

in Sendero. While I am not sufficiently well-versed in psychoanalytic theory to

analyze her interpretation of women’s participation in Sendero (Ureta de

Caplansky 1992; Ureta de Caplansky 1994), it is obvious that she relies heavily

on excerpts from interviews conducted with female senderistas by both Robin

Kirk and Carlos Ivan Degregori.6 Another psychoanalytic study, also recently

published, is by Cesar Rodriguez Rabanal (Rodriguez Rabanal 1995). Although

his book. La violencia de las horas: Un estudio psicoanalítico sobre la violencia

en Peru, is based on profiles of individuals (victims of the violence of the 1980s)

who are in group therapy sessions, it does include a significant number of

profiles of women who suffered from Sendero s actions, and later contrasts

those with an extensive three-hour interview conducted with an ex-senderista

(male).

The limitations of all of these studies include the fact that it is difficult to

conduct research on Sendero, due to the fact that the organization is

clandestine, a large number of its members were killed in prison massacres in

1986 and 1992, and that interviewing men and women members of Sendero

must be done inside Peruvian prisons and jails, where researchers and

journalists have had only sporadic opportunities to pose their questions.

However, new methods of doing investigation on the topic have opened up,

including a 1995 study by Ponciano del Pino of the Universidad de Huamanga

6
Since I know absolutely nothing of psychoanalysis, I would encourage someone who does to

read her works and do an appraisal of her theories.
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(Ayacucho). The preliminary results of his study were presented in a paper at

the 1995 symposium in Madison. Del Pino's study was based on extensive

interviews with arrepentidos, or convicted members of Sendero who were

released from prison between 1992 and 1994 after naming their fellow comrades

and providing details to police about Sendero's actions and crimes in the 1980s

and 90s. He was able to sketch the daily activities of Senderistas in Ayacucho,

and, combined with previous studies about the organizational structure of

Sendero (Taylor 1983; Degregori 1989; Degregori 1991), it provides a good idea

of what daily life was like for these senderistas (del Pino 1995). Although in his

paper he does not address women’s participation in Sendero per se, he does

present quite a few cases of female senderistas and their roles in daily activities.

Finally, there is limited consideration of women’s participation in Sendero

as part of a “female revolutionary tradition” in Latin America. The only article

which considers women’s participation in this manner is by Juan Lazaro (Lazaro

1990) published in Dialectical Anthropology next to Lobao-Reifs article about

female revolutionaries in Latin America (Lobao 1990). It is also one of the

longer analysis of the topic, although it reverts to considering women's

participation in Sendero as part of the "woman question" in Peru's history.

Lazaro believes that, in order to understand women's participation in Sendero,

one must first examine the role of women in the social, economic, political and

cultural context of the Andes. Secondly, he considers how the transition to

capitalism has reinforced a sexual division of labor and women's place in the
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lower classes of society. Finally, he ends by examining Sendero's approach to

the "woman question" in a violent, revolutionary context. Included in his article

is a discussion of several documents published by Sendero in the 1970s and an

analysis based on these documents of why women were attracted to Sendero

during this time in Peru’s history/

Other journal articles touching upon women’s participation in Sendero

include a fairly well-known study by Carmen Rosa Balbi and Juan Carlos

Callirgos (Balbi and Callirgos 1992) published in DESCO’s magazine,

Quehacer. Citing statistics of the percentage of women who have been

sentenced for terrorism in comparison to men's conviction rates for the same

offense, this article seeks to understand why women participated in Sendero and

what Sendero possessed and / or could offer that attracted women. The key

factor that is discussed is the disproportionately high level of education of

women who were convicted of committing terrorist acts: some 56.7 percent of

women compared to 31.4 percent of men had received higher education

(secondary or university level).8 The article surmises that Sendero targeted

young women with heightened gender and class awareness who were

dissatisfied and frustrated with their inability to translate their education into

I have been unable to locate these documents, which lead me to believe they are part of a
private collection. If anyone has information regarding the following titles, I would appreciate it if
it were passed along: “Bajo las Banderas de Mariátegui Desarrollemos el Movimiento Feminino
PopularJ’ MFP, Ayacucho 1975: “Gloria a la Madres del Pueblo," Ayacucho 1977; and the
newsletter Voz Popular published by the Center for Popular Information of the Universidad de
Huamanga. 1970-75.

8 This information is based on a study conducted by Dennis Chávez de Paz (1989) which is
discussed at length later in the thesis.
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opportunities for economic and personal growth on par with those that were

available to men with similar or less education. Accompanying this article is

another by Rosa Mavila Leon, (Mavila Leon 1992) which is a bit more typical of

the way the Peruvian press tended to sensationalize the issue of women’s

participation in Sendero. As a result, it apparently is generally not included in

bibliographies on the subject.

The Effects of Violence on Women’s Organizations

Another perspective to the issue of gauging women’s participation in

Sendero also flourished in the last few years. As Isabel Coral commented at

the symposium in Madison in 1995, there are a host of Peruvian scholars who

are not interested in women’s participation in Sendero as a phenomena, but the

effects that their participation had on women leaders of other grass-roots

movements, such as ollas communes, the government-funded vaso de leche

programs, clubes de madres, and comedores populares9 She argued that many

young women participated in Sendero because other avenues of political

participation were closed or blocked off-deliberately by Sendero-and because

they saw a significant number of women participating in Sendero.

However, popular opinions of Sendero underwent drastic changes,

especially after the 1992 assassination of local political leader Maria Elena

9
Ollas communes literally translates to "common pots" and refers to the practice in the squatter

settlements of families sharing food among kin and neighbors on a reciprocal basis; the vaso de
leche, glass of milk, program distributes milk to families with children; clubes de madres, or
mothers' clubs, were traditionally organized by the Catholic church and provided opportunities for
women to learn sewing and other domestic techniques; comedores populares, or popular
kitchens, refers to the practice of women within a community in the squatter settlements who
pool resources to buy and cook food for the entire community. There is a vast literature on these
and other forms of organization in the squatter settlements that surround Lima.
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Moyano in Villa El Salvador, a vast squatter settlement outside Lima Moyano s

body was blown to pieces, dynamited, by two female senderistas after she had

been shot to death. The effects her assassination had on galvanizing women of

grass-roots movements in the pueblos jovenes, or "young towns" as the squatter

settlements are sometimes referred to, has only just begun to be explored.

There is evidence that Moyano's assassination radically changed many poor

women’s opinions of Sendero. (Guzmán and Pinzas 1995; Miloslavich Tupac

1993) Scholars, including Maruja Barrig, (Barrig 1993) Cecilia Blondet (Blondet

1993) and Isabel Coral Cordero (Coral Cordero 1991) have investigated the

shrinkage of political space in which women participated politically and socially

in Peru during the 1980s and 90s due to attacks and threats by Sendero in the

pueblos jovenes and barrios.

Conclusions

Despite persistent claims to the contrary, women's participation in

Sendero has been reviewed and reported in academic texts and journals.

Similarly, there is considerable information to be found in newspapers and

popular magazines, both nationally and internationally. It is not unscholarly to

deem certain sources to be of little use, but considering the paucity of reliable

accounts and detailed analyses of women's participation in Sendero, reflecting

upon the pros and cons of various attempts to explain why women participated in

Sendero may help to refine future attempts to theorize women's participation in
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Sendero. By the same token, information selected only to fit a mold, or a pre¬

conceived theoretical approach (as in the case of Andreas), do all a disservice.

A systematic approach to studying female senderistas that is not dependent on

idiosyncratic cases alone has yet to be devised.



THE SAVAGE GUERRILLERA

Breaking Down Simplistic Binaries

Beginning with Andreas (Andreas 1985; Andreas 1990-91) and her

attempt to find a basis for women’s participation in Sendero in pre-historic

depictions of women warriors with "toothed vaginas" painted on cave walls in the

Andes, there has been a persistent attempt to portray women who participated in

Sendero as particularly savage and cruel. Enrique Mayer, in his response to

Mario Vargas Llosa s article in the New York Times regarding the massacre of

eight journalists in Uchuraccay, states that one of the fallacies committed by

Llosa and others who attempted to explain the violence in Sendero s conflict

against the state was “to point to historical evidence of cruelty, bloodthirstiness,

and ritual involvement with violent acts using pre-Hispanic iconography,

historical text and hearsay as proof of the ‘inherent violent nature of the Indian, a

psychological or racially inherited trait (Mayer 1991: 473).' " It is just as

fallacious to use the same or similar strategy in trying to explain the participation

of women in Sendero by pointing to vagina dentata images of pre-Hispanic

female warriors or to mythical, unsubstantiated reports from the conquistadores

of a tribe of fierce Amazonian women living in the tropical interior of Peru.

65
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The idea that women who participated in Sendero were somehow more

savage or cruel than their male comrades is clearly the articulation of a cultural

norm regarding perceived gender roles for women, which many authors on

Sendero may have used unconsciously. As Robin Kirk notes, "Ordinary

Peruvians paint a similar picture of these senderistas as impossibly fierce

women, inhuman monsters of death (Kirk 1992a: 16)." In the case of Andreas,

the use of such an image is a calculated tactic, an attempt to validate and

legitimize Sendero s actions by drawing a parallel between them and their

supposedly pre-Hispanic roots. In her article for NACLA Report on the

Americas. Andreas cites archaeological evidence of “women warriors” in Peru.

The article she cites, however, contains no more than a brief mention of what is

described as a relatively common, world-wide phenomena (paintings on cave

walls depicting women warriors with toothed vaginas) not specific to Peru and

whose meaning and function in various contexts is certainly still unclear (Lyon

1979). Other attempts to demonstrate the fierceness and savagery of female

senderistas, with gory details of their deeds, must be considered in the context

of the Peruvian state’s response to a decade and a half of violence. Direct

threats and attacks by Sendero against elected officials, infrastructure and

international business probably prompted, and at the very least contributed to,

the portrayal of female senderistas, at least in some media, as "inhuman

monsters.
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But representations are rarely that simple. The portrayal of female

senderistas as unholy creatures in magazine headlines such as "Abogada del

Diablo"1 and "Bella y Satanica"2 could be interpreted as attempts to exaggerate

and sensationalize, and thereby to a certain extent negate, the revolutionary

potential these women represented. The invocation of Christian symbolism in

these magazine covers resonates with notions not only of domination but also of

resistance. The predominantly Catholic marianlsmo notion of women's roles, for

example, was often used by women as a means of resisting unwanted marriages

or combating unethical and oppressive behavior of husbands, brothers and

fathers. As a form of resistance that undoubtedly fell well outside the popular

and idealized marianismo model for women's behavior, women's participation in

Sendero was perhaps easily demonized in the popular media. Along these

same lines, both of these articles were accompanied by visual representations,

or photographs and drawings, of the women concerned, Martha Huatay and

Maritza Garrido Lecca. as objects of male sexual desire—specifically, of Huatay

in a tight-fitting bathing suit when she was a young girl and Garrido Lecca

(countless times) in dancer's tights and leotards. In the most simplistic analysis,

these representations in the popular press appear to be at extreme ends of a

1 Translates to "Devil's Lawyer," used as a cover for the magazine Caretas to refer to senderista
Martha Huatay Ruiz. Caretas, October 22, 1992: cover, 26-31, 77-78.
2 Translates to "Beautiful and Satanic," used as a cover headline in the magazine Oiga to
describe senderista Maritza Garrido Lecca. Caterina Vella. Oiga, September 28, 1992: cover,
37-39.
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binary which either positions women as Mothers and life-givers or as something

else-- something indescribably savage and cruel.

For this reason, it is possible that men who took up arms against the state

in either Sendero or the MRTA did not provoke the same sensationalized

reaction among the popular press as that of women who committed similar

violent acts Men were and still are already positioned well within models of

masculinity that allow them a much wider range of action and representations

without the stigma and moral indignation attached to them. However, the woman

dedicated to ideological and military revolution who takes up arms and fights on

the front lines, may be viewed as a dual threat--she is as potentially dangerous

as any other soldier armed with a machine gun, but her capacity to reproduce

and inculcate children with revolutionary values is doubly menacing. Perhaps

an approach that utilized gender as an analytical tool might further a more

complex understanding of women’s participation in Sendero, and would help

scholars to recognize when they create a “binary opposition between women as

self-sacrificing, or as radical guerrillas,” in their writings and what purpose the

creation of such a binary serves (Radcliffe and Westwood 1993: 2).

Women in Sendero and the Popular Press

The portrayal of female senderistas as cruel and bloodthirsty is evident in

international press coverage of women’s participation in Sendero. The press

has not always acted in the most responsible manner when reporting on

Sendero. Before Sendero began its war against the Peruvian state, the
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phenomena of female terrorists was noted by several international publications.

Especially when feminist newspapers or journals reported on women terrorists,

as in the cases of Margrit Schiller, Astrid Proll, Petra Schelm and Andreas

Baader of the Red Army in Germany from 1969 to 1971. the tendency was to

emphasize how these women shed traditional gender roles in order to take up

arms. The theories put forward in the international press to explain the

guerrillera range from Freudian psychoanalysts, who felt that women who took

up arms considered themselves to be more virile than women who did not, to

sociologists who felt that women terrorists were a result of ‘women s

emancipation, and with it they can only arrive at violence (Angeles Arregui 1977:

46). " Women's participation of women in Sendero quickly drew the attention of

the international press.3 Appearing as early as 1983 in the French journal Le

Monde, female senderistas were described as having “faces hardened by

military faith,” with “eyes focused on an internal dream (Niedergang 1983: 17). "

At this early stage in Sendero’s conflict, the majority of images presented in the

article are from interviews with women and men in prison (the Women’s Prison

of Callao and the island prison of El Frontón, which was destroyed).

Presentation of these images is focused on the women who continued to defy

the state, even while imprisoned, by not renouncing ties to Sendero. This and

3
A search of the Lexis / Nexis database reveals several hundred articles on the topic not

mentioned here. Only the major articles by Robin Kirk, Nathaniel C. Nash and Marcel
Niedergang are considered here. Most other articles that appeared in smaller newspapers in the
U.S. were shortened wire versions of Nash's and Kirk's stories, often added to by a local travel
writer or travel section editor.
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subsequent reports often noted that female senderistas organized peacefully

into cells of up to twenty women, and managed to keep ‘ extremely clean" in

comparison to common criminals housed in similar conditions (Niedergang

1983; Kirk 1992a; Kirk 1991: Nash 1992).

Especially in the Peruvian press, reports of female senderistas were and

still are routinely sensationalized. As Kirk notes, "In the Peruvian newspapers,

the female senderistas are portrayed in two ways: either as sexless automatons,

cold as gun-metal, or as alluring bitch-goddesses, with the manners of coral

snakes (Kirk 1992a: 16)." These reports often rely on dubious sources of

information, such as regional police and military communiqués. In the fiercely

competitive world of Peruvian publishing, women are regularly objectified and

used as ways to spice up headlines and magazine covers with so-called models

in skimpy bikinis.4 There is also a great deal of soft-porn in Peruvian popular

magazines. Most magazines have a back page dedicated to bare-breasted

and occasionally fully-naked women who are used to sell magazines Caretas,

for example, is as well known for its calatas, or bare-breasted back-page "girls,”

as it is for its political commentary. Even Sendero's own fount of propaganda, El

Diario, sported bare-breasted women and female "entertainers" in skimpy

sequined bikinis on its back pages.5

4
In my survey of the Peruvian popular press, I distinctly remember a headline used to illustrate a

Caretas magazine cover that read “Dangerous Curves,” referring to an IMF-imposed economic
reform package implemented shortly after the election of Fujimori. The lettering of the headline
followed the “curves” of a young woman’s body, lying on her side in a provocative pose, dressed
only in a short mini-skirt and high-heel shoes. Her head was cut off at the edge of the magazine,
“decapitating” her.

5
This is based on a review of El Diario for 1987 and 1988.
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Occasionally during the seven-year period in question (1989-1995),

women in camouflage and combat fatigues with automatic rifles appeared on the

front covers of Peruvian magazines. Caretas, for example, had a series of

covers dedicated to “La Cumpa” Mira Lucera Cumpa Miranda, of the

Movimiento Revolucionario Tupac Amaru (MRTA). The articles appeared after

she, as the second-in-command of the revolutionary organization, escaped from

jail in 1991.6 The photo on the cover was of Cumpa Miranda in full combat gear-

-green fatigues and black shiny boots clutching a machine gun in both her

hands. Si, another Peruvian magazine generally considered to be a much more

yellow publication than Caretas, twice sported gag covers of a female comedian

dressed in combat fatigues. In this context, the Peruvian press repeatedly tried

to sexualize women’s participation in Sendero. Most often these attempts took

the form of un-authored articles claiming, for example, that male Sendero cell

leaders were assigned a woman for “satisfaction of sexual needs’’7 to the

publication of what were supposedly “marriage vows” between Sendero

members8 and the penalties for getting pregnant without permission.9

Most articles surveyed in the Peruvian popular press from 1988 to 1995

did not portray women in Sendero as savage killers, although when

6 "Habla la Cumpa," Caretas. March 24, 1991, cover and p. 32-37.
'

"Amor Terruco," Si, November 2, 1992, p. 31.

8
"Boda Luminosa," Sí, April 21, 1991, p. 66-67.

5
"Crimen y Castigo,” Caretas. August 7, 1989, p. 34-35.
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circumstances warranted such coverage, the headlines reflected it.10 Rather,

most female members of both the MRTA and Sendero were represented as

occupants of traditional gender roles for women in Latin American revolutionary

movements--as the private secretary to Guzmán.11 leaders of Soccoro Popular

cells in charge of propaganda and agitation,12 or as lawyers employed to defend

Sendero members accused of crimes.13 Little is known of women’s actual roles

in the organization due to the lack of structured investigation, although a study

by Ponciano del Pino, presented at the 1995 University of Wisconsin-Madison

symposium in 1995, dealt with the daily routines of Senderistas based on

interviews with arrepentidos, many of whom were women.

Curiously, the portrayal of female senderistas as beautiful but deadly was

a less common occurrence in the Peruvian press than in international coverage.

It became much more prominent in both mediums after the arrest of Maritza

10 "La Lugarteniente," Abilio Arroyo, Caretas. June 27, 1988, p.14-15. written after the
assassination of Luis Geldres by two female senderistas: "De Tal Tío," Sí, Jan. 9, 1989, p. 18-21,
written after a female senderista attempted to kill the Commander General of the Navy: ”La
asesina de Vega Liona,” Caretas. March 13, 1989, p. 30-33, and "Quería Matarlo," Si, March 13,
1989, p. 18-21, 93 written after a female senderistas was arrested for the assassination of a
Navy general at the Peruvian embassy in La Paz. Bolivia.
11

"Secretos de secretaria," Si, June 18, 1990, p. 28-29: Miguel Silvestre, "Secretaria Ejecutiva,"
June 25, 1990, p. 26-29. Both articles discuss the capture of Elvia Zanabria Pacheco,
supposedly the woman who took notes during Sendero's Central Committee meetings. Also, the
subtitle to the "Bella y Satanica" cover article about Maritza Garrido Lecca is: "Secretaria de
Abimael."

12 "El Soccoro de Sendero," Caretas. Jan. 11, 1988, p, 64-66: "El Habito de las Cuentas," S],
Feb. 24. 1991, p. 32-33; "Los Traductores." Caretas. May 13, 1991, p. 34-36; "Cartas que
Acusan." Caretas. May 27, 1991, p. 34-35, 85; "Nido en Marbella," Caretas. June 10. 1991, p
34-36, 38-39; "El Ama de Llaves," Caretas. June 22, 1992, p. 36-39, 88: "La guardaespaldas,"
Sí, Alejo Marchessini, Sept. 19, 1994, p. 32-33, 74.
13 The image of Martha Huatay was heavily distributed throughout Peruvian magazines. In the
cover article "Abogada del Diablo," this fascination with Huatay culminates in the publication of
photos of her in a bathing suit taken in the 1960s under the subtitle, "Martha Al Desnudo," p. 30.
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Garrido Lecca, the Peruvian ballerina who was arrested with Guzmán in 1992 in

an upper-middle class home in Surquillo Her image, dressed in a black and

white prison uniform (which lawyers and social workers who work inside the jails

told me was not routinely given to prison inmates) was broadcast on Peruvian

television as she shouted “¡Viva Gonzalo!" and raised her fist in support of

Sendero. In the written press, photos of her after she was arrested were

commonly juxtaposed with photos of her as a child in a ballerina's tutu, or as a

professional dancer in Lima 14 This national coverage spawned a at least two

significant articles that could be said to fall into the savage beauty stereotype of

guerrilleras used to describe women in Sendero 15 The New York Times, for

example, ran an article headlined. “Shining Path Women: So Many and So

Ferocious (Nash 1992),1,16 and Robin Kirk published an article on the topic, titled:

“The Deadly Women of the Shining Path (Kirk 1992a).”

Previous captures of prominent female senderistas such as Martha

Huatay and Laura Zambrano Padilla failed to generate similar comparisons in

14"Sendero en Calzoncillos," S|, Sept. 14, 1992, p. 10-23; "Siguiendo a al Bailarina Llegaron al
Asesino," Caretas, Sept 17, 1992, p. 28-29; "El último baile," Sí, Sept. 21, 1992, p. 18-21;
"Maritza: Danza Siniestra," Caterina Vella, Oiga. Sept. 21, 1992, p 24-26; "En la danza de
Maritza: Otros detenidos," Caretas. Sept. 24, 1992, p. 16-22; "Bella y Satanica: Secretaria de
Abimael,” Caterina Vella, Oiga, Sept. 28, 1992, p. 37-39; "Atrapada sin salida," Lichi Garland,
Oiga. Oct. 5, 1992, p. 40-41.

15
My understanding of how national coverage of Sendero translated to international coverage

comes from interviews with David Adams, the St. Petersburg Times Latin American
correspondent in Miami, and Lynn Monahan, the Associated Press (AP) correspondent in Lima.
16 It is important to note here that Nash, an economics reporter for the New York Times, probably
did not write that headline and instead it was almost certainly written by a copy editor at the
paper who was unfamiliar with the complexities of the issue. Nash, who began his career 23
years ago at the paper as a copy boy after graduating from Harvard, died in April of this year in
the plane crash that also took the life of U S. Commerce Secretary Ron Brown. Nash began his
foreign career in Buenos Aires before he transferred to Frankfurt, out of which he was covering
the Brown delegation and other prominent business leaders on a mission to find ways to rebuild
the infrastructure and economy of the war-ravaged Balkan region.
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the international press, although these senderistas were considered by the

national press as responsible for many more violent acts than was Garrido

Lecca. For the most part, their arrests and later releases for good behavior

went largely unreported in the international media. The major exception was the

arrest in 1988 of Sybila Arredondo, the second-wife of the late novelist and

anthropologist José Maria Arguedas. Her arrest generated widespread

international coverage and a campaign by scholars and academics in the U.S.,

France and Europe to free her from prison. Her release from prison, and

subsequent re-arrest a few years later, however, was a blow to many human

rights organizations that publicized her case. It is ironic that the arrest of

Garrido Lecca spawned the “beautiful but deadly” stereotype in the international

press. The national press definitely believed that other female senderistas,

such as Laura Zambrano Padilla, presented a greater threat to national safety.

The popular press repeatedly decried the “lack of an anti-subversive strategy”

when police and prosecutors lacked concrete evidence to link these women to

specific acts of violence perpetrated by Sendero. Indeed, in the mid to late

1980s, the Peruvian press was keenly aware of the fact that judges were forced

to absolve many accused senderistas of all charges against them due to lack of

concrete evidence--often the failing of over-ambitious prosecutors, a judicial

system that needed major overhauling, death threats against judges, poor

investigations conducted by Peruvian police and charges of coerced confessions

obtained from the abuse and torture of defendants by police and military
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officers.1. It was not lost on the national press that many of these women, who

were absolved of charges released early from already lenient prison sentences,

were later recaptured and prosecuted by military tribunals for treason.18

The beautiful but deadly image of the female guerrillera senderista had a

second important element-a combination of class and racial / ethnic

characteristics--that was very prominent in the articles surveyed from 1988 to

1995. Both national and international media were much more likely to write

about a female senderista or member of MRTA if she was a white, well-educated

or professional, upper- to middle-class woman, than if she exhibited an ethnic or

urban poor background. There was, for example, one article about Ashaninka

women participating unwillingly in Sendero.19 and one interview with two women

of Andean origin,20 but these were the only examples of this kind of coverage

found in the eight years surveyed. Furthermore, the image of Edith Lagos, who

was killed in September 1982 and is regarded as an important martyr for

1
"Jueces y terrorismo: La justicia de Pilatos," Caretas. Feb. 8, 1988, p. 36-39: "El Terrorismo

paga, el Robo no," Roberto Sacrustegui, Oiga. Feb. 8, 1988, p. 46-50: "Sobre el juicio a Laura
Zambrano,” Sí, March 14. 1988, p. 34-36: "Retorno a mal menor," Sí, March 14. 1988, p. 26-27;
"El Crucigrama del Terror," Alberto Ku King, Oiga, March 28, 1988, p. 32-36; "Huancavelica:
Otro niño senderista." Carlos Saavedra, Caretas. April 4, 1999, p. 22-23; "La justicia del regimen
en la Picota," Oiga. April 4. 1994, p. 25-26.
18

"No Hay Estrategia Antisubversiva," Oiga. Feb. 25, 1991, p. 28-32; "Mecha Peligrosa."
Caretas. May 6, 1991, p. 24; "¿Dónde está la Estrategia Antisubversiva," Oiga. Feb. 3, 1992, p.
42-45; "¿Con licencia para matar?" Caretas. Feb. 10, 1992, p. 37; "Soltando terroristas: el
tremendo Juez,” Caretas. Feb. 17. 1992, p. 34-38; "Ejecutivo: cómplice en liberación de
terroristas," Oiga, Feb. 17, 1992. p. 25: "Justicia Endeble." Caretas. March 30, 1992, p. 34-377.
82-83; "Estrategia de arrepentimiento o de reelección," Jaime Salinas Sedo, Oiga. June 27,
1994, p. 28-29.

19
"Los Hijos de Sendero," Caretas. Oct. 21, 1991, p. 40.

20
"Entregas Inmediatas," Miguel Silvestre, Sí, June 5, 1990, p. 78-79
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Sendero, is almost completely absent from press coverage during this time

period. The Peruvian press was much more fascinated with Limeño and white”

senderistas and foreign “gringas” accused of being senderistas. National press

coverage of North American anthropologist Cynthia Stowell McNamara

continued from the time of her arrest to end of her trial21 The most recent

foreign female terrorist to capture both national and international attention is Lori

Berenson, who was arrested in December 1995 and convicted a month later of

being a member of the MRTA.22

Academic Images of Women in Sendero

In academic texts, authored by numerous well-known Peruvian and North

American scholars, the portrayal of cruel female senderista perhaps manifested

itself for other reasons. Although it is doubtful that it was used as a conscious

literary or theoretical strategy, this image can be found in the works of

academics such as Carlos Ivan Degregori and others. Curiously enough, is not

found in the works published by these same authors in Peruvian and other

Spanish-language sources, but in sources, such as the NACLA Report on the

Americas, written for predominantly North American consumption. There are

probably several reasons for this, but foremost it may have something to do with

the translation of the articles for a journal which is a more popular venue

21
"¿Turista o terrorista?" Oiga, Dec. 28, 1987, p. 39-41; "Gringa cautiva," Abilio Arroyo, Caretas,

Mar. 7, 1988, p. 41-42; "Cynthia Libre," Caretas. May 2, 1988, p. 22-23; "Cynthia: Turismo
Peligroso," Oiga. May 2, 1988, p. 65.
22

"Lori Berenson, la sentencia no esperada," Jose Luis Reyes. El Mundo. January 12, 1996 p.
A6.



designed to reach activists and influence the media, although academics

frequently publish in NACLA. In other cases, it may be that scholars, such as

Carlos Ivan Degregori, while publishing extensively on Sendero in this and other

mediums, focus most of their attention on male senderistas. including interviews

with young, disillusioned males (Degregori 1991; Degregori and López Ricci

1990), and therefore have very few examples of female senderistas upon which

to draw. This is particularly visible in the NACLA Report on the Americas 1990-

91 issue dedicated to different analyses of Sendero, in which many of these

same Peruvian scholars were writing next to a very controversial article by Carol

Andreas (Andreas 1990-91). In this article, which has a much more militant

senderista tone than the book she wrote some five years earlier, Andreas

defends women’s participation in Sendero, and even proposes that it was

attractive to women because they had “more accounts to settle than do men

(Andreas 1990-91: 27).23" There was a disturbing tendency for other articles

authored in this edition of NACLA Report on the Americas to revert to a portrayal

of women in Sendero as savage and cruel in order to stress the terrorist nature

of Sendero. Women who led Sendero cells and participated in massacres,

murders and terrorist acts were portrayed as having doubly stepped outside their

socially accepted roles, threatening a perceived stable social order, invoking

fear and the threat of chaos stemming from the possible breakdown of a gender-

ordered society. Their participation in a militant political party also undoubtedly

23 See also Herzog’s discussion of the “just war" theory and Andreas’ articulation of it. (Herzog
1993: 65-66)
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highlighted the ambiguity and changing nature of gender roles in Peru Thus,

these women were represented as cruel by researchers and academics who

(either consciously or unconsciously) sought to re-assert certain gender roles

and therefore, to a certain measure, the stability of society.

Two such images are included in the works of the most renowned and

respected Peruvian scholars who has written about Sendero (and is considered,

in many circles, the foremost authority about Sendero in Peru and the United

States), Carlos Ivan Degregori, in his 1991 article for NACLA Report on the

Americas. Whether by design or the fault of a poor English translation, these

images are striking in Degregori's article. For example, in discussing how

Sendero targeted members of the "revisionist" left, he vividly describes the

"popular trial" of Zenobio Huarsalla, a campesino leader who sympathized with

Sendero until he ran for mayor in the town of San Juan de Salinas, in the

department of Puno, on the Izquierda Unida (a popular, coalitionist Leftist party)

ticket. As the peasants pled for his life, Degregori writes that. " 'La Gringa'

jumps forward. She is a white woman famous in Puno for the savagery of her

attacks. People say she has even gouged out the eyes and cut out the tongues

of her victims. La Gringa moves toward Huarsalla and with one shot blows out

his brains." This example is then followed by the statistics and names of other

Leftist mayors, party officials and representatives that Sendero assassinated in

the Andes region from 1980 to 1988.
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The power and horror of the example lies not in the death of Huarsalla.

but in the fact that is was a woman, "known for the savagery of her attacks" who

"jumps forward" to pull the trigger. Furthermore, the image is not just of any

woman, but of a gringa, a blonde, usually pale-skinned and sometimes foreign

woman. This image resonates with the popular profile of the pishtaku (beheader,

cutter of limbs and extractor of body fat used for various purposes, especially the

lubricatin of machinery, etc.) except that that image is more commonly applied to

white men in the Andes. This particular image probably also alludes to a woman

of middle- or upper-class origins, even of North American or European descent,

and therefore also partially acts as a symbol of decades racial and ethnic

discrimination suffered by the masses of peasants and indigenous peoples in

Peru. The terror latent in the image is compounded by the fact that not only has

Sendero stepped outside acceptable social boundaries (by assassinating a

peasant leader whose life was pleaded for by his constituents), but also by the

fact that it was a woman who pulled the trigger--a woman who stepped outside

popularly accepted definitions of women occupying submissive, pliant and

obedient roles in relation to male leaders. Thus the image of the guerrillera is

transformed into a mythic monster or a general symbol of decades of oppression

by the landowning classes. In a sidebar to the main article (which deals with

how Sendero's actions clash with community values that stress a "punish but

don't kill" creed), Degregori again falls victim to this tendency when he describes

the murder of another Leftist mayor of the provincial capital, Huamangilla. in
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April 1984, writing: "A young woman with a large knife approached him Then

his wife (of the mayor) and kids turned and started shouting. 'Don't kill him, don't

kill him.' The señora offered them everything she had in her store but the

woman paid her no heed and plunged the knife into his heart-in front of his

family, in our presence." In this case, the example of a brutal female senderista

is used in clear juxtaposition with a woman who fits the Latin American mold of

woman as wife, life-giver, willing to sacrifice “everything she had" for the survival

of the family unit. One woman clearly embodies the social and moral values of

the people, the punish but don’t kill creed, and therefore a stable social order,

while the senderista represents chaos and everything that threatens society-a

woman stepping out of “traditional” gender roles, taking life instead of giving

birth to it or sacrificing to save it, destroying the structure of the sacred family

unit. It is also curious to note that, in these two articles, at least, Degregori

exclusively uses women as examples when he wants to showcase the savage

actions of Sendero.

In another article of the same edition of NACLA Report on the Americas.

similar images are present in an article by José Luis Renique. Even this article,

which is about a visit to an all-male prison, does not escape the bias of

portraying women as cruel and savage. The author mentions that one of the

men he interviews was a close personal friend, and that this man was arrested

not alone but with his compañera. Of her, Luis Renique writes: "She was the

daughter of a well-known landowning family from Azangaro, a province of Puno
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famous for its extensive cattle-raising haciendas She was said to be the most

beautiful girl in town, and to have a terrible temper. According to some

'Azangariños,' she led military assaults and killed people with her own hands."

Again, the example is present when demonstrating how these women acted

outside gendered roles that are viewed as more natural for women than for men.

The assumption implicit in the example, although not stated outright, is that it is

more natural for men to engage in acts of violence against others--to wage war

and commit murder, for example-than it is for women. When such images are

present in the works of academics such as Renique and Degregori, the result is

to strengthen the idea that Sendero was something unnatural, dislocated from

Latin American and specifically Peruvian revolutionary and political history.

Without question, Sendero had warped visions of Peruvian reality, insisting on a

semi-feudal interpretation of land ownership and class relations even after

extensive land reforms during the 1960s and 70s practically eliminated the

traditional Peruvian landowning classes. But the emergence of Sendero, and

particularly its use of women combatants and militants, was not “unnatural” or a

phenomena “outside” Peruvian historical experience. Indeed, as was pointed

out in the beginning of this thesis, the roles occupied by women, and especially

white, middle- to upper-class, university educated and professional women, were

more common than extraordinary among women in the revolutionary tradition of

Latin American. (Reif 1986; Lobao 1990) In fact, it would have been more

unusual for women of the lower classes, peasants, street sellers, market women
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and women of the pueblos jovenes, and of racial and ethnic groups that have

been systematically discriminated against and excluded from national politics for

centuries, to participate in greater numbers in Sendero (Reif 1986; Lobao 1990).

When Sendero did employ poor and campesina women on the front lines

of its war against the state, the strategy was not without precedent in Latin

America. Especially in Peru, campesina women often led strikes and marches

against government policies, acting as the front line of both attack and defense

of male members of political movements from police brutality and violence

(Radcliffe 1993). Women were often deployed by political parties and other

social movements which sought to take advantage of a common gendered

culture of violence-that which associated men, and not women, masculinity and

not femininity, with the commission of acts of violence against others. Women’s

participation in Sendero was part of a Peruvian, and especially a Latin American,

revolutionary tradition, and their actions as militants and combatants were no

more savage and cruel than the actions of male combatants and militants in the

same or similar organizations. To portray their actions otherwise is to engage in

the reproduction of uncritical binaries which do little to further our understanding

of women's participation in Sendero and in Latin American revolutionary

movements in general.
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Conclusions

The women who participated on the front lines of Sendero s war against

the Peruvian state and Left undoubtedly took part in selected assassinations,

power blackouts, car bombs, attacks against police and military personnel and

other terrorist strategies employed by Sendero. However, representations of

these women-by either the popular press or academics and scholars--that do

not question the simplistic binary of mother-nature-good versus terrorist-

unnatural-evil hinder an attempt at critical investigation of why these women

were attracted to Sendero. It also does not answer why these women were

willing to fight for a rigid, dogmatic, ideologically purist revolutionary movement

when so many other forms of peaceful organization and political action were

opening to women in this epoch of re-democratization of Peru and Latin

America.24

24 There is a whole body of literature which examines women’s participation in new social
movements in Latin America in the 1970s. 80s and 90s. Due to space considerations, it cannot
be considered here, but citations are included in the bibliography.



PROFILES OF FEMALE SENDERISTAS FROM LEGAL DOCUMENTS

Statistical Profiles of Female Senderistas

If the women who participated in Sendero were not morally depraved,

cruel, savage or unnatural monsters, then the question remains: who were

they? The National Police's socio-psycho profile of female senderistas

presented earlier in the text speaks in only the most general, and obviously

gender-biased, of terms (PNP 1990d). Several scholars also raised the question

of who female senderistas are, and the answers vary depending on the

methodological approach to research. It is an important question to consider,

because knowing who these female senderistas are helps to provide answers to

the vital questions of: 1) why these women participated in a dogmatic Maoist

revolutionary organization which employed terrorist tactics and strategies in its

15-year-war in Peru, and; 2) why these women chose not to participate in

numerous and more peaceful outlets for political expression in the new social

movements of the 1970s and 1980s.

As noted in the literature review, scholars attempted to statistically profile

an average female senderista. Sources of information on these women is

scarce, and therefore most studies rely upon legal records of women convicted

of terrorism and sentenced to lengthy prison terms. The best-known and oft-

84
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cited study of this type is by Dennis Chávez de Paz (Chávez de Paz 1989) in

this study,1 Chávez de Paz contrasted statistics taken from court cases

(expedientes) of sentenced common delinquents and terrorists from 1983 to

1986. His findings are widely relied upon and distributed in articles and other

sources regarding the participation of women in Sendero They are cited by

Enrique Mayer in his response to Mario Vargas Llosa’s New York Times article

regarding the findings of an investigation into the murder of eight journalists in

Uchuraccay (Mayer 1991: 482-483), and are included as one of several

statistical descriptions of women in Peru in La Situación de la Mujer en el Perú

1980-1994 (Blondet and Montero 1995: 98-99). Both of these studies use the

results of Chávez de Paz's study to, as Mayer puts it, “provide a profile of the

rank-and-file revolutionaries of Peru (Mayer 1991: 482)."

In this study, Chávez de Paz states that the "participation of women in

acts of terrorism is significant," since 16-percent of those sentenced to prison on

terrorism charges between 1983 and 1986 were women (Chávez de Paz 1989:

28). On the surface, this statistic appears to be conclusive proof that women

were significant participants in terrorist acts. However, the absolute numbers tell

a different story. Chávez de Paz considered 183 cases of men and women

sentenced to prison for terrorism over a three year period. Of these 183 cases.

153 were men and thirty were women. A sample size of thirty is generally

considered to be too small for statistical analysis, unless it is weighted

Chávez de Paz’s study can be found in the University of Wisconsin-Madison library, as well as
at various organizations’ libraries in Lima, such as IDL, IEP and DESCO.
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accordingly (Johnson and Joslyn 1991: 147-168). Furthermore, sample error,

which includes both the margin of error and confidence level, increases

exponentially rather than linearly according to the sample size. Political

scientists who conduct public opinion polls usually try to draw samples of 1,500

to 2,000 people, regardless of the size of the target population (Johnson and

Joslyn 1991: 163), although admittedly in this case such a sample size would be

next to impossible to find. If, however, as Linda J. Seligmann has recently

written (Seligmann 1995), Sendero's membership never exceeded more than

5,000 people at any given time (although the organization's total membership

over the 15-year period may have well exceeded this number due to attrition and

recruitment), then Chavez de Paz's sample of 30 women in a total population of

183 is roughly representative of the population as a whole, and his statement

that 16 percent of Sendero's membership was female would therefore be roughly

correct. However, estimates of the total number of terrorists pertaining to either

Sendero or the MRTA vary wildly from several hundred to tens of thousands,

depending on what figures the estimates are based, when the estimate was

calculated and who-Sendero, the Peruvian National Police, scholars or the

sensationalistic press-made the calculation. Clearly, statistics extrapolated from

these thirty women and applied to the female terrorist population in general must

be considered with the caution.

For example, Chávez de Paz concludes that, "Apparently women

participate more actively in the execution of acts of terrorism, and furthermore
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they have more responsibility, if we consider their prison sentences (Ibid.)." He

supports this conclusion with the statistic that 76.7-percent of women, as

opposed to only 54.9-percent of men, convicted of terrorism were given prison

sentences of between five and twenty years. Once again, although the

percentages look impressive, the actual numbers are more so. The 76.6-percent

of women sentenced to between five and twenty years in prison for committing

terrorist acts corresponds to a total of twenty-three women. The 54.9-percent of

men sentenced to between five and twenty years in prison corresponds to a total

of eighty-four men-almost four times as many men as women. Furthermore,

although not by design, Chávez de Paz's analysis is clearly based on data taken

from a non-probability sample. Very little was known about the "terrorist"

population during these three years and certainly no one knew enough to even

estimate how many people were participating in Sendero and the MRTA Non-

probability samples are generally chosen when, "Researchers may feel that they

can learn more by studying carefully selected and perhaps unusual cases than

by studying representative ones (Johnson and Joslyn 1991: 160)." There is no

way of knowing, yet if these thirty women are, indeed, "representative"

statistically of female terrorists. At best, more insight into why women

participated in terrorist acts between 1983 and 1988 might be gained if these

thirty women were considered as individual, rather than composite, and

descriptive, rather than general, cases.
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For example, of these thirty women, four were between the ages of 18

and 20, fifteen between the ages of 21 and 25, six between the ages of 26 and

30, two between the ages of 31 and 35, one between the age of 36 and 40, and

two between the ages of 46 and 50. The overwhelming majority of the women in

Chávez de Paz's study are therefore between 20 and 30 years old. However,

the median age of 26 for both male and female terrorists may have inadvertently

been skewed by the nature of Chávez de Paz's study, since he did not sample

from the juvenile (under the age of 18) delinquent population. Therefore, it is

there is no way to state what the median age of female terrorists, in general is,

but Chávez de Paz is correct in stating that the median age of women convicted

of terrorism and sentenced to prison is 26. Unfortunately, when considering

characteristics such as marriage status, number of children and place of origin,

Chávez de Paz does not break his data down by gender. He states that 70-

percent (128 cases) of those sentenced to prison for terrorism were single at the

moment they committed the crime, and 64-percent (117 cases) declared before

a judge that they did not have children. He further states that looking only at

those cases of sentenced inmates age 25 or younger, then 83-percent (152

cases) were single and 79-percent (145 cases) didn't have any children. This

tendency, Chávez de Paz writes, was equally present for men and women,

although he does not break his data down by gender. (Chávez de Paz 1989: 30)

Considering that the majority of those sentenced for terrorism were men, the
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possibility certainly exists that a significant number of men incorrectly reported

their marriage status and / or denied their parentage of children 2

Chávez de Paz's findings, however, are most often cited when

considering the level of education of sentenced senderistas. The most common

interpretation of Chávez de Paz's data is that these are women who have

obtained a university education and are frustrated in their attempts to turn that

education into employment opportunities equal to those available to men with

similar levels of education. Enrique Mayer, for example, uses Chávez de Paz's

study to provide a succinct profile of the average revolutionary as,

"overwhelmingly young, highly mobile, better educated, provincial migrants

earning a precarious living in occupations far below the levels that their

education had led them to expect (Mayer 1991: 482)." In the next paragraph,

Mayer buttresses this description by stating that, of the "high proportion" of

women sentenced for terrorism,3 "half have been in the university, compared to

28% of the men (Mayer 1991: 483)." Mayer is not the only scholar to cite

Chávez de Paz's interpretation of these statistics. As in an article by Carmen

Rosa Balbi and Juan Carlos Callirgos (Balbi and Callirgos 1992) these figures

are generally used to buttress the hypothesis that female senderistas possessed

2
Marital status is a slippery question in Perú anyway. There are several forms of marriage in

Perú, one of which is civil marriage-before a judge with a marriage license issued by the
Peruvian state. It is still relatively rare among people living in the impoverished provinces and in
the squatter settlements surrounding Lima, because it is expensive to apply and receive the
marriage license. Other forms of "marriage," such as religious marriage and a trial period during
which couples often live together and may even have children but not go through any marriage
ceremony, may last for years before being legalized by a civil marriage license.
3 Which, keep in mind, constituted five out of thirty women sentenced for terrorism in a three
year span.
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an awareness of the discrimination and oppression of women in Peru which was

heightened by unsuccessful and often frustrating forays into the labor market.

Almost 60-percent (seventeen women) had, indeed, been in the university, some

43-percent (thirteen women) failed to complete their university education, and

only one obtained a Bachelor's degree and three others had either a

professional title or post-graduate studies, while nine women listed their

profession as "student (Chávez de Paz 1989: 44)." Clearly, these women were

exposed to the Peruvian university system, and it is undeniable that, in a country

where even the most menial customer service and secretarial jobs in the capital

specify that women be young (under age 35) and good-looking (by that I mean

possessing non-Andean physical features), these women were frustrated in their

attempts to translate their university exposure into well-paying jobs equal to

those available to men with similar levels of education.

From Chávez de Paz's data, it could also be speculated that Sendero, as

a highly patriarchal organization, encouraged these women not to finish and / or

prevented them from completing their university education, seriously limiting

their forays into the labor markets of Lima and the provinces and exacerbating

their sense of frustration. Although such a hypothesis is pure speculation, it is

possible that Sendero employed this and other strategies to make women

dependent on the revolutionary party apparatus. Combined with Sendero's well-

known clandestine tendencies, Sendero may have succeeded in further

estranging women from their kin and other support networks. These women
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would therefore have been made more vulnerable to exploitation and

manipulation by male and female friends, as well as lovers and husbands The

end result possibly meant that women who were distanced from their families

and denied the opportunity (a completed Bachelor's degree or other professional

skill) to find employment were forced to cling even more tightly to Sendero and

its male members (the pun is irresistible). Some of Chávez de Paz’s own data

at least in part, supports this preliminary conclusion. For example, among

women sentenced for terrorism, four were unemployed, while none of the men in

the sample were unemployed. In addition, four women worked as street sellers,

three as "service workers" and one woman was a housewife (Chávez de Paz

1989: 49. 51-52). But there is no way to know for sure, since Chávez de Paz

does not consider the testimony of the defendants in their court cases, which

often contains at least a partial recounting of how and why women chose (or not)

to join Sendero.

There are other significant issues that should be raised by Chávez de Paz

regarding the use of legal records as a source of socio-economic data,

specifically regarding the anti-insurgent nature of the documents. The first is

related to human rights and the administration of justice in Peru. By using only

those cases of convicted and sentenced terrorists. Chávez de Paz accepts the

Peruvian state's designation of these women as terrorists based on their

conviction in a Peruvian court of law. I made a similar assumption while

preparing the research proposal for the thesis fieldwork. Originally, I proposed
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to investigate only cases of women sentenced to prison on terrorism and / or

treason charges. However, upon arrival in Lima and after only a few weeks of

working with lawyers at the Instituto de Defensa Legal, who represent numerous

women imprisoned in Chorillos, and speaking with members of other non¬

governmental human rights organizations such as Amnesty International and

APRODEH, I quickly learned that a conviction and prison sentence for terrorism

or treason could not necessarily be equated with guilt. There are numerous

cases of women sentenced to prison on treason and / or terrorism charges who

clearly are innocent of the accusations brought against them, or at the very least

there remains doubt as to the voluntary nature of their participation in Sendero

(IDL 1995; IDL 1994b; IDL 1991). Chávez de Paz admits that it was impossible

to verify the final disposition of cases, which routinely are appealed to the

Supreme Court where the conviction and sentence are either ratified, remanded

for re-evaluation by a lower court, or dismissed altogether.4 Also significant is

that convictions and sentences on charges of terrorism began to be issued in

1982--the same year that accusations of torture and ill-treatment of male and

female prisoners were voiced by several international human rights

organizations. Although lawyers and academics at various institutions in Lima

expressed the opinion that most people arrested during the early 1980s were

“genuine, hard-core Senderistas,” evidence to the contrary also exists. At least

one document produced by the Organización Feminista ‘Mujeres en Lucha'

4
The judicial process is set forward step-by-step in a manual for defense lawyers recently

published by IDL. (Gamarra 1995)
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(OFML) in 1982 provides moving testimony of women who were tortured, raped

and severely beaten by police and military personnel before being forced to

“confess” to being “terrorists (OFML 1982)."

A further complication to building upon his study is that all of Chávez de

Paz's data was collected prior to the prison massacres of 1986 and 1992, after

which drastic changes in the nation's prisons were instituted to insure that such

uprisings would not reoccur (Sánchez León and del Mastro 1993). Before the

prison reforms, senderistas and MRTAistas maintained themselves separately

from other criminals and delinquents housed in the same prisons. They were

able to maintain strict discipline and order, police their own members, and

provide regular meals, limited health care and education to their members. They

maintained a cleaner environment than that of similar areas where common

criminals were housed. These and other factors possibly acted as incentives for

some women to join Sendero in the prison setting. Chávez de Paz's study by its

nature (i.e. including only cases of women convicted of terrorism) excludes

senderista converts who were imprisoned on charges other than terrorism.

Profiles of Female Senderistas from Legal Cases

In part, the structure of Chávez de Paz's study exposes it to these and

other criticisms. By extracting purely socio-economic, and therefore statistically

manipulable, data-age, martial status, level of education, profession, and

income--from these cases, he overlooks a wealth (if you have the time to sort

through it all) of other information contained in the text of these cases. Primarily,
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what Chávez de Paz's study does not tap into is the oral testimony of both the

accused and the accuser in these cases. As was previously stated, the initial

goal of my project was to conduct interviews with convicted and sentenced

female senderistas in the women's prison of Chorillos, Lima. According to

Sánchez León and del Mastro. there is a need for detailed study of women's

prisons in Peru, since most scholars approach delinquency from a masculine

perspective. (Sánchez León and del Mastro 1993: 54) However, since the

prison reforms of 1992-93, access to prisons has been granted on a sporadic

basis, prohibiting long-term studies of convicted terrorists in jail and instead

encouraging journalistic accounts of one-time visits to the prisons.5 Legal

reforms in 1992, specifically Resolución Suprema 114-92-JUS, established rigid

visitation rights for prisoners charged with terrorism. Those charged and / or

sentenced with treason and / or terrorism are allowed two visits on the same day

once a month from two direct members of their family. The monitored visits last

thirty minutes each, for a total of one hour of non-contact visitation monthly. The

only other people allowed to visit inmates, according to the law. are members of

the Red Cross. (IDL 1994: 276-277) Lawyers for the accused and convicted

usually are permitted entrance to see their clients, but sometimes even lawyers

are denied access.6 The Instituto de Defensa Legal (IDL) was successful, after

5 An excellent exception to this is a study of male delinquents in Lima's prisons by Abelardo
Sánchez León and Marco del Mastro.

6 Personal communication with team of lawyers and social worker at the Instituto de Defensa
Legal, Lima.
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almost a year of petitioning, in getting a social worker admitted to the prisons for

the purpose of working with inmates’ children, who are often abandoned when

one or both parents are imprisoned. Members of the Catholic church, such as

Father Hubert Lanssiers and Sister Pilar Coll in Lima, are also allowed to give

mass to inmates, hear confessions and talk with inmates on a limited, weekly

basis. Access and monitored interviews are also sporadically granted to

members of the press. With access to the inmates inside the prisons so difficult

to obtain, most studies have worked with data released by the Instituto Nacional

Penitenciario (INPE) and with the legal cases, or expedientes, kept on each

inmate in the Supreme Court archives in Lima.

During the course of this study, after I was denied access to the Chorillos

women's prison by officials at INPE, I switched the focus of my project to

searching for the legal records of women who had been sentenced in civilian or

military courts on terrorism and / or treason charges. Two basic means of doing

this were open to me--1) go through the time-consuming and confusing process

of obtaining access to the Supreme Court Archives, where terrorism and treason

case files are kept in Lima; 2) or, a much quicker route considering I had only a

month left to spend in Peru, was to take an opportunistic sample of cases--five in

all-from the archives at IDL. Lawyers at IDL had access to the Supreme Court

Archives on a regular basis, and frequently had official as well as unofficial

copies of cases stored in the archives at IDL. Therefore, I asked them to

Interview with Father Hubert Lanssiers in September of 1995 in Lima.
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remember cases of female inmates, whose cases they had reviewed,

investigated and ultimately refused to defend based on a belief that the women

were not innocent of the charges against them My assumption in this approach

was that the team of lawyers at IDL evaluates each case before they agree to

accept the defense of an inmate A lawyer at the institute usually reads the case

and makes notes, then conducts an interview with the inmate. Based on the

information provided by these two sources, the lawyer then investigates the case

further, collecting information from neighbors, family members and others who

know the inmate. Finally, a case summary is written and all the lawyers on the

Legal Team discuss the case, making a decision as to whether or not they will

accept the defense. If they are not overwhelmingly sure the person is innocent

of the charges against him or her, they refuse (rechazar) the case. The cases,

along with the notes, interviews, case summary and sometimes photocopies of

the original legal documents, are then filed away at the Institute. For the

purposes of this study, access to these records was granted. I had to write a

memo to the members of the legal team and those in the penal area, and my

request was debated at a weekly meeting and forwarded to the director of the

Institute, Ernesto de la Jara, who gave the final stamp of approval. Providing I

agreed to keep the names of the cases I choose anonymous, I was granted

access to page through the Institute's files and find the cases I needed, once the

names of women were forwarded to me through conversations with lawyers on

the team.
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By examining the cases (ranging from as few as three to as many as 400

pages in length) of these women, I hopes to demonstrate that extracting solely

demographic data from legal records, as in Chávez de Paz's study, overlooks

information that could have been useful in expanding our understanding of

female senderistas. Knowing more about the 30 women he included in his

study, knowing what their experiences are-as defined in the context of police

interrogations, statements made by the defense and prosecution lawyers before

judges, testimony of the defendants and their supporters as well as accusers,

evidence of torture and mistreatment by police and prison guards-perhaps may

help us to understand why these women joined Sendero. If Chávez de Paz

accurately described the "typical" female senderista in his study, then the

question is no longer who these women are, but why and how they came to

identify with Sendero. Clearly, the cases presented below are an opportunistic

sample--they were the cases that I could access most easily given the amount of

time remaining to my stay in Peru, and considering all the limitations of getting

my "feet wet," so to speak, looking for sources for a Master's thesis, I know that

these cases, taken from the files of a human rights NGO, do not constitute an

unbiased sample of female senderistas. Nor do I present them as such. What I

hope to show, by presenting these cases, is that they contain information that

can help formulate an analysis of women in Sendero that moves more in the

direction of Kirk's original project, to show these women as individuals who,

given the circumstances of their lives and experiences, made individual
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"investments" in identifying with Sendero which vary widely between women.

and cannot be generalized under the a-historical, universal and essentialist

umbrella of Woman. There is also a great deal to be learned from how the state

constructed female senderistas through legal documents, police interrogations

and court case arguments. The names of the women in the cases presented

herein have been changed to protect their identity, since all but one of the cases

are still being litigated.

Case 1: Antonia. 41. and Her Daughter Maria, 14

In her testimony to police, 41-year-old Antonia describes herself as a

native of Lima, born in the city in 1953. She states that she is separado de

hecho8 from her husband, and her level of education is described as beyond

high school, although no specific trade school or university is mentioned. She is

Catholic, lives in Surco and has three children, ages 4, 11, and 14. Her oldest

child, Maria, was detained within days of Antonia s own arrest and also was

accused of being a senderista. Antonia states that she was a working lawyer for

fourteen years, making approximately S./500 monthly9 working from 10 a m. to 6

p.m. in her office. She states that she lived in the home owned by her elderly

parents in Surco for approximately two years, and before that she lived in an

apartment in the same building where her office is located in La Victoria. Her

husband was also a lawyer, and at one time the pair practiced law in the office

8 "De facto separation."

9 Her testimony was given in 1993, so the figure in Nuevo Soles probably does not reflect
inflation of the last three years.
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together. In her testimony to police, Antonia steadfastly denied being a member

of Sendero, and instead claimed only to be a practicing lawyer who was

representing two cases involving women convicted of being senderistas. She

was detained by members of DINCOTE (Dirección Nacional Contra el

Terrorismo) while preparing a brief to give before the Supreme Court in defense

of these two women. Antonia acknowledged that her 14-year-old daughter,

Maria, did not live with her for the past year, but insisted that the girl “left my

house claiming she was going to find her father, but she always visited me and

this year was going to live with me all year.” When asked what address the girl

went to live at, Antonia answered vaguely, saying that her daughter was unable

to continue her studies where she had been living, that the girl never found the

address where her father was supposedly located, and that in the upcoming

year, when her daughter was supposed to come and live with her. the girl was

going to start school again.

Maria was born in Lima in 1979, and completed only the first year of

secondary school. She stated that she did not work, and instead assisted her

mother in domestic tasks and lived with her mother and two grandparents in

Surco. She initially described her family duties as waking at 8 a.m. and doing

housework until 10 p.m. when she went to sleep. She stated she spent

Saturdays receiving visitors from her father’s side of the family and visiting with

friends from colegio. She also stated that an aunt helped her with the

housework and selling gelatin on the streets as a ambulante, or roving street
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seller. She testified that she was a member of Sendero since 1992. She

described her recruitment into the party in detail:

“I was captured in a social activity, a pollada (chicken barbeque)
organized by a cultural group whose name I don’t remember. I arrived at
this pollada by invitation of a girl whom I know by name. . . in February
1992. In the meeting, this person stayed with me and commented to me
on the fraternity, harmony and union of said activity, and later told me the
hours and places of meeting points --once a week, or sometimes every
fifteen days. . . In January I met a women named Sara, and it was from
this time that she began to give me classes related to Sendero in politics
and ideology. Sara is the one that gave me the pseudonym “Victoria,”
and actually gave me a role in Organized Support (Apoyo Organizado)--
making me responsible for Sara. I served only her. doing labor for the
Party. I repeat I only did assignments that she gave me. . . I want to say
or explain that when she had meetings, she would send me away to do
the shopping or give me other chores such as washing clothes, ironing. I
lived from March to December of 1993 with Sara in Santa Anita. It was a

family house and it had one room rented out. The assignments that were
given to me by Sara consisted of verbal orders that I always gave to
people I didn’t know, and the only knowledge of them (the people to whom
Maria was to deliver the orders) I had was physical characteristics, place
of the meeting and one or another signs-like, for example, that I had to
search near to the house in Santa Anita in a park for a woman with long
hair, medium stature, very pretty and carrying an orange, and after I had
identified her I would give her the message. . . about the meetings."

Maria stated she did this approximately forty-five times. The police who

interrogated her accused Maria of participating in several attacks against military

and police outposts as well as several selected assassinations, but she denied

taking any part in these activities. Both Antonia and Maria were detained by

police after being named by a male senderista who testified against them so he

could take advantage of the Ley de Arrepentimiento before it expired on

November 1, 1994.10 This man described Antonia as a well-known militant since

10
The Ley de Arrepentimiento, which lasted from 1992 to 1994, allowed convicted terrorists to be

freed from prison if they identified their cohorts to police. Unfortunately, soon after the law took
effect many terrorists, in order to come up with enough names to satisfy police, began accusing
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late 1993 of what police described as the “new party apparatus of the PCP

Sendero Luminoso, called the new network of defense.’’ She was accused in

conjunction with her husband, who was also described as a well-known militant

of the same apparatus of Sendero. This man also identified Maria as an

"ancient militant of Sendero." She was seen visiting the Castro Castro prison

with other, adult senderistas in 1992 and 1993.

According to the 1994 INPE census, legal proceedings were initiated in

August 1994 against Antonia. She was not yet sentenced and had not

registered with Sendero or MRTA upon entering prison. She was charged with

terrorism and was being held in the E.P. Maximum Security Women’s Prison,

Santa Monica. Her daughter, Maria, was not listed on the census, probably

because she was a minor and the census did not encompass juvenile facilities.

Antonia and Maria were detained separately in February of 1994 Police

claimed they found Sendero propaganda in Antonia’s office in La Victoria, Lima,

and in a separate rented apartment in the San Hilarion-San Juan de Lurigancho

area, where the daughter was living with “Sara.” The Sendero propaganda

owned by Antonia was described as several notebooks in which she was named

as the leader of "a press apparatus" and responsible for “a reporting and filing

platoon and an announcements and broadcasting platoon.” It is clear from the

contradictory statements in their testimonies to police that Antonia, her husband

and Maria were living in three different locations and they communicated very

innocent bystanders, community leaders, and others who were not involved in the terrorist
organizations. As a result, and as 1994 INPE census data shows, the prisons swelled with
people who were unjustly accused of terrorism and / or treason.
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little with each other for a two- to three-year period. When interviewed by police.

Antonia’s parents, both age 75, stated that they believed their daughter was

living with her husband and Maria. They said they were caring for the two

youngest children, and the elderly pair did not believed the other trio were living

together. The grandparents lived in a home which they owned in Surco. Lima,

and only “sporadically” received visits from their granddaughter, Maria. They

were not charged by police with any offense.

Case 2: Patricia. 21. the "Mistress" of a Regional Sendero Leader

Patricia and her live-in boyfriend, Emilio, were captured together by

police in Huaraz in October of 1993. Patricia ran a small bodega in the front of

her family’s house in Huaraz since 1991. She stated that she made S./40

monthly, and that she lived in the house with her mother and an unspecified

number of brothers and sisters. A brother testified to police that in 1989 when

Patricia was studying in secondary school in Huaraz, a teacher tried to lure her

into joining Sendero. To protect Patricia, the family sent her to Lima to study for

a year, so she would be far away from the man that continued to try and entrap

her in Sendero's ranks. In Lima, Patricia lived in the house of her brother’s

compadre until February of 1991. She said that while she lived in Lima she quit

Sendero and dedicated herself to her studies. She returned to Huaraz a year

later, in April of 1992, and the family set her up in the bodega again, thinking the

danger was past. However, in the family's bodega she apparently got to know
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Emilio, whom police said was the mando politico11 for the entire Callejón de

Huaylas region. In her testimony to police. Patricia stated that she “met and

made friends and afterward fell in love with Emilio.” It wasn't until much later,

she claimed, that she found out his true identity. He lied to her and told her he

was someone else. When she confronted him and asked him if he was, indeed,

a senderista, Emilio admitted he was and then told Patricia that she “was also

going to be a compañera and I would never betray him and in this time I got

pregnant with him and he left me in June of 1992, denying he was the father of

the child (a girl) until April of 1993, the date when we began to live together

again, but without militating for the Party.” Patricia’s brother stated that while the

couple was separated, she occasionally sought out Emilio with the “end of

asking him for food for the child.” In her testimony to police, she stated that

Emilio had deceived her and given her a false name, in the custom of Sendero,

and afterward he threatened to tell police that she was a senderista.

Unfortunately, in Patricia’s case, no date of legal proceedings was given

on the 1994 INPE census. However, she was listed as not registered with either

Sendero or MRTA upon incarceration in the E.P. Maximum Security Women’s

Prison of Santa Monica, Lima. She was charged with terrorism. Her conviviente,

Emilio, was sentenced in 1994 to life in prison,12 according to the 1994 INPE

census. Emilio immediately registered with Sendero upon being incarcerated

11
"Political leader." It is speculated that the mando politico of a particular region was

responsible for coordinating strategy for that region and issuing orders to individual cells of
senderistas (Taylor 1983).
12 Cadena perpetua.
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and was in prison in Huaraz. When asked what she did for Sendero in 1989.

when she was a member of a Sendero cell organized by two students and a

teacher at her high school, she stated that the group of four worked to “mobilize”

other students for Sendero. Her activity in Sendero while she lived with Emilio

was limited, she said, stating that, “I didn’t participate in any meetings, and

neither have I participated in any terrorist actions. I have dedicated myself to

taking care of the bodega and after that to taking care of my child." The police

accused her of participating in several selected assassinations and attempts

against police, but she denied any knowledge of these actions. Her statement

before the court in Huaraz a month later is, unfortunately, incoherent. In it she

was unable to focus on questions presented to her and spoke of events

mentioned clearly in her earlier testimony to police in a confusing jumble of

places and times. At one point, she stated that she was tortured by police with

electricity, and when she was asked to confirm her earlier statements, she

refused to do so. In this and yet another statement given on the same day, this

time with her lawyer present, police began directing their questions toward her

knowledge of Emilio's actions. Police wanted to know sort of terrorist

paraphernalia was present in the house the week before an attack on the prison

in Huaraz, and where Emilio stored the munitions for the attack. They found

subversive propaganda, mimeographs, a typewriter and empty bottles used to

make bombs and molatov cocktails in the home that she shared with Emilio

Questions were raised, both by police and IDL's evaluation of the case, of
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exactly how much Patricia knew about her conviviente and his activities in

Sendero. She claimed that he kept his business to himself and the propaganda

and other explosive devices were stored in a room which Emilio kept locked

Patricia claimed she did not possess the key to the room and therefore had no

idea what was inside. However, police pointed out that it was extremely unlikely

Patricia did not know that Emilio was the Sendero leader of the entire mid-North

region. Police assumed that she knew of the multiple assassinations Emilio

ordered in the region because she did not denounced him to police. There was

also doubt as to whether or not she did any work for Sendero while studying and

living in Lima. Throughout the second interrogation, in which she was clearly

disoriented, Patricia steadfastly denied any knowledge of the accusations and

admitted only to an incident when she was in secondary school and helped to

organize a Sendero meeting.

Case 3: Maribel, 21, and an Armed Strike in La Victoria

Maribel was arrested by the National Police along with her lover of one

year, José. Both she and José lived in the squatter settlement of Villa El

Salvador just outside Lima. Maribel was accused of participating, along with

twenty or so other Senderistas, in kidnapping two men and a child and later

burning their car during an armed strike in La Victoria in May of 1991. One of

the victims in the strike, a captain in the National Police, later died from his

wounds. Police gave the following details of the incident: During the night of the

28th of May, Maribel and José went to a fiesta held in front of the Fruit Market in
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El Agustino. The couple claimed they stayed at the party until the early morning,

around 5 a m., of the 29th. Strangely enough, both youths claimed they did not

know anyone at the party, but rather attended on the recommendation of

Maribel's cousin, who did not go to the party. At roughly the same hour of the

early dawn in La Victoria, approximately twenty senderistas stopped traffic,

pulled two men and a child from their Toyota Tercel, overturned it and set it on

fire. There was an armed confrontation between the senderistas and police, in

which the senderistas used guns and molatov cocktails to hold off police for an

hour or more. Several police officers were wounded, and a police captain later

died from his wounds. Police finally used tear gas to disperse the senderistas,

who fled in several directions. Maribel and José were detained by police about

an hour later, at the bus stop heading to Villa El Salvador.

When questioned by police and lawyers, neither Maribel nor José could

remember the exact location of the party or even properly describe it. José told

police that a cousin of Maribel’s gave them the address. When interviewed by

police and IDL lawyers, Maribel’s family (both parents and four brothers) said

they did not know that she went to a party that night. The owner of the fruit store,

where the fiesta supposedly was held, denied that a party was held on or near

his property that night. When police searched Jose’s house, they found

notebooks with Sendero propaganda in them. Maribel claimed the notebooks

were Jose’s and that she did not know what they contained. José said it was

possible the notebooks were ones he took with him while studying to be a
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production mechanic at the Instituto Superior Tecnológico Julio C Tello in Villa

El Salvador. He finished his studies at the school in January of that year.

Maribel continued studying to be an executive secretary at the same school, but

also worked as a cosmetics seller. José claimed it was possible that someone

stole his notebooks while he was in class, wrote the senderista propaganda, and

then returned the notebooks to him. He could not explain why the lettering and

handwriting appeared to be that of Maribel. Subversive literature was not found

in Maribel’s house. The I994 INPE census shows that Maribel was convicted of

terrorism and sentenced in April 1993 to 10 years in prison. She registered with

Sendero immediately upon being incarcerated at the E.P. Maximum Security

Women's Prison of Santa Monica, Lima.

Case 4: Veronica, 19. Tricked and Threatened by Sendero

Police arrested and accused Veronica of placing a bomb in the house of

the mayor of Huacho, Diaz la Rosa, in November of 1992. Police also accused

her of painting Sendero graffiti in Santa Maria, participating in taking over

towns13 in Accaray, Huara, and of participating in the killing of three civilians in

Perlita-Vegueta during the same year. Veronica testified that she was born in

Supe in 1975. She completed the first year of secondary school but did not take

any more classes. She stated she lived with her parents in Mira, Supe, of the

town Barranca. She currently was a housewife and dedicated herself to “labors

3
The phrase used is tomas de tierras, which in other contexts means the setting up of squatter

settlements. However, when used in reference to Sendero, it probably means that the towns
were taken over by Sendero and declared "liberated zones."
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of the home.” She had a 9-month-old child and was two-months pregnant when

police detained her in 1994. She testified that she was a militant in Sendero

from 1992 until September of 1994, when she abandoned the Party "because I

no longer agreed with its ideas." She said that she had not participated in

Sendero’s schools, and that “my time with the party had been brief and without

major actions.” When asked about her part in the assassination of three civilians

in Perlita-Vegueta, she stated that a male friend14 lied to her and told her they

were going on a trip to meet his family in Vegueta. What this man did not tell her

was that he was a member of Sendero. Thus, Veronica accompanied this man

without any prior knowledge of what he was going to do in Perlita-Vegueta Once

the couple arrived by bus in Perlita-Vegueta, the man invited Veronica to drink a

beer. Later, he changed his mind and said he decided to visit his family alone

first. He asked Veronica to wait for him in the bar and to look-out for his return.

After twenty minutes or so, Veronica heard shots and two men--her friend and a

stranger--came running towards her. The trio hid the rest of the night and fled

Perlita-Vegueta on the next bus back to Huaura. During the trip, this man told

Veronica what he had done--attempted to shoot the town's mayor-and that now

Veronica, by her association with him, was a member of Sendero. Veronica

claimed that she played a similar look-out role during the bombing of the mayor’s

house later that year by standing guard on a street corner and watching for

14
This man is later referred to as Veronica's conviviente, and it is not clear whether that term is

accurate to describe her relationship with him at the time he tricked her into participating in the
assasination attempt on the mayor. However, police appeared to be acting on that assumption
during Veronica's interrogation.
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police. But she denied actually accompanying those who placed the bomb in the

mayor's house. She also admitted that on several occasions she painted town

walls with Sendero graffiti, and that she took part in taking towns in Accaray.

After the taking of Accaray, however, Veronica claimed she was pregnant with

her first child, and she and her conviviente—the man who had originally

entangled her in Sendero's actions-escaped from Sendero to live with his

parents. Two years passed and she and her lover were captured by police.

Veronica admitted her actions to police, but maintained that she was forced to

participate in Sendero after she was initially "tricked" and under threats of death

to both herself and her family. The 1994 INPE census shows that as of

September of 1994 Veronica still had not been sentenced on charges of

terrorism. She did not register with either Sendero or MRTA upon being

incarcerated with other processed inmates of Carquin-Huacho.

Case 5: Mariana. 14, Forced to Cook for a Sendero Patrol

Because she was a minor, the information available on Mariana consisted

only of a case summary written by the investigating lawyer at IDL. Mariana was

detained by police after she went to the Hospital in Abancay, department of

Apurimac, for treatment of wounds on her left leg caused by grenade shrapnel.

Police accused her of participating in an attack on a military squad patrolling the

region near the military base of Quilcaccassa, sector Cconispampa, in Ayacucho

in April of 1994. She was four months pregnant when police in Abancay

arrested her. She made her statement to police and military officials without
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Consulting a lawyer. Mariana stated that she was bom in 1980 in Sector Umasi

Anexo Cañaris, of the province Victor Fajardo. She moved to Lima at age 13 to

live with two of her older sisters. It was while living in Lima that she got

pregnant, and, facing recriminations from her sisters who were unable to support

Mariana through the pregnancy, Mariana returned to her parents’ home in Umasi

in December of 1993. She lived with her parents for three months before she

was recruited into Sendero. In the first few days of March of 1994, Mariana was

resting in front of her parent's home when four armed people came to the house

and forced her to accompany them. Mariana was watching her younger brothers

and sisters at the time because her parents were away working. Tired, hungry,

and powerless against an armed cell of senderistas, Mariana tried to resist but a

female senderista threatened to kill the girl's brothers and sisters, so Mariana

obeyed and left with the Sendero cell. The group then forced Mariana to walk to

Pampamarca, a gruelling four-day trek for a pregnant girl without shoes or even

sandals. Once in Pampamarca, the four senderistas met with several other

Sendero cells of about the same size, and they traveled back-and-forth between

several places unfamiliar to Mariana, transporting arms. Mariana stated that

during her forced trek, several other children between the ages of 8 and 14

were also abducted from their families. Mariana and these other children were

forced to carry the senderistas' weapons on their backs from one location to

another. In April, when she was preparing food in a large kettle for the

combined cell of twenty senderistas, Mariana said a patrol of soldiers came
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dose to the Sendero camp. The senderistas did not fight the soldiers but rather

dispersed, fleeing in different directions and leaving Mariana to fend for herself.

Mariana saw the woman who abducted her from her parent's home get shot by

soldiers. Several seconds later, Mariana said she heard an explosion “very

close to me.” It threw her down, and when she tried to get back up, she

couldn’t. Several pieces of grenade shrapnel lodged in her leg. She was taken

prisoner by the soldiers, who brought her to the Hospital in Abancay. She was

later turned over to the National Police, charged with terrorism and sent to

prison.

During the month that she was with the senderistas. Mariana said her

main task was to cook for the members of the Sendero cell. She stated that she

tried to escape once, but they caught her and threatened to kill her if she

attempted it a second time. When interrogated by police, Mariana tearfully

provided details of the Sendero cell that abducted her and the arms she and the

other children were forced to carry. Mariana stated that she did not participate

in Sendero’s popular schools, that she did not know how to operate a gun, but

that the senderistas had taught her how to use a grenade, although she claimed

she never used one. This last statement, however, contradicted the military's

version of events. According to the testimony of a soldier involved in the attack,

the military squad was not armed with grenades while on patrol, and the grenade

that exploded and wounded Mariana was her own-given to her by Sendero-

which she inexpertly tried to use to attack the military patrol. Because she used
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the grenade improperly, the soldier testified that it exploded very close to

Mariana and this was the reason why the shrapnel lodged in her leg. Mariana's

name was not listed on the 1994 INPE census, again probably because she was

a minor and the census did not encompass juvenile facilities. The disposition of

her case at the time of writing still was not determined.

Conclusions

It is very likely that these case studies are not representative of the

female senderista population in general. However, some observations are in

order. First, four of the five women, Mariana being the only exception,

participated in Sendero along with their male lovers, husbands and / or

boyfriends. In at least two cases, the women claimed they were tricked by men-

upon whom they were both emotionally and at least partially financially

dependent-into joining Sendero. Often, as in the cases of Patricia and

Veronica, the "recruitment" of these women was accomplished by lying to them,

involving them in a crime such as an assassination attempt which would cause

police, military authorities and even friends, family and neighbors to define them

as senderistas, and later cementing the woman's dependence on the male

senderista with a pregnancy. Of these women, only one, Antonia, had the

means to support herself independently of financial contributions from a

husband or other male family member(s). Strikingly, in these five cases, two

women were minors~one whose participation in Sendero appears to be

influenced by the participation of both her parents in the clandestine
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organization, and the other who was forcibly abducted from her home to join a

Sendero cell. Both girls were made to "serve" other senderistas-Maria ran

errands, cooked, cleaned, did the wash and ferried messages to other

senderistas in the city for comrade "Sara," while Mariana was forced to cook

and transport arms for twenty senderistas.

Clearly, since these cases were being investigated by a human rights

organization (with the exception of Maribel, who was convicted, sentenced and

registered with Sendero upon incarceration in Santa Monica) there exists some

doubt, however small, as to whether or not these women truly are senderistas.

Yet by the same token, there is also doubt as to whether or not these women

can be considered moral and / or legal innocents. In this sense, these cases are

perhaps representative of the majority of cases of female senderistas, in that

they highlight the amorphous definition of what constitutes a senderista.

Obviously, defendants, defense lawyers, police, soldiers, judges and

prosecutors all hold different definitions of what constitutes a terrorist. Even

according to the law, there are different degrees of terrorism, and thus different

types of terrorists reflected in the charge itself. 15 It is a contention herein,

therefore, that the act of defining what is and what is not a senderista is

inherently political, and that the political dimension of this issue cannot be

divorced from studies that construct generalized images of female senderistas,

especially when those images are extracted from legal documents.

15 The charge of terrorism is broken into roughly six categories: simple terrorism, aggravated
terrorism, collaboration with terrorists, terrorist association, incitement to terrorism and apology
of terrorism (Gamarra 1995). Furthermore, each of these categories has its own sub-levels.



VIEWS OF FEMALE SENDERISTAS BEHIND BARS

Interviews with Female Prison Inmates

Ultimately, only the testimony and experience of female senderistas will

help us to understand the differences between women whose "investments" and

identification with the organization defy essentialist and universalist

generalizations. Because I was unable to conduct interviews inside the women's

prison of Chorillos, and therefore unable to present my view of these women in

prison, I want to consider here how others, mostly journalists, have presented /

constructed views of female senderistas while they were incarcerated. As was

stated earlier, interviews with female inmates were granted sporadically to

foreign correspondents and Peruvian journalists throughout Sendero's 15-year-

war. Recent changes in the Peruvian legal code made access to these women

more difficult to obtain, even for journalists. What is interesting about their

accounts is not so much what they present, or represent, as it may be. but how

the images in photographs, texts and layouts of Peruvian magazines are

constructed-especially when those images have been burned into the collective

conscious of most Peruvians and manifest themselves in any number of ways

and sources.

Benedict Anderson recognized the role of novels and newspapers in

"imagining" nations and constructing national communities, "for these forms

114
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provided the technical means for 're-presenting ' the kind of imagined community

that is the nation (Anderson 1983: 25)." Paul Gootenberg, likewise, relied

heavily on newspaper accounts to show how liberal economic ideologies were

constructed during the guano age in Peru from 1840 to 1880 (Gootenberg 1993).

News media, however, are no longer restricted to a single, print medium, as the

term "media" now implies. Media are broadcast over radio waves, television and

satellite hookups, cable, and even the most traditional of print media have, within

the last five years or so, begun exploring interactive outlets on the internet.1

Although she specifically addresses film and film criticism, Teresa de Lauretis

likewise identifies the "cinnematic apparatus" as a "technology of gender."

through which "the construction of gender goes on today through the various

technologies of gender (e g. cinema) and institutional discourses (e.g. theory)

with power to control the field of social meaning and thus produce, promote, and

'implant' representations of gender (de Lauretis 1987: 18)." Useful in

understanding how film and other media can be considered "technologies of

gender" is de Lauretis' notion of gendered spectatorship, "that is to say, the

ways in which each individual spectator is addressed by the film, the ways in

which her / his identification is solicited and structured in the single film, are

intimately and intentionally, if not usually explicitly, connected to the spectator's

gender (de Lauretis 1987: 13)." It is not a very far-fetched idea, then, to

consider magazines, which are after all products of complex processes of writing

1
Caretas, for example, has a home page on the internet. So do several U.S. newspapers, with

probably the best and most sophisticated on-line paper current published by the Wall Street
Journal.
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and editing text, shooting, developing and cropping photographs, headline and

sub-head writing, spacing, layout, and design of graphics and artwork, as a

similar "technology," one which is partially responsible for constructing not only

ideologies of nationality and economic policy (i.e. politics), but also ideologies of

gender. It can also be argued, at least in the case of the three magazines

(Caretas, Oiga, and Sí) surveyed herein, that these technologies are constructed

to engage a gendered spectator, and more specifically a male spectator. It was

also quite clear that in Peru of the 1980s and 1990s different forms of media

competed, fiercely even, to construct opposing political and theoretical

ideologies, with Sendero on one side and the Peruvian government, at least

under Fujimori, on the other. This literally pitted newspapers and other media,

such as El Diario and other forms (mostly distributed in Europe and the U S.)

against the Peruvian state-controlled television Channel 2 (to the point that

Sendero even car-bombed the building, killing numerous reporters and editors in

the building) and other media not blatantly controlled by the government. It is no

coincidence that reporters from foreign newspapers, Peruvian media such as

Caretas, Oiga, Sí, El Commercio and television stations were frequent targets of

assasination by Sendero. 2 The following journalistic accounts are provided and

described, therefore, not to "report" what other reporters have seen or done, but

to show how competing technologies constructed these competing political

ideologies through the media. I also hope to show that these ideologies were

¿
There is even a volume of reports on Sendero dedicated to and written by journalists who died

covering Sendero, or were killed by Sendero or the armed forces in Peru. Todd Smith, a reporter
from the Tampa Tribune, was one such reporter. (Colegio de Periodistas del Peru 1990)
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intricately connected to a construction of gender, specifically of an a-historical.

universal, essentialist Woman, although sometimes (as in the case of Robin

Kirk) women, who also were senderistas behind prison bars in Peru.

Female Senderistas in Prison and On Video

By far the most striking portrayal of female senderistas behind bars is the

controversial, and many say propagandistic, video produced by Marc de

Beaufort and Yezid Campos for Channel Four television in Britain in 1992. This

video, The People of the Shining Path, contains extensive footage of women

inside the Canto Grande prison in Lima. The video was shot exactly one month

before the second massacre of senderistas and MRTAistas inside the prison in

1992. During the forty-five minute program, an English-speaking narrator touts

Sendero as, "the most powerful left-wing movement in Latin America" which

supposedly is "sowing the seeds of a Republic of new democracy. . . on the road

to true Socialism (de Beaufort and Campos 1992)." The video opens with

images of the Peruvian military staging the 1992 coup. Pictures of tanks in the

presidential palace on the night of the coup are juxtaposed with scenes of

Fujimori's televised speech to the country announcing that he shut down

Congress. The video then switches to the tranquil, green pastures of the

highlands of Ayacucho, where the narrator announces that "centuries of state

neglect and exploitation of Indian peasants have reached breaking point (de

Beaufort and Campos 1992)." The camera pans to a group of twenty or more
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peasants rounding a dirt path. They are carrying red banners, waving plastic

cut-outs of the communist flag and shouting, "¡Long live strategic equilibrium'"

After the procession passes, a pair of senderistas-one woman and one man.

both dressed in long pants, white sneakers with red socks, long-sleeved collared

shirts and semi-automatic machine guns propped between their legs--are

interviewed for the camera. Both have little, if anything, to say that cannot be

found, verbatim, in any one of Sendero's propaganda publications. Yet, while the

man focuses his comments on emphasizing that Sendero is fighting to achieve

strategic equilibrium, the woman expresses: "Being a member of the Guerrilla

Army brings pride to my compañeros. As a soldier, a guerrilla fighter, a

combatant in the Red Army for President Gonzalo, I am ready to give my life to

the Party and the Revolution (de Beaufort and Campos 1992)." 3 The video

then begins to discuss Sendero's strategy in the shantytowns of Lima, using

footage of demonstrations from a miners' union and mothers in a vaso de leche

program protesting Fujimori's drastic economic shock policies While the video

does mention the "brutal killing" of barrio leader Maria Elena Moyano, the

narrator maintains that "the Shining Path is blamed for a campaign of terror

against Peruvians, but most deaths can be blamed on the military (de Beaufort

and Campos 1992)."

3 Paul Doughty has pointed out that the woman in the video who recites a long Sendero tract
reminded him of his experiences with the educational system in the Callejón de Huaylas, where
he saw school children who were taught to memorize but not critically analyze the subject matter.
See Mario Vasquz and Paul Doughty (1986).
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Against this background, the camera is taken inside the maximum security

prison of Canto Grande, on the outskirts of Lima in a shantytown. As images of

female inmates waiting in line for their food rations and discussing women's

volleyball matches over plates of bread and beans are broadcast, the narrator

describes the massacres at three other prisons in 1986. An estimated 300

senderistas and MRTAistas died when the military was ordered to storm the

prisons by Alan Garcia, then-president of the republic. Faint at first but quickly

growing in volume, the sound of women's voices chanting to drums is heard in

the background. The camera abruptly pans to a view of a stark, towering wall

inside the prison, on which a red banner is strung. Below the banner, a column

of forty or more female inmates begins marching out of a dark doorway into the

sunny courtyard. The women are in rows of five, each dressed in black pants,

flat black shoes, green, long-sleeved, collared shirts and matching green caps.

A woman at the head of this procession holds aloft the red communist flag, the

hammer and sickle blowing in the wind of the courtyard, while the women's

voices seem to rise up and over the prison's walls. The women goose-step in

unison with the beat of the drums, red scarves whipped back and forth as their

arms rise and fall. This procession, the narrator tells us, is one of the "events to

commemorate party holidays like women's day (de Beaufort and Campos 1992)."

As the women fill the courtyard, they perform a series of choreographed

exercises with fake wooden rifles--chanting first to a portrait of Karl Marx, second

to a portrait of Mao and finally to a large painting of a puffy, unshaven Abimael
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Guzmán. During these exercises, the narrator intones: "The Shining Path

regards women as half of heaven, and gives them vital positions in the party

hierarchy. In a society with a strong tradition of discrimination, this equality has

attracted many Peruvian women to the cause (de Beaufort and Campos 1992)."

The video then presents an interview with a senderista couple, a man and a

woman, inside the prison, each of whom is given the title, "prisoner's

representative." The woman, named only as Diana, stresses that the women of

the prison are fighting for their rights, since they view themselves as prisoners of

war Diana also stresses that, "We try not to be a burden on our own people,

we practice self-subsistence (de Beaufort and Campos 1992)." Her statement is

confirmed by the sound of the narrator's British accent, stating, "In Canto Grande

jail, Sendero has turned an over-crowded and filthy jail into an effective center of

work and study." These powerful images are augmented when viewed with a

critical eye. For example, when the camera scans the faces of the female

inmates marching and chanting in the prison courtyard, one realizes that all of

these women--every single one--have the physical characteristics to which the

labels cholo and indio are applied by white and / or mestizo city-dwellers. These

women have long black hair, often pulled back in a pony-tail or single braid: they

are short and heavyset; they have wide round faces and dark skin. In contrast,

the woman who is interviewed as a "prisoner's representative," speaking for all

the female inmates in Canto Grande, is clearly an example of what is often given

the label of bianco, mestizo, or misti by people indigenous to the highlands and
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recent migrants to Lima's shantytowns. Diana has light-colored skin, dark brown

but thin and curly hair, and predominantly European features. As others have

noted and as it appears in these images:

"Sendero's overall internal structure reproduces the general stratification
by race and class in Peru. Dark-skinned kids from poor backgrounds fill
the bottom ranks under a leadership composed mostly of light-skinned
elites. Female participation also follows this pattern. Poor women from
Andean and Amazonian villages and city slums tend to be found in low
positions in the party, in the roving columns in the countryside and
propaganda teams in the shantytowns. Generally, light-skinned women
from middle- and upper-class backgrounds like Teresa Durand (who
danced a Greek sirtaki with Guzmán in the recently captured video of a
Sendero social event) occupy top leadership positions (Starn 1992: 217-
218)."

A full analysis of the intersection of race and gender in constructing women's

and men's participation in Sendero has been noted by many, such as Starn, but

has not yet been attempted. It is also interesting that these female senderistas,

when not obviously reciting from memory passages that can be found in just

about any Sendero document, speak with a male senderista at their side, while

male senderistas speak independently. Both the men and women speak of

Sendero's tactics and fighting the state and "imperialist Yankees," but only

women voice concerns that could be said to correspond to traditional, patriarchal

gender roles : "It makes my compañeros proud that I am a member of Sendero"

and "We try to be self-sufficient."

Foreign Correspondents Inside Peru's Prisons
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De Beaufort's video was by no means the first to put these images into

circulation in the media.4 Images of female senderistas in prison have been a

favorite topic with foreign correspondents throughout the 15-year conflict.

French journalist Marcel Niedergang, for example, wrote about his visit to the

Women's Prison of Callao in 1983. At the time Niedergang went inside the

prison, officials believed only fifty-nine women pertained to Sendero, although

the sub-director of the prison told the reporter that she believed some of the

women were innocent. Niedergang describes the prison, which is no longer

used to house women charged with terrorism and / or treason, in detail. It was a

long building with two floors and a small inside patio. There were three

separate blocks of cells. The first floor was reserved for the "hard core" cases,

while the second floor was broken into two blocks--one for senderistas and the

other for common delinquents. Individual cells housed approximately twenty

prisoners. The reporter does not say how many cells made up a block. Even in

1983, the rigid organization and discipline of Sendero in the prisons was

noticeable. Niedergang confirmed that the senderistas. in comparison with the

other prisoners, were "notoriously clean."5 (Niedergang 1983: 17) The women

maintained military-like discipline, and although they did not display the complex

organization evident in later accounts of women in the prisons, Niedergang

4
Although it is the only one that I know of that so blatantly sympathizes with Sendero.

5 This article was originally published in French for the journal Le Monde. June 9-15, 1993, no.
1806, p. 5. The Spanish translation is cited in the bibliography. Quotes are taken from the
Spanish version, but Le Monde also publishes a weekly English edition. Therefore it is possible
an English version is available.
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claimed they offered classes in Quechua to their members More importantly,

the women kept up-to-date on current events via newspapers, radio and a

television receptor inside the cell block. Niedergang's encounter is mostly with

two women who are representatives of a Sendero committee. They greet him as

he enters the prison and act as watchdogs, monitoring what the other women

say and censuring them when they try to tell him their stories. He points out that

one of these two women was " a teacher in a small town in the interior of the

country. . . and from a good family," and that she is not an exception

(Niedergang 1983: 17). "Among the prisoners one encounters other teachers,

sociologists, nurses." Yet when he asks this women is she is a teacher, she

denies it. "Teacher? No. I'm a worker (Ibid.)." The second woman Niedergang

interviews is nicknamed La China, because she has what he calls Asiatic

features-high cheekbones and slanted eyes. Not much is revealed about this

woman, except that she is from the country's capital, Lima. When Niedergang

asks to speak with her, she rejects the "negative and caricaturistic" reporting of

female senderistas in prison. She smiles and laughs at the "simplistic image"

outsiders have of female senderista inmates-shouting slogans, singing

revolutionary songs, bodies hardened by "militant faith." She intimates that

there is more to life in prison than these sensationalistic images, but does not

share her insight with Niedergang. In general, however, Niedergang writes that

the women greet him cordially and even make room for him to sit down on the

edges of their beds. They were eager to talk about current events, although
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most of the responses to his questions were recognizably quotations from

senderista propaganda and / or senderista slogans. It is important to note that

Niedergang also visited a men's prison, but this account falls much later in the

text (reporters are often encouraged to put information that they feel is most

important at the beginning of the text and include less important information

toward the end, when it is assumed that the reader's-spectator's attention will

probably already be lost) and is not recounted in such detail.

A striking contrast to this relatively tranquil scene is Kirk's visit to the

"Shining Trench" of the Castro Castro prison in 1991 (Kirk 1993: 53-66). Both

Niedergang's and Kirk's forays into the female senderista strongholds behind

bars are motivated by a similar impulse-curiosity. Kirk, however, elaborates on

her reasons, saying that she wanted to get a better idea of who these women

were, one that wasn't influenced by "the inventions of the press or the tragedy of

'Betty,' " a 27-year-old woman and ex-senderista she interviewed earlier (Kirk

1993: 54). In particular, Kirk writes that she wanted to answer these questions:

"In what manner do these women demonstrate their femininity? Would it be

relevant? (Ibid.)" Unlike other reporters to visit the "Shining Trench," Kirk is

upfront about her intentions-she wants to see how these female senderistas

construct (or deconstruct, as may be) their gender themselves, and not how the

Peruvian media had constructed it. In viewing how these women construct their

gender while behind bars. Kirk is, perhaps unconsciously, also concerned with

how she constructs her own femininity. For example, where Niedergang, a male
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reporter, portrays an image of confidently entering the female senderistas'

stronghold in the old women's prison of Callao, ten years later Kirk describes

herself as dually terrified and excited upon entering the newly-built Castro

Castro prison in Lima. She states that the idea of entering the prison was

"stimulating, like touching an unpredictable animal. Would it be soft to the touch

or its spines cause pain? (Kirk 1993: 55)" Her fear partially stems from the fact

that although Castro Castro was planned as a maximum security prison, the

cameras and electronic surveillance equipment never worked properly, and

shortly after the prison opened, a cable which carried electricity to the cell doors

was disconnected, putting the inmates in control of their own environment (Kirk

1993: 56). The prison's (male) chief of security reinforces Kirk's fears, stating

that he is not the one to make the decision whether or not she will be allowed to

enter. He can get her as far as the door to the female senderistas' cell block,6

he explains, but it is up to the women to decide if they are willing to let her enter.

"I'm not going to send a guard in to accompany you, neither am I going to send

one in to bring you back out," he tells Kirk and the female friend that

6
From Kirk's description of the prison, it is clear that it is not constructed in linear "cell blocks,"

as was the women's prison of Callao. Rather, Castro Castro was built in a "pod" style, as was
common of jail and prison construction in the United States during the 1970s and 80s. Six
"pods," of three floors each, are built around a central observation point, or an observation
rotunda. Guards are able to observe the pods because the walls that face the rotunda are made
of bulletproof, steel-mesh reinforced plexi-glass. Kirk writes, however, that the "glass walls" in
Castro Castro were shattered. The guards told Kirk that they felt like they were the ones being
observed--by the inmates. While I did an ethnographic study of the jail in Alachua County,
Florida, in order to prepare myself for observing behavior in prisons and similar environments,
prison guards frequently expressed similar sentiments to me. Jail construction was of a similar
type, although modified somewhat-with only two floors instead of three, and the women's
housing units were not of "pod" construction at all. In this case, the jail inmates (all of them male)
had not done any damage other than minor scratching of the "glass walls," but it was enough to
make the guards feel insecure.
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accompanies her to take photographs (Kirk 1993: 58). Kirk also notes the

extreme cleanliness of the senderistas in comparison with the other criminals'

cell blocks inside the prison. While speaking with one woman, Kirk mentions

that she is so close to her that the smell of laundry detergent, instead of

shampoo, rises from the woman's hair. "They are young, well-dressed and

scrupulously clean-something difficult to achieve, we found out, since the only

water is distributed among ninety people-coming from one pipe in one lavatory-

that sometimes flows and sometimes doesn't Kirk 1993: 59)." Because Kirk

enters the prison on visiting day, she witnesses the senderistas dancing and

holding other festivities. The women are in heels and skirts, but she writes that

scenes such as those on de Beaufort and Campos' video are only for

"extraordinary occasions, like Guzmán's birthday (Ibid.)." Kirk and her friend

were allowed to enter the senderista ceil block, but were interrogated by several

female senderistas before they were allowed to conduct interviews. "The women

interrogated us in turns, and after ran up the steps to ask for responses from

Meche (Laura Zambrano) in her cell. Then they would return with new questions

(Kirk 1993: 60)." At some point in the interrogation, Kirk and her friend were

accepted by the senderistas and found themselves in front of a large plate of

pancakes dripping with honey syrup. The rules of the encounter were set down

by a guide, "Delia." Kirk and her friend were only allowed pre-approved

interviews, conducted while Delia was present, pre-approved photographs, and
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pre-approved conversations for tape-recording. Kirk and her friend were taken

to another part of the cell block where the women were lined up in military

formation. "They appeared to be a representative sample of the Peruvian

population: majority copper-skinned, but sprinkled here and there with whites.

Asians, and blacks. I recognized a woman I had seen before in the newspapers,

a girt with chestnut hair who was a dance student and a student at an exclusive

private university (Ibid)." As the senderistas began to chant slogans and sing

revolutionary songs to Marx, Mao and Guzmán, Kirk writes: "The scene was

precisely what we were hoping for. There they were, formed like soldiers. Their

words were vivid, their shoulders were taught, their faces ferocious. This is what

I wanted them to show me: courage and resolution, revolutionary fervor, these

were the legions of iron. Yet I also wanted to laugh. It was so annoying, so

bewilderingly clean. It was like the propaganda of the revolution was made

following the same principles as those of cleaning: strong, fast-acting, and

efficient against rebellious stains (world capitalism). They embraced the other

side of Latin anarchy: Latin authoritarianism, with its shady past." (Kirk 1993: 61)

After this display, Kirk and her friend were allowed to interview several

women. Under the intimidating gaze of the guide and other female senderistas,

Kirk interviews one woman named "Gloria." (Kirk 1993: 63) After much insisting

by Kirk, Gloria reluctantly answers some personal questions, such as how many

children she has and whether or not she wanted them to inherit the war created

The tape recorders and cameras were seized as Kirk and her friend left the prison.
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by Sendero, until another female senderista terminated the interview. Kirk and

her friend also interviewed two other women, "Anita" and "Flor." (Kirk 1993: 64-

65) Police brutally tortured and raped both of the women after capturing them.

But whereas Kirk vividly portrays the impression that Anita, who was gang-raped

by police with wooden batons and a metal bar, was no longer entirely sane, of

Flor, Kirk writes that being raped was "proof of a true revolutionary (Kirk 1993:

65)." The encounter ended when Kirk and her friend were asked to join other

female senderistas dancing in the patio of the cell block. Kirk writes that,

although she knew, in order to be allowed to visit again and thus to get to know

these women, she should join in the dance, she simply could not. (Kirk 1993: 66)

As Kirk and her friend left the prison, they were stopped by another woman who

claimed she was innocent. "I have been unjustly accused. I don't have anything

to do with all this," the woman pleaded to Kirk (Ibid.). Other senderistas

observed her plea, however, and the woman was led away from Kirk.

Female Senderistas Inside Prison and in the Peruvian Media

Kirk's depiction of the women in the Castro Castro prison is radically

different than that of similar accounts by the Peruvian popular press during this

same time period. Because her topic is gender-focused, and therefore to a

degree self-reflective, and because she writes of her experience in book format

(i.e. outside the strict newspaper reporter's journalistic format), she has the

flexibility to write in a personal, testimonial style that allows her to focus more on

her reactions to what she witnessed She is also able to demonstrate that these
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women are different and have had vastly different experiences that influenced

their "investments" in Sendero and its ideology. Other accounts of female

senderistas in the Peruvian media tended to have a reductive effect, i.e. to

publish over and over the same images of these women, usually in their black

and red uniforms, marching and chanting or exercising beneath large murals of

Marx, Mao or Guzmán. A photo-spread of female senderistas published in

Caretas in 1991, taken inside the Canto Grande prison, for example, focused on

the women marching in their red shirts and caps and waving the communist flag

"under the shadow of a giant mural of Guzmán."8 Women are shown acting out

strategies and attacks with fake machine guns and conducting a type of theater

in which women are seen resisting "revisionism, the powerful bourgeoisie, the

genocidal government and imperialism." One photo which breaks from this

simplistic portrayal is of three female inmates, two acting as nurses to a third

woman, wounded and lying in a bed. In contrast to international press coverage,

the national press from 1990 to 1992 concentrated on showing how Sendero

was able to consolidate and indoctrinate its forces in the prisons, further

strengthening the organization of the party. The principal problem with the

prisons, as portrayed by the national press, was that the National Police had

absolutely no way of controlling the senderistas inside the prison. The Peruvian

popular press therefore highlighted the way Sendero was able to conduct

indoctrination schools, plan attacks and strategies, and establish contacts with

s
¡Sendero en Canto Grande!", Caretas, July 30, 1991, cover and pages 34-39.
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members of organized crime, such as narco-traffickers and members of the

Limeño Mafia,9 while supposedly "doing time" and penance for their crimes.

Even National Police admitted they did not have the resources or the training

necessary to establish control over the activities of the senderistas and

MRTAistas inside the nation's prisons. Instead, they opted to monitor the

inmates and collect intelligence data on prisoners and the family members and

friends who came on visiting days (PNP 1990a). After the prison massacres of

1986, a series of high-profile escapes by both senderistas and MRTAistas

caused the popular press to stress the lack of security of the prisons. The

discovery of a tunnel, equipped with electricity and ventilation, dug by

MRTAistas underneath the Canto Grande prison and through which the majority

of the MRTA's leaders escaped to a nearby safehouse, only heightened the

press' awareness of how precarious the National Police's control over the

prisons actually was. The 1992 massacre of inmates in the Canto Grande prison

occurred when Fujimori, shortly after his coup, ordered the military to re-take the

prison and establish control over subversive activities inside the prison. Some

forty-two people died in Operativo Mudanza I, and afterward the press clamored

for radical reform of the nation's prisons (Sánchez León and del Mastro 1993:

203-207).

9 Sánchez León and del Mastro (1993) point out in their study of male inmates in Lima's prisons
that there were definite ties between cells occupied by subversives, narco-traffickers and the
Limeño Mafia. Relations between these groups were usually tied to gaining access to resources
and contraband smuggled inside the prison.
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This image changed radically, however, after the 1992 capture of Guzman

and the construction of special prisons in Lima and remote provinces to house

convicted and suspected terrorists. Whereas the construction of Canto Grande

was fraught with delays, misappropriation of funds and technical failures, the

Peruvian government, and Fujimori in particular, did not take any chances in the

construction and administration of new prisons that would permit Guzmán or his

cohorts to escape. The government's attempt to re-assert control over the

prisons was mirrored in the press coverage of female senderistas inside the

recently constructed Women's Prison of Santa Monica. A 1993 article in

Caretas10 did not rely on smuggled photographs of women in black and red

Sendero uniforms marching with communist flags and chanting Sendero's

slogans. Instead, the lead photograph is of Sybila Arredondo and Nelly Evans

Risco playing volleyball on a concrete court. The walls are conspicuously clean

of senderista or any other type of graffiti, and the cut-line under the photo

identifies the exact time--3 p.m.--the women were playing volleyball. Other

photos included in the article are of an accused MRTAista cooking inside her

cell, and of prison guards casually gathering inmate's garbage, neatly put into

plastic bags and placed outside the cells in the sparkling clean hallway for

collection. The text of the article is also interesting, in that it thoroughly diverges

from the sensationalistic and alarming presentation of female senderista inmates

common in earlier reports. For instance, the article states that, "In the women's

10
Abilio Arroyo, "Santa Monica por Dentro." Caretas. March 4, 1993, p. 34-36, 59.
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prison of Santa Monica, it is common to see the inmates singing the national

hymn and practicing sports." Although 146 women, twenty-three MRTAistas and

123 senderistas, accused and / or convicted of terrorism were housed in the

then-unfinished prison, the article is not overly concerned with overcrowding.

"Individual cells have nine square meters: two cement cabins fixed on the right

side of the wall and a washbasin in the back. They receive food through a small

compartment located in the bottom part of the cell bars. According to the police,

the government gives each inmate 90-cents of one Nuevo Sol. of which 15-cents

are subtracted for the price of bread." The article describes the choices the

women have for breakfast and dinner, both of which are supplied by the prison,

but supplemented by food supplies brought to the jail by inmates' family and

friends. The article also states that police were better able to keep track of

subversives' attempts to communicate with their cohorts outside the jail by

keeping a roster of visitors and a list of their addresses: "Up to this moment, the

situation inside the prison displays control and authority over the inmates." By

regaining control of the prisons and re-asserting a semblance of order in society

with the capture of Guzmán and other high-ranking senderistas, a new image of

female senderistas in the press was widely distributed. This new image was of

female senderistas as human beings, albeit firmly under the control or power of

the state, and not as satanized creatures. This was not the predominant image

of female subversives in the press, as recent coverage of the arrest of North

American MRTAista Lori Berenson demonstrates. This change is at least
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partially reflected in a switch of the viewpoint of the press coverage of female

senderistas in the prisons. What once was presented as a "view from behind

bars," i.e. inside the prisons, that of recalcitrant female senderistas marching to

Sendero songs and chanting slogans without any regard for prison rules or

regulations, is replaced by a "view from beyond the bars," or that of the journalist

looking in on the now-subjugated female senderistas inside their prison cells

The text and photographs of articles of this sort are from a perspective "outside"

the prison, thus forcing the observer's view to pass through the prison bars,

symbols of the state’s control over its population. This is a stark contrast to the

perspective of earlier articles, which emphasized a view from behind prison bars,

where the observer's gaze was not impeded by prison bars (although it is at

least physically restricted by them), and therefore was liberated from overt

symbols of state control. Photos, videos and reporters' textual accounts of

female senderistas before the capture of Guzmán stress this liberty, or self¬

sovereignty, by averting their gaze from the bars. The presence of the bars is

implied, but its absence in visual representations is symbolic of the chaos and

uncertainty that characterized Peruvian society in general-the Peruvian state, in

fact, was not in control of the prisons and could not prevent outbreaks of car

bombings and other senderista attacks that spread fear and mistrust throughout

society. At the same time, representations of these women in the press decayed

and were grossly sensationalized and demonized.
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The long process of re-assertion of state control and social stability began

with Fujimori's IMF shock policies on the Peruvian inflation-ridden government,

the capture of Guzmán and other high ranking senderistas, and the capture of

the leadership of the MRTA. Control over the nation's prisons was only one

facet of this entire process, but an important one. Establishing stricter control

over who was allowed inside the prisons to inmates' immediate family, the

Catholic church and members of the Red Cross, for example, forced all other

observers to direct their gaze through the prison bars and thus to reinsert a

symbols of state control and power into constructions and representations of

these women. Now that they are safely behind bars (it is hoped), then, it is

hoped that new representations of female subversives will create space in public

opinion that will allow scholars and journalists to consider these members of

Sendero as women--and not as some embodiment of an archetypal Woman--as

individuals, with life histories and experiences that influenced and continue to

influence their "investments" in identifying with Sendero. Hopefully, with

creation of this new space, scholars and journalists, like Kirk, can continue to

collect life histories and individual experiences which will help us understand

why these women participated in Sendero's bloody war.



WHY WOMEN PARTICIPATED IN SENDERO

Studying women who participated in fifteen years of armed conflict with

Sendero is useful only if the knowledge and information generated by such an

investigation can explain why women identified with a radical, Maoist,

revolutionary group instead of any one of hundreds of other peaceful or militant

organizations, known as new social movements, in Peru. Simply pointing out

that women participated in this revolutionary movement, and describing these

women, does not do much to further our understand of Sendero. Or as Joan

Scott says, merely describing the participation of women in politics and

economics often leads to "acknowledgment and then separation or dismissal" by

other historian or "minimal interest at best ('my understanding of the French

Revolution is not changed by knowing that women participated in it'). The

challenge posed by these responses is, in the end, a theoretical one. It requires

analysis not only of the relationship between male and female experience in the

past but also of the connection between past history and current historical

practice. How does gender work in human social relationships? How does

gender give meaning to the organization and perception of historical

knowledge? (Scott 1986: 1055)"

135
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in Sendero provides vindication for the centuries of submission that Latin

American women have endured; it is their chance to strike back violently at the

traditional system that oppresses them (Tarazona-Sevillano 1990: 78)." This

hypothesis is fallacious on two fronts. First, it does not take into account

evidence that shows Sendero did not provide "vindication for centuries of

submission" endured by Peruvian women. Many Peruvian scholars, such as

Imelda Vega-Centeno (Vega-Centeno 1994; Vega-Centeno 1992), successfully

argue that Sendero was actually a very patriarchal organization, and it may

merely have been using women to achieve it own violent ends, just as other

political parties throughout Peru's history used women to achieve political goals

that had nothing to do with women's strategic or practical gender needs. The

parallels between the patriarchal, paternalistic rhetoric and practices of Sendero

and APRA in the 1920s and 1930s, for example, are not lost on Vega-Centeno

(Vega-Centeno 1994).

Secondly, this type of "explanation" of women's participation in Sendero

creates a fallacious "just war" scenario by counterpoising, "in moral terms,

physical violence ... to 'structural violence' committed by the system against

them as a justification for . . . terrorist violence (Mayer 1991: 473)." Although

Mayer is writing about peasants and the massacre of eight journalists at

Uchuraccay, his analysis can be applied to female senderistas as well. As

Mayer writes, "Both kinds of violence undoubtedly exist--they may even explain

one another-but they do not justify or excuse each other.(lbid )."
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Equally fallacious, although perhaps not employed as a conscious

strategy by scholars, is the tendency to position female senderistas at the far

end of a simplistic binary which conceives of Peruvian women as either good

mothers or evil terrorists. ' Evidence from human rights organizations and other

sources clearly show that not all women joined Sendero willingly, and in fact no

one knows the exact number of female senderistas who were "recruited" into

Sendero's ranks because they lacked the resources--such as access to

supportive kinship networks and the education or skills to maintain themselves

financially-to successfully resist Sendero's threats and coercive tactics. There

clearly is a need to "humanize" this issue by re-inserting women, and not

generalized statistical or stereotypical police profiles, into the debate.'

* Nor can scholars and / or journalists continue to hold female senderistas

to a higher moral standard than their male counterparts'. Men's participation in

revolutionary struggles, no matter how bloody or successful, is a time-honored

tradition in Peru and most of Latin America. Denying the existence of a "female

revolutionary tradition" only gives the topic its "shock value," and continues to

promote its sensationalism and gross exaggeration in the popular press and by

uncritical scholars. Thus, attempting to explain women's participation in

Sendero by reverting to an assumption that they were somehow "morally

depraved" only obscures the issue behind a smoke-screen.

How, then, can we explain women's participation in Sendero? Because

most studies are based on opportunistic samples (and this study is no
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exception), single interviews, exceptional cases of women prominent in the

Peruvian and international press and idiosyncratic data, only tentative

conclusions can be reached at this time.

Peruvian psychoanalysis may offer some insight. However, currently

Ureta de Caplansky, the only psychoanalyst who ventured an analysis of this

topic, relies on other scholars', and not her own, interviews with these women

(Ureta de Caplansky 1994; Ureta de Caplansky 1992).

Other tentative conclusions can be put forward, with the hope that they

will be either be proved or disproved with more research. For example,’’it is

possible that a significant number of "female senderistas" were trapped, tricked

or coerced into the revolutionary organization" Male senderistas in positions of

authority, such as school teachers in the provinces and / or university

professors, persuaded many young women to join Sendero. A case study

provided herein described one such man abusing his position of authority with

his female students.

Also, a significant number of women possibly were "drawn into" Sendero's

ranks by male kin. Case studies presented herein, and reports in the popular

press, often mention that female senderistas participated in actions with their

lovers, live-in boyfriends, the fathers of their children, brothers, fathers or uncles

These male kin probably provided vital emotional, economic and kinship support

to these women. Refusing to follow their male kin into Sendero's ranks probably

meant women risked estranging themselves from support essential to their
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emotional and / or physical sustenance. The "investments" that women made in

identifying with Sendero are not yet well documented.

A It is also suggested that the Peruvian education system, which

emphasizes rote memorization over critical thinking skills, possibly contributed to
*

1
Sendero's success of recruiting women into its ranks. The video produced by

de Beaufort and Campos (1992) is a striking example of this. In one scene, a

peasant woman is seen shouting obviously memorized Sendero slogans to a

gathering of bored-looking community members. She frequently pauses for

breath but does not stop her litany, except when she falters and is clearly

unable, for several seconds, to remember her lines/ There is very little evidence

to suggest that this woman, or the others shown chanting Sendero songs inside

the women's prison of Canto Grande, were ever encouraged to critically

consider Sendero's ideological premises.

It is also suggested by scholars that the education system created

unrealistic high hopes for many of the country's poor, marginalized youth, and

that Sendero successfully played upon their frustrations and disillusionment*-

(Degregori and López Ricci 1990). Dennis Chávez de Paz's data partially

supports this conclusion (Chávez de Paz 1989). But Chávez de Paz's prison

data, and Degregori's and López Ricci's interviews with young male senderistas,

do not focus on women.

1
Personal communication with Paul L. Doughty. He based his observation on decades of

research in the Andean highlands and his familiarity with the ways children were educated.
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There may be some advantage to studying testimony of arrepentidos, as

Ponciano del Pino did in an unpublished paper presented at the University of

Wisconsin-Madison last year (Ponciano del Pino 1995). It may be possible in

the future to compare testimony of women who reintegrated into Sendero

voluntarily and women who attempted unsuccessfully to stay away from Sendero

after they were released from prison. This comparison might achieve a more

critical understanding of why women participated in the group.

* Women's participation in Sendero may also be partially explained by the

historical context in which women joined the group's ranks. During the 1960s

and 1970s, for example, it was almost a rite of passage for young students to be

a part of a militant leftist party. In the early 1980s, at the beginning of Sendero's

militancy, then-President Belaunde was reluctant to employ the military in

fighting Sendero. Sendero, and more importantly Peruvians in general, had not

yet experienced the violent repression brought to bear against the civilian

population by the military in the late 1980s and 1990s. Also, in the mid-1980s,

Sendero switched from a rural-based to an urban-based terror campaign. This

may have seriously affected the types of women who were attracted or repulsed

by Sendero, as well as the types of women Sendero targeted as strategic

recruits. Peruvian public opinion polls, for example, discovered some disturbing

popular beliefs regarding Sendero in the early 1990s, including considerable

support for the group's actions among the poor and impoverished in Lima's
-X

shantytowns (Balbi 1991). And has recently been shown, it may be that the
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"new Sendero," led by a man dubbed ’Feliciano.' may be switching yet again to a

rural strategy in an attempt to re-organize, conserve strength and avoid police

and military concentrated in Lima (Rojas 1996).

The National Police's and Peruvian military's inability to establish order in

the nation's prisons during this same time period may also have contributed to

women's recruitment into Sendero's ranks. There is no way of measuring how

many women "converted" to Sendero while in prison because the group offered

improved living conditions with discipline, sanitation, and limited education for its

members. During the 1990s, certain legal conditions also may have

inadvertently drawn women into Sendero's ranks. The Ley de Arrepentimiento.

in effect from 1992 to 1994, definitely increased the danger of women in high

profile or controversial positions within their communities of being named as

<
terrorists. By the same token, the assassination of barrio leader Maria Elena

Moyano polarized popular opinion firmly against Sendero and its tactics in

Lima's shantytowns.

Without the testimony of female senderistas collected from a non-

opportunistic sample we may never know for sure why a small number of

Peruvian women identified with a militant, Maoist revolutionary ideology that

sought to annihilate its competitors and plunged the country into fifteen years of

terror and violence Clearly, there is a need for further study of this issue. Some

scholars suggest that the socio-economic conditions which gave rise to Sendero

are still present in Peru, and in fact were worsened by Fujimori's implementation
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of IMF "shock" policies to the inflation-ridden Peruvian economy. It is clear that

merely describing the participation of women in Sendero does not further our

understanding of the organization, nor of why women participated in it.



APPENDIX A
1988-1995 COMPILATION OF MAGAZINE AND NEWSPAPER ARTICLES

REGARDING WOMEN'S PARTICIPATION IN SENDERO LUMINOSO

Date
Yr/Mo/Dd Magazine Title of Article Author / Page Numbers

1987

87.12.28 Oiga "¿Turista o terrorista?" p.39-41

Cinthya (sic) Stowell McNamara, 39, sent to jail in Canto Grande.

She was suspected of participating in the assassinations of two

state officials. Police suspected her involvement in Sendero

because she had traveled to many departments wracked by

violence. She is described as a North American anthropologist.

1988

88.01.11 Caretas "El Socorro de Sendero" p. 64-66

Subtitle, " 'Socorro Popular' da el apoyo logístico a Sendero

Luminoso." Describes the detention of Roger Valle Travesano and

his "conviviente," Margie Clave Peralta. Also describes Sendero

documents that outline the structure of the organization (graphic

with names). Uses mug shots of Martha Huatay, Eva Gomez

Infantes, Nelly Rojas Pinedo, Teresa Vasquez, Carlos Bustamante,

143
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88.02.08

88.02.08

88.02.22

Marlene Rodriguez and a photo of ValleTravesano with his hands

behind his back.

Caretas "Jueces y terrorismo: La Justicia de Pilatos" p. 36-69

Describes how several senderistas, including Laura Zambrano

Padilla, were absolved of charges of terrorism. Uses photos of

Zambrano, Fiorella Montano, Maria Saire and Maria Rosa Cordova

sitting in court the day they were let free Photos of the judges are

juxtaposed with victims of Sendero's violence and mug shots of

members of Sendero believed to have committed the attacks.

Oiga "El Terrronsmo paga, el Robo no" Roberto Sacrustegui

p. 46-50

Describes how four senderistas, Laura Zambrano Padilla, Maria

Saire Heredia. Fiorella Montano and Soma Rosas Cordova were

absolved of charges of terrorism by the same tribunal that denied

an appeal by a man charged with robbery. Uses photos of Laura

Zambrano as well as several family photos depicting the various

women in the thief s life (his mother and children).

Si "Osman el Terrible" p.20-22

Profiles Osman Morote examining his relationship with Guzmán

and Teresa Durand Araujo, his wife.

Caretas88.02.29 'Lazos de Sangre" Laura Pertas Meyer, p. 32-34, 40
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88.02.29

88.03.07

88.03.07

Describes how several women became involved in Sendero.

Includes a poem and a drawing of Guzmán as the head of crawling

vine. The ends of the vine's tendrils are "leaves" illustrated with

mug shots of those involved in Sendero (ten women and twelve

men). First two-thirds of the article are dedicated to describing

these women.

Si "Los Jefes" p.29-32

Subtitle, "Quién es quien en la dirección nacional de Sendero

Luminoso." The drawing beneath the headline is exclusively of

men, although the article also considers Laura Zambrano Padilla.

Agusta la Torre Carrasco, Yovanka Pardave and Martha Huatay.

Uses mug shots of each.

Caretas "Gringa Cautiva" Abilio Arroyo, p.41-42

Subtitle, "El testimonio de la primera norteamericana acusada de

terrorismo." Summarizes the testimony of Cyntia Stowell

McNamara, charged with terrorism. Uses a photo of her entering

the Canto Grande prison and a photo of Arturo Morales, the man

she was accused of helping to assassinate, as his body was being

carried away by officials.

Sí "Mujer Clave" Javier Ocampo and Nicolas Lucar, p. 24-27, 84

Subtitle, "Policía halla cuadernos con lista de víctimas de Sendero

en el norte." Profiles Marta Vigil and her husband. Uses a full
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page photo of her in a T-shirt, hands forward and palms up in a

gesture of supplication, sitting on a couch. In her home, police

found eight notebooks that contained lists of victims of Sendero

and actions and plans to assassinate numerous others. She

claims the police planted thenotebooks in her home and that she is

not a member of Sendero.

88.03.07 Sí "Pena Máxima" p.12-13

Announces the sentencing of two senderistas. Maria Saire Heredia

and Pablo Jorge Morales, to the maximum penalty of 25 years.

88.03.14 Si "Sobre el juicio a Laura Zambrano" p. 34-36

88.03.14 Si "Retorno al mal menor" p. 26-27

Subtitle, "Pena de muerte a los tribunales especiales para

terroristas." Discuses the heavy load of cases processed for

terrorism, and why it takes so long for many of them to be heard

before the court. Includes a list of those sentenced by the Special

Tribunal from November 1988 to March 1987.

88.03.28 Oiga "El Crucigrama del Terror" Alberto Ku King, p. 32-36

Criticizes the lack of a unified, anti-subversive strategy in the

courts, using photos of Concepcion Urquizo. a senderista

sentenced to twelve years in prison, and Laura Zambrano Padilla,

who was imprisoned on several charges of terrorism.

88.04.04 Caretas "Huancavelica: Otro niño senderista" Carlos Saavedra
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88.05.02

88.05.02

88.06.27

p. 22-23

Subtitle, "Y aún subsiste el vacío legal." Describes how juveniles

arrested for being members of Sendero slip through the cracks of

the legal system, and how they are often forced or tricked into

participating in Sendero's actions. Dedicates the last four

paragraphs to describing one such young woman, Idelina Bendezu

Quispe, 21.

Caretas "Cynthia Libre" p. 22-23

Subtitle, "Antropóloga gringa conoce a Kafka en el Perú."

Describes how she was accused of being a senderista, arrested

and sent to prison before being set free for lack of evidence. Uses

photo of her while she was being interviewed.

Oiga "Cynthia: Turismo Peligroso" p.65

Cynthia Stowell McNamara was granted unconditional freedom

April 23. Describes her as "no es la típica tuhsta 'yanqui' con

cámara fotográfica, lentes oscuros y sombrero para protegerse del

sol, a la que estamos acostumbrados, sino la antropóloga

interesada en conocer seres humanos y quizás vivir un poco de

aventura."

Caretas "La Lugarteniente" Abilio Arroyo, p. 14-15

Describes the assassination of PAP general secretary, Luis

Geldres, by two Sendero women, Maria Luisa Ruiz and Margot
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Lienda. Uses mug shots of both women, juxtaposed with a mug

shot of the widow and a photo of the victim. Cutline describes the

attack as: "Dos mujeres ingresaron al lugar y le dispararon a

quemarropa."

88.06.27 Sí "Abimael en Lima" p. C, 12-16

Cover headline, "La pista de Abimael," with cut-outs of four

senderista leaders, including a large photo of Margot Liendo Gil.

"mando politico del norte." Article begins with a full-page photo of

her, under the cutline "La jefa.” Also featured on the cover and

inside is Nina Sonia Alvarado Ruiz. The impetus for the article is

the arrest of Osman Morote Barrionuevo and several other

senderistas.

88.08.02 Oiga "Por qué Abimael salió de su Escondrijo" Alberto Ku King

p. 24-26, 28

Describes the beginnings of Sendero, and why Abimael Guzmán

broke his silence in 1988 in El Piano. Dedicates the last five

paragraphs to a female senderista, under the cutline "La misteriosa

‘camarada Lyly' en Madrid."

88.08.29 Si "El Caso Arce" p.12-13

Subtitle, "Policía no exhibe pruebas que afirma tener." The case

charging Luis Arce Borja. editor and co-interviewer of Guzmán in

El Diario, with terrorism was made without sufficient proof
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Although police found Sendero posters and pamphlets in Arce

Borja's apartment, these did not constitute proof of terrorism or

even support of terrorism. The article quotes Alicia Figueroa, the

newspaper's editor for twenty-three years. Uses photos of

Figueroa and Janet Talavera Sanchez, the co-editor with Arce

Borja of the "interview of the century" with Abimael Guzmán.

88.11.07 Si "Sendero en Familia" Carlos Bustios, p.16-17

Subtitle, "Congreso departamental terrorista en Ayacucho."

Interview with a Sendero cell in Ayacucho made up of men and

women. Contains a photo of a campesina woman holding a poster

of Guzmán and claims she is one of the senderistas in the cell.

1989

89.01.09 Sí "De Tal Tío" p.18-21

Subtitle. "Captura de la sobrina de Osman Morote salvó la vida del

nuevo comandante general de la Marina." Profiles Gemma Morote

Rodriguez and Willy Manrique Marcelo after they were caught by

police walking near to the house of the Navy general. Morote

Rodriquez reportedly was carrying a revolver. Profiles her in the

first half of the article and Manrique Marcelo in the second half.

89.01.30 Si 'Los niños de Abimael p. 88-92
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Discusses the participation of minors in Sendero, and how they are

recruited or lured to the organization. Includes profiles and photos

of two young girls, 15 and 16, whose full names are not given.

89.03.13 Caretas "La Asesina de Vega Liona" p.30-33

Describes the capture of Tania Margarita Tineo Suasnabar "mando

militar del comando regional sur de Sendero." Also reconstructs

the assassination of naval captain Juan Carlos Vega Liona near

the Peruvian embassy in La Paz, Bolivia. Includes a brief profile of

Tineo Suasnabar and the others involved in the attack.

89.03.13 Sj "Quería Matarlo" p.18-21,93

Profiles the two senderistas that assassinated naval commander

Juan Jose Vega Liona. The one that figures most prominently is

Tama Margarita Tineo Suesnaga (sic) in two mug shots at different

ages and a three-quarter-page photo taken at the time of her

arrest. She is profiled in the article along with Teofilo Ayma Sayco.

89.03.20 Caretas "Piedras de Sendero" p.32-36

Describes the organization of Sendero, including a flow chart with

mug shots of people who occupy leadership roles in the different

branches of Sendero. Five leaders are women. The article focuses

on flaws in Sendero's organization since the capture of Osman

Morote and Tania Margarita Tineo Suasnabar and Sendero's

ongoing competition with the MRTA.
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89.03.27

89.06.12

89.07.03

89.08.07

Sí "Arremetida de Sendero" p. 94

Subtitle, "Sendero lanzó una legión de mujeres y niños."

Describes attacks on San Agustín de Cajas and Zapallanga in the

Montaro Valley, supposedly led by women and children

Si "Del campo a la cuidad" Angel Paez. p. 30-34. 100

Outlines the organization of Sendero as well as its subsidiary or

"front" groups such as the Movimiento Feminino Popular (MFP).

Si "Contra Golpe" p. 88-92

Describes how several senderistas were killed after they took over

a town in Cerro de Pasco and killed two people who tried to resist.

Among the senderistas killed was a woman, Encina Castillo

Ramirez, who is briefly mentioned. Nine other dead bodies, six of

which are identified, are used to illustrate the article

Caretas "Crimen y Castigo" p. 34-35

Describes the "internal laws" of Sendero, and what happens when

members break one of those laws. Uses a two-thirds-page photo

of women in shorts and short sleeve T-shirts. In the forefront is a

woman with her head bent down, hand to her face, pistol with

bullets at her side. A cutline reads: "La mayor parte de las faltas

89.08.07

de las mujeres son los juegos de manos con los 'compañeros

Oiga "Cómo nace un terrorista" p.42-46, 78

i n
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89.09.04

89.10.05

89.11.14

Subtitle. "Entrevista a un arrepentido." Profiles Felix Novales of the

Spanish communist organization GRAPO. He recalls how he was

converted from a missionary to a terrorist and extrapolates these

factors to apply to well-known senderistas. Uses photos of Edith

Lagos's dead body and Laura Zambrano Also uses photo of

Novales' compañera. Eva, with the cutline that she renounced him

when he recanted and broke away from GRAPO while in jail.

Si "Citas con la Muerte" Dalmacia Ruiz Rojas, p. 24-29

Subtitle, "El extraño final de cinco presuntos sendenstas." An

article about five youths, four men and one woman, Sonia Quispe

de la Cruz, who were killed by police in July for being senderistas.

Uses mug shots of the victims, and the text includes profiles of

each as well as statements from family members who claim the

youths were innocent and police who claim they were guilty.

S] "Sendero en la Clase" Liz Mineo, p. 32-37

Subtitle, "Células de aniquilamiento en colegios de Huancayo."

Discuses the presence of Sendero in state high schools in the

provinces. Describes how a Sendero cell was supposedly run by a

17-year-old girl, although her parents are quoted in the article as

denying that their daughter was involved in any such actions.

Caretas "El Casquillo Delator" p. 30-34, 72
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Subtitle, "El teatro del terror." Describes the detention of twenty-

six senderistas suspected of leading a cell in the southern part of

Peru. Several women figure prominently in the article and in the

photo of those arrested. The arrestees are lined up by police

1990

90.01.15 Sí "La célula de Belen" p. 23

Short notice of the capture of eight senderistas in Huamanga,

Ayacucho. Mentions Pilar Cokchi as "sindicada cómo mando

político del segundo sector de la organización terrorista en la

capital ayacuchana." Includes a small photo of those arrested.

90.01.29 Caretas "La Historia del Gringo Olivares" Abilio Arroyo, p. 38-

41,85

Profiles Juan Carlos Olivares and how he became a leader in

Sendero. Claims he was recruited into the party by Nery Chavez

Diaz, who gave doctrination clases. Mentions other female

senderistas and their roles in binding Carlos Olivares to Sendero.

Uses photo of Chavez Diaz as she is being arrested by police, and

mug shots of other senderistas who were involved with Carlos

Olivares.

90.01.29 Sí "Sendero Equivocado" Liz Mineo, p. 34-36

Subtitle, "Marcha atrás de la Camarada Edith." Interview with a

young woman, Justina Zavaleta 'Edith,' who was captured by
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90.01.29

90.04.10

90.04.23

police after her first armed attack as a senderista. She claims she

did not know what she was doing. Uses a full-page photo of her

sitting on a bed in a jail cell, her hair pulled back in a pony tail and

her fist in her mouth.

Si "Vida, Obsesión y Muerte" Miguel Silvestre and Freddy Rosas

p. 82-86

Profiles senderista leader Juan Carlos Olivares del Carpió. Briefly

mentions well-known female senderistas such as Vasty Lescano

and Tania Tineo Suasnabar.

Caretas "SL y Elecciones: La Pelea" p. 54-57

Describes a perceived split within Sendero when the organization

tried to put members from the sierra into urban cells and

committees. Outlines the structure of Sendero in flow charts and

uses photos of the Canto Grande prison and of Laura Zambrano

and Fiorella Montano when they were set free. Also uses mug

shots of several senderistas when they were captured by police,

including a mug of Guzmán when he was arrested in 1979.

Caretas "Tiempo de Arrepentirse" p. 40-41, 72

Describes how Tania Bornaz. believed by the police to be "el

enlace entre el Comité Metropolitano y el MRDP," wants to repent

and how the law may allow her to do so. Uses photos of her when

she was severely wounded while participating in a Sendero attack,
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90.06.05

90.06.05

a profile of her house in Pueblo Libre, and a mug of her in a high-

collared ruffled blouse. Profiles her actions in Sendero.

Caretas "El Cuartel de Guzmán" p. 18-19

Describes the re-arrest of Sybila Arredondo and the woman

described as "la secretaria de confianza de GuzmánRosa Armas.

A total of thirty people were arrested, although the article focuses

on Arredondo and Armas exclusively. Uses a mug shot of

Arredondo, reproductions of title pages of Sendero documents and

posters, a photo of the house where the arrests were made, and a

mug of Abimael Guzmán.

Sí "Entregas Inmediatas" Miguel Silvestre, p. 78-79

Interviews two women who once were senderistas but now are

in a ronda campesina in Quinrapa. Huanta: Eulotonia Casas

Lopez, 15, and Yolanda Inga Cale. At the time of the interview,

both women had recently given birth. Includes a photo of the two

women with their babies suckling at their breasts. Both women cite

their children as the main reason they wanted out of Sendero.

Their participation in Sendero is described as, "acompañaban a

los subversivos y se encargaban de cocinar, lavar y vigilar."

Both women are campesinas.

90.06.12 Caretas 'Secretos del Cuartel p. 34-40
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90.06.12

90.06.18

90.06.18

Describes the books, artifacts, paintings and other writings found

when police arrested Sybila Arredondo and thirty others earlier in

June. Includes photos of paintings of Guzmán, mug shots of

Natividad Taquin, Elvira Zanabria and Alfredo Castillo, photos of

the inside of the house where these people were arrested, and

reproductions of masthead and headlines of El Diario.

Sí "La sombra de Abimaeí' Miguel Silvestre, p. 28-32

Subtitle, "Importantísimo archivo senderista en manos de la

policía." Discusses the roles of numerous senderistas, including

these women: Delia Taquiri Yanqui, Dora Munoz, Sybila

Arredondo, and Elvia Zanabria Pacheco. Other senderistas are

named and their roles in the organization are described according

to the notebooks seized by police.

Caretas "Relaciones Peligrosas" p.30-32

Describes the transfer of thirty-three people arrested earlier in

June. Among those briefly profiled are: Sybila Arredondo, Elvira

Zanabria Pacheco, Delia Taquiri Yanqui, María E. Castillo Medina,

as well as Alfredo Castillo Montanez and Carlos Torres Mendoza.

Si "Secretos de Secretarla" p. 28-29

Brief profile of Elvia Zanabria Pacheco which describes her role in

Sendero as "la mujer que tomaba notas en todas las reuniones

del Comité Central de Sendero Luminoso.
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90.06.25

1991

91.02.10

91.02.24

Sí "Secretaria Ejecutiva" Miguel Silvestre, p. 26-29

A re-creation of a recent meeting of the Central Committee of

Sendero through the notes taken by Elvia Zanabria Pacheco.

Uses photos of her lined against a wall with other senderistas at

the time of arrest, a drawing featuring her at a table of senderistas

listening to Guzmán, and a profile of Sybila Arredondo smiling.

Sí "Presos Cantando" p.10-12

Profiles seven people arrested by police in January. The second

half of the article, under the sub-heading "Maestras," focuses on

Nelly Evans Risco de Alvarez Calderon and Ana Maria Orihuela

Orrillo, who were friends and teachers together for several years.

Also includes a brief profile of Angelica Salas de la Cruz in the last

six paragraphs and names other alleged senderistas detained by

police.

Sí "El Hábito de las Cuentas" p. 32-33

Subtitle, "Nelly Evans, de monja a senderista " Profiles Nelly

Evans Risco and explores her connection to Sendero via several

bank accounts in Switzerland. Uses a mug shot of her and her

"Class of 1959" high school photo

p. 2891.02.24 Si 'Las mujeres de Abimae!
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Subtitle of four photos taken from the "Zorba el Griego" video Four

women figure prominently in the video: Teresa Durand Araujo.

Nelly Rojas Pinedo. Yovanka Pardave and Margie Evelin Clavo

Peralta. All four are smiling, dancing, clapping and drinking.

91.02.25 Oiga "No Hay Estrategia Antisubversiva" p.28-32

Criticizes a judge's decision to free alleged senderistas Isolda

Morrillo, Ana Orihuela and medic Julio Marial Bances while

ordering the detention of Nelly Evans Risco and Adelaida Mendez

Villegas. The article faults the judicial system for not having a set

anti-subversion strategy. Illustrated with two photos of Isolda

Morillo and a photo of Ana Maria Orihuela.

91.03.04 Caretas "La Cupula Senderista: Las Caras del Terror" p. 32-33

Describes the membership of Sendero's Central Committee with

mug shots of all those known and identified by the police to be

members of the "CC" as well as graduates from Sendero's first

military school.

91.03.18 Caretas "Lucero Fugaz" (MRTA) p.30-35

Describes the rescue of Mira Lucero Cumpa by fellow MRTA

members while she was being transported with Nelly Evans Risco.

91.03.18 Oiga "¿Por qué la Llevaron el Lunes?" {MRTA) Miguel Ramirez

p. 27-32
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Describes the escape of Mira Lucero Cumpa Miranda (MRTA) and

how Nelly Marión Evans Risco, "la presunta administradora de los

fondos de Sendero Luminoso'’ was hurt in the process

91.03.25 Caretas "Habla la Cumpa "(MRTA) p. C, 32-37

Cover story, cover photo of "la Cumpa" in military green uniform

with a rifle poised on her hip. Subtitle, "Entrevista en la

clandestinidad a la fugada terrorista Lucero Cumpa "

91.03.25 Oiga Y si Abimael está adentro?" p. 22-24

Subtitle, "Sólo Queda Nelly Evans. "Adelaida Natividad Mendez

Villegas, profesora del Colegio Sagrado Corazón Sophanum, was

given conditional freedom after claiming that she was unaware of

the contents of several boxes of Sendero propaganda that her

friend of many years, Nelly Evans, asked her to store.

91.03.25 Oiga "Nelly Evans: Así fue el rescate" p. 25

Nelly Evans gives a first-person account of the escape of Mira

Lucero Cumpa Miranda earlier in March.

91.04.14 S] "La Morote" Plinio Esquinadla, p. C, 66-71

Cover subtitle, "Primeros pasos de la nueva generación de

senderistas." Uses a large photo of Elena Morote Durand, recently

arrested, and mug shots of her mother, Teresa Durand, and her

father, Osman Morote. Subtitle of inside article, "La hija del No 2

de Sendero Luminoso se enfrenta a su primera acusación policial"
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Profiles her and her family, using photos of her with a group of

schoolmates in 1988, a mug shot of her at age 13, photos of her

grandparents’ and her family's hacienda and notes she passed to a

girlfriend in grade school.

91.04.15 Caretas "Presa del Apagón" p.32-34

The daughter of Sendero leader Osman Morote Barrionuevo,

Elena Morote Durand, was arrested after lingering during a

blackout near the house of the vicepresident of Perú, Maximo San

Roman. Uses photos of her mother on the "Zorba el Griego" video

of Guzmán, her father, the family celebrating a 50th wedding

anniversary of their grandparents, and a full-page photo of her in

trousers, long-sleeved shirt and boat shoes.

91.04.21 Sí "Boda Luminosa" p.66-67

This is a reprint of what are allegedly the wedding vows for a

Sendero couple. Includes passages from Marx. Mariátegui and a

few paragraphs from Sendero. Illustrated by a drawing of the

communist flag and standing below the flag a group of guerrillas.

In the forefront of the drawing is a man carrying what appears to be

a grenade launcher. He is holding hands with a woman in skirt,

blouse, her hair pulled back in a single ponytail, with distinctly

Western facial features and a rifle slung over her back.

p. 2491.05.06 Caretas 'Mecha Peligrosa
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Describes how Laura Zambrano Padilla, known as camarada

"Meche," was set free. Contemplates the position she will retake

within Sendero. Uses a mug shot of her and a reproduction of the

legal document which set her free.

91.05.12 Sí "FBI en acción" p. 21

Subtitle. "Exmonja senderista apresada en Washington " Claims

the FBI detained Rosalia Tami Puell, who was organizing fund

raisers for Sendero in Washington, D.C. Briefly profiles her. Uses

only a mug shot to illustrate the article.

91.05.13 Caretas "Los Traductores" p. 34*36

The arrest of two individuals leads to the assumption that police

have detained those responsible for translating Sendero

documents into other languages, and vice versa. Focuses on the

arrest of Magda Mateo Bruno, 37, described as a biochemical

engineer, before she was to board a plane to the U S. with a

connecting flight to Japan. Uses a three-quarters-page photo of

her holding flowers next to her face and gives a brief profile of her

and why police suspected her of being a senderista. Also arrested

were Sao Kin and Elita Torrejon.

91.05.26 Sí "En Un Cuartel Senderista" Luis Casas, p. 24-31

A reporter interviews members of a Sendero cell. The reporter
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supposedly observed the cell for several days. Includes a photo

that supposedly demonstrates a "significativo número de mujeres,"

but is taken from behind so it is impossible to determine the gender

of those carrying rifles in the photo. Those in the photo are

dressed in a mixture of Western and highland Andean styles.

91.05.27 Caretas "Cartas que Acusan" p.34-35,85

Profiles Justa Elita Torrejon Rubio, arrested earlier in May for

being part of Sendero's "Group of Popular Intellectuals." Uses

letters she wrote to reconstruct her participation in Sendero.

91.06.03 Caretas "Cayó el Gerente" (MRTA) p. 28-29

Describes the capture of Alberto Galvez Olaechea with Rosa Luz

Padilla, the ex-wife of the former leader of MRTA, Polay Campos

She is described as Olaechea's "conviviente."

91.06.10 Caretas "Nido en Marbella" (MRTA) p. 34-36, 38-39

Describes the roles of Olaechea and Luz Padilla as being in

charge of the MRTA's budget, propaganda and military training.

91.06.17 Caretas "Confesiones" (MRTA) p.34-35,88

Describes how police arrested Olaechea and Luz Padilla just

before they planned to travel to Europe.

91.06.30 Si "Obectivo: Abimael" p.29-31

The arrest of several high-ranking members of Sendero gives

police hope that they are getting closer to finding Abimael Guzmán.
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Profiles some of those arrested including: Mercedes Peralta

Aldarzabal, Carmen Lucy Huatuco Flores, Darnila Pardave Trujillo,

and Yovanka Pardave Trujillo. Includes mug shots of each.

91.07.01 Caretas "Sendero: Mandos del Crimen” p. 38-40C

Dincote captured members of the armed aparatus of "Socorro

Popular," including Tito Valle Travesano and Yovanka Pardave

Trujillo. Says that this arm of Sendero was "autor de casi todos

los crímenes senderistas acaecidos en la capital en los últimos

tiempos." Describes how they were arrested by police in a

Chineese restaurant.

91.07.01 Caretas "Mutación del Terror" p. 40B-40C

Describes Yovanka Pardave Trujillo's role in Sendero. "En muchos

casos tomaba decisiones sobre ataques y atentados." Uses five

photos of her: one at the time of her capture in the Chineese

restaurant, three of her with varying hair styles, another of her in

the "Zorba el Griego" video with Guzmán, and a final reproduction

of a false passport in her name.

91.07.01 Caretas "La muerte de Agusta" p. 40A

Describes Agusta la Torre's role in Sendero and her "strange"

death. Postulates that with the capture of "Jobanka" (sic) Pardave

police might be able to find La Torre's grave. Uses a reproduction
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of several Sendero documents describing how she was buried and

by whom, and an old photo of la Torre sitting down.

91.07.07 Sí "Muerte Extraña" p.28-31,96

Subtitle, "Sendero llegó a nombrar una comisión investigadora de

la 'inmolación' de Agusta La Torre." Uses an enlarged photo taken

from the "Zorba el Griego" video of her dead face as well as mug

shots of those involved in her secret burial. Profiles La Torre and

how she was buried, dug up, and re-interred. Describes the

internal investigation called for by a female member of Sendero

regarding the manner of La Torre's death.

91.07.14 Sí "La Leyenda del Beso" p.30-31

Discuses the death of Agusta La Torre, her relationship with

Guzmán and how she supposedly committed suicide to make way

for Elena Iparraguirre. Features a photo of La Torre with Guzmán

which has obviously been pieced together from two separate

photos published by Caretas and Oiga. Re-uses the photo of La

Torre's body from the "Zorba el Griego" video.

91.07.30 Caretas "¡Sendero en Canto Grande!" p. C, 34-39

Cover photo of women in skirts, short sleeve shirts and hats

marching in a straight line along a wall inside the Canto Grande

prison. They are carrying communist flags and a portrait of

Guzmán. Other photos include: an inside spread of women in the
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previously described uniforms saluting a giant mural of a young

Guzmán; a theater scene of these same women in front of the

same mural of Guzmán, armed with what look like rifles and

machine guns pointed at two "victims" in the center of the stage;

women in a makeshift hospital inside the prison giving care to a

woman who is hurt; a banquet of women behind a long table in

front of the aforementioned mural of Guzmán; mug shots of Sybila

Arredondo and Miriam Rodriquez Peralta; a diagram of Canto

Grande, showing where women affiliated with Sendero are kept;

and finally three more photos of a theater group practicing in front

of the mural of Guzmán. The article criticizes the way that

senderistas are kept in the prison, questioning if INPE and the

National Police are aware that they have freedom of movement,

congregate in the patios of the prison and paint the walls with

Sendero propaganda. Canto Grande is supposed to be a

maximum security prison.

91.07.30 Caretas "Locademia de Policía" p.30-31

Members of the Policía Nacional were to undergo a psychological

exam to determine their fitness for their jobs. The article questions

how many of the psychologists were members of Sendero, as was

Eva Gomez Infante who worked in the police hospital as a

psychologist before she was detained. Uses a photo of a meeting
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of psychologists and puts a big red circle around her head, as well

as a mug shot of her when she was arrested.

91.08.18 Si "Corredor Luminoso" Miguel Silvestre, p. 66-71, 96

91.08.18 Si "Requisa bomba" p. 68-69

Sidebar to the above article. Describes the subversive

propaganda, clothing and weapons found in the prison of lea,

Cachiche. Includes photos of Lina Elvira Romero Farge, who was

rescued by senderistas, and a photo of the gender specific clothing

found in the prison believed to belong to senderistas, including a

pollera and a bolero hat, clothing commonly worn by Andean

women.

91.08.19 Caretas "Lección Barbarie" p.31-33

Describes the violence that ensued when a cell of senderistas

were captured by police. The senderistas allegedly were affiliated

with Sutep and were professors at the Fe y Alegría colegio of San

Juan, Miraflores. Includes photos of the arms siezed by police and

five mug shots of four men and one woman, Silvia Zapata.

91.08.19 Oiga "Defensores del Terror" Miguel Ramirez, p. 32-37

Describes the "association of democratic lawyers" that works to

free members of Sendero detained by police. Uses mug shots

of Yovanka Pardave, Martha Huatay, and Elena Morote. and well
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as two photos of women (unnamed) in courtrooms screaming at

judges and struggling against police as each woman is led away.

91.10.21 Caretas "Los Hijos de Sendero” p. 40

Subtitle, "Secuestraban nativas para cubnr necesidades sexuales

de los combatientes " Describes how Sendero sequesters

Ashaninka women to satisfy male sexual "needs" and how the

children are claimed by Sendero at a later date. Uses photo of a

group of Ashaninka women carrying babies being "herded" by men

with rifles and machine guns on either side.

91.12.30 Caretas "Capturas" p. 28

Annual end-of-the-year edition with photos that sum up the year.

Under the headline "Capturas," includes photos of Guzmán on

video, Nelly Evans Risco when she was young, Yovanka Pardave

Trujillo being led away by police, Rosa Luz Padilla, Tito Valle and

mug shots of three other male senderistas arrested or killed during

the year.

1992

92.02.03 Oiga "¿Dónde está la Estrategia Antisubversiva?" p. 42-45

Subtitle, "La 'Chata' Judith en Libertad." Criticizes the fact that

Judith Galvan Montero was set free after her lawyer claimed she

was making sweaters and other artisan goods during the one year,

five months and nineteen days she was imprisoned. She was
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92.02.10

92.02.10

92.02.17

sentenced to twenty years in prison. Uses a mug shot of her when

she was young and another photo of her threatening the judge who

sentenced her in 1987. The judge originally decreed that Galvan

Montero would not leave prison until the year 2007.

Caretas "Sueltos en Plaza" p.34-41,92-93

Describes an investigation into the National Penitentiary Institute’s

(INPE) practice of writing and confirming reports of senderistas

with good prison behavior, work habits and psychological

evaluations to get them out early. Uses a full page photo of Juddy

(sic) Galvan Montero holding a gun in a reconstruction of the

assasination attempt against Alberto Kitazono, the ex-secretary of

APRA

Caretas "¿ Con licencia para matar?" p. 37

A list of convicted senderistas who were set free before the

completion of their prison terms.

Caretas "Soltando terroristas: el Tremendo Juez" p. 34-38

Describes the process of how numerous senderistas have left

prison early for good behavior, making artisan goods, and good

psychological reports, many of which were falsified. Uses photos

of four women, Lucila Blanco, Fiorella Montano, Violeta Vila

Mojonero and Lizarda Reategui, stretching across two pages with

arrows pointing at their heads and their status (libre or por salir).
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Contains a flow chart of the process emphasizing that most who

leave return to commit crimes later. Photos of Judith Galvan and

of the women in the Santa Bárbara prison, saluting and marching

with Sendero flags, emphasizes that this is considered "good

conduct."

92.02.17 Oiga "Ejecutivo: cómplice en liberación de terroristas" p. 25

Criticizes the INPE policy of releasing inmates early for "good

behavior" and "good works," alleging that the release of Judith

Galvan Montero "fue liberada gracias a certificados falsos del

INPE." Uses a mug shot of her when she was much younger to

illustrate the article.

92.03.09 Caretas "SL no tiene cura" p. 34-36, 85

Describes the detention of several members of Sendero who made

up a "Health Section" and gave medical care to wounded members

at several private and state-run hospitals. Four men and one

woman, Carolina Pinillos Nunez, a nurse, were arrested. Mug

shots of all five, a map of the hospitals supposedly infiltrated and

reproductions of Sendero documents detailing how the cell

functioned.

92.03.09 Oiga "Hospitales del Terror" Jose Jarra, p. 36-37

Describes Sendero's infiltration of three hospitals after police

"capturó el aparato médico de Sendero Luminoso denominado
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92.03.30

92.05.18

92.05.18

Apoyo-Salud, estacamento de Socorro Popular." The article is

primarily about the capture of nineteen alleged senderistas,

including Francisco Morales Zapata, Silvia Bruer Pilco, who is

described as, "conviviente de" and as, "a nursing student. . . who

was the second surgeon and the mando militar de Apoyo-Salud,"

Maríanella Torres, who is described as an obstetrics student,

Victor Hugo Castillo Mezzich and three other men are also named

Caretas "Justicia Endeble" p. 34-37, 82-83

Describes how Sendero is winning the war in the courts, which are

setting convicted terrorists free. Impetus for the article: a hearing

at which Sybila Arredondo heard new charges against her on

March 24th. Uses a double-page-spread photo of her with short

grey hair in a floral-print dress standing before the court.

Caretas "Mandos Caídos" p. 38-39

Describes the victims of the May prison uprising, including Tito

Valle Travesano and Yovanka Pardave Trujillo, Janet Talavera,

including a photo of her tomb, Elvia Zanabria and Deodato

Pardave Uses mug shots of all. Cites that the bodies had seven

to nine bullets in each and asks why.

Oiga "Cabecillas senderistas eliminados" p. 34-36

Gives a brief description of the death of three dozen Senderistas

who were killed when military and police stormed Miguel Castro
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Castro Canto Grande prison. Among those named in the article:

Yokanka Pardave Trujillo, "Sara," who is described as the "woman

of Tito Valle Travezano, the man who was number eight in

Sendero's heirarchy. Also uses mug shots of Pardave. her

conviviente (a man other than Tito Valle), Janet Talavera and

another male senderista Ties all four to the association of

democratic lawyers. Others that died include: Ana Pilar Castillo

Villanueva, who was in charge of logistics; Elvia Zanabria

Pacheco; and Talavera, who was an editor of El Piano after Arce

Borje fled to Belgium. More regarding Zanabria and Talavera is

included in the second to last paragraph of the article.

92.05.18 Si "Cifras Cruzadas" p.26-29,88

A week after the riot and massacre in Canto Grande prison, the

statistics regarding how many inmates were hurt and how many

were killed are still not established. Includes mug shots of those

believed to be killed, including Yovanka Pardave, Janet Talavera

and Mercedes Peralta. Elena Morote Durand was listed as

missing. Includes a list of thirty-one female senderistas transferred

to the prison of Santa Monica, Chorrillos before the riot began.

92.06.01 Caretas "Carros de Fuego" p. 32-36, 84

Explores the recent resurgence of Sendero car bomb attacks in

which children are used as the agents of these attacks. Cites
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92.06.06

92.06.22

92.08.13

92.09.14

92.09.14

several examples of children, and many, including that of Elena

Morote, are cases of young women and girls who were used by

Sendero for these purposes.

Caretas "Locademia del Terror" p. 36-40

Describes how Sendero "captured" students that studied at Cesar

Vallejo academy with the help of the director, Luis Alberto Franco,

who was detained by police. Uses photos of Guzmán in the "Zorba

el Griego" video where he stands over the body of his first wife,

Agusta la Torre, and where Guzmán is seen crying with Martha

Huatay and other members of Sendero.

Caretas "El Ama de Llaves" (MRTA) p. 36-39, 88

Profile and photos of María Luisa Benza Pflucker, militant of the

MRTA.

Caretas "Abogada en Video" p. 4

A letter to the editor supposedly written by Martha Huatay Ruiz in

which she defends her constitutional right as a lawyer to defend

her clients.

Oiga "Calendario del Terror" p. 37

Mug shot of Edith Lagos, with the date of her death listed as a

significant date on the "calendar of Sendero Luminoso."

Oiga "Camarada Nancy on the Rocks" p. 40-41
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92.09.14

92.09.17

Article about Cecilia Paola Panizo Grunfeld, a film student at the

University of Lima who was drawn into Sendero by her

"enamorado" and later tried to leave the organization. Describes

her family life, her studies at the University, and specifically her

role in Sendero. The photo of her is of a black shadow framed in

the light of a window so her identity is disguised.

Sí "Sendero en Calzoncillos" p. 10-23

Describes the capture of Abimael Guzmán. and those that were

with him at the time. Includes a large section about Maritza

Garrido Lecca, with the photo of her with her fist raised and

shouting Sendero slogans juxtaposed with a photo of her in a

leotard in a classical ballet position. Mug shots of Laura

Zambrano, Elena Iparraguirre. and Maria Pantoja and descriptions

of their roles in Sendero.

Caretas "Siguiendo a la Bailarina Llegaron al Asesino" p. C, 28-29

Cover. Subtitle, "Abimael Guzmán en la canasta. Maritza Garrido

Lecca. también." Close-up photo of Guzmán's face, with Garrido

Lecca in a dance leotard superimposed on the right-hand side.

Large article about the capture of Guzmán and several smaller

sidebars regarding the anti-terrorism policy of Fujimori.

92.09.21 Sí "El Último Baile" p. 18-21
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Profile of Maritza Garrido Lecca, focusing on how she was

recruited to Sendero and what her role in the organization was.

Uses photos of her with her fist raised shouting praises to Guzmán

superimposed on an earlier photo of her in her teens in a dancer's

leotard. Uses three other photos of the company she danced with,

"Danza Lima," but does not identify if she is in these photos or not.

92.09.21 Oiga "Arranco ¡a Cacería de Votos" p. 12-17

Subtitle, "Tras la victoria de la PIP." Criticizes Fujimori for

violating the constitution and yet taking credit for the capture of

Guzmán and promoting the idea that Perú will now have several

years of peace when Sendero had yet to be completely

vanquished. Uses a photo of Garrido Lecca in a dancer's leotard

with the cutline. "La bella que cambió el libreto político "

92.09.21 Oiga "Maritza. Danza Siniestra" Caterina Vella, p. 24-26

Subtitle, "Los pasos del terror." Short profile of Maritza Garrido

Lecca which supposedly probes the questions of "¿Qué le pasó?

¿Cómo llegó a Sendero?" Uses photos of her cousin, also a

bailarina, mug shots of Guzmán and Carlos Inchaustegui at the

time of their arrest, a photo of her ex-husband, a Puerto Rican

dancer, and of Garrido Lecca in a dancer's leotard, stretching on

the floor.

92.09.24 Caretas 'Criterio Rayado p. 10-15, 32
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Description of the interrogation of Abimael Guzmán and of

Fujimori's visit with him. Uses a photo of Elena Iparraguirre on a

platform, presented to the press in black and white prison uniform,

with police men and women flanking her. Iparraguirre is wearing

high heel shoes.

92.09.24 Caretas "En la danza de Maritza: Otros detenidos" p. 16-22

Describes those who were arrested along with Garrido Lecca and

Guzmán but who were unaware of Garrido Lecca's involvement in

Sendero. This allegedly included her enamorado, Rafael Davila

Franco. Uses a full-page photo of him and Garrido Lecca sitting

together on the floor, smiling.

92.09.28 Oiga "Bella y Satanlca: Secretaria de Abimaer Caterina Vella

p. C. 37-39

Cover story. Cover photo of Maritza Garrido Lecca in a black and

white striped prison uniform. The inside article consists of

comments from women who worked or studied at the dance studio

in Los Sauces. Surquillo where Garrido Lecca and Guzmán were

captured. Illustrated with photos of the dancers and various

performances as well as a repetition of the photo of Garrido Lecca

used on the cover.

92.09.28 Si El pasado de 'Miriam'" p. 16-17
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Profile of Elena Albertina Iparraguirre Revoredo, including the

photo of her in high heels and black and white striped prison

uniform when she was presented to the press after being arrested

92.10.01 Caretas "El Sendero de Chiang Ching" p.18-21,70

Subtitle, "Por que el fanatismo de Abimael seduce tanto a las

mujeres." Explores why women were attracted to Sendero, and

compares this to the participation of women in China's Cultural

Revolution. Uses photos of: Elena Iparraguirre in her black and

white prison uniform with a cutline describing her as "la guardiana

y protectora, fría y tenaz"; scenes from the "Zorba el Griego" video

of Guzmán when he is surrounded by women; Maritza Garrido

Lecca in a black and white prison uniform; Agusta la Torre, who is

described as "la esposa de Abimael tenía un bello rostro pero una

determinación fiera"; Edith Lagos, who supposedly was

"convirtió en un símbolo de la juventud maoista. Forma parte del

mito,"; Chiang Cheng speaking in front of a microphone; and

finally the oft-repeated photo of Yovanka Pardave Trujillo being led

away by police at the time of her arrest.

92.10.01 Caretas "Poder Feminino" p. 21

Sidebar to the main article. Subtitle, "Puesta a luchar, se asume

que la mujer puede ser más temible que el hombre." Finds

examples in Greek, Roman and Indian history of women who were
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92.10.05

92.10.05

92.10.13

warriors or supposedly "blood thirsty." The example of the

English buccaneer Anne Bomney is given. Uses a photo of

Margaret Thatcher, her "inspiration" Winston Churchill, and a

drawing of Bomney to illustrate the article.

Oiga "Atrapada sin salida" Lichi Garland, p 40-41

Subtitle, "Maritza en el Divan." Interview with Matilde Ureta de

Caplansky, psychoanalist, regarding Maritza Garrido Lecca's

participation in Sendero. Uses mug shots of Ureta de Caplansky

and Garrido Lecca, as well as a larger photo of Garrido Lecca in a

black and white prison uniform.

Si "Finalmente cercar Lima" p.31-34

An interview with a male senderista in which the interviewer asks

about the "legend about Abimael Guzmán and women." The

question and the interviewee's response are on the first page of

the article. Includes photos of Elena Iparraguirre, Laura Zambrano

and Maritza Garrido Lecca

La República "Hoy ratifican cadena perpetua para miembros de a

cúpula de Sendero"

Describes the sentencing of Elena Iparraguirre. Zenon Vargas,

Laura Zambrano, Maritza Garrido Lecca, María Pantoja and Carlos

Inchaustegui.

92.10.15 La República "¡Ésta es la histórica resolución!
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Reprint of the life in prison sentences for top members of Sendero

Luminoso. Includes photos of Maritza Garrido Lecca and Laura

Zambrano under the cutline, "El propio Abimael Guzmán reconoció

haber ordenado el aniquilamiento de María Elena Moyano," and

another photo of a protester marching in the streets after Elena

Moyano's death with the cutline, "Maria Elena Moyano sigue

viviendo en el corazón de su pueblo que ella tanto amó."

92.10.20 La República "Martha Huatay también sera condenada a cadena

perpetua"

Describes legal proceedings to charge Martha Huatay with

treason.

92.10.20 Expreso "Teresa Durand asumiría conducción de Sendero" p. A4

Speculates that after the capture of Martha Huatay Ruiz, Teresa

Durand Araujo is the next in line to lead Sendero's "Emergency

Committee."

92.10.22 Caretas "Senderista Martha Huatay Ruiz: Abogada del Diablo"

p. C, 26-31, 77-78

Cover story. Uses photos of Huatay in a long-sleeved white blouse

and scenes from the "Zorba el Griego" video where she is seen

mourning with Guzmán over the body of Agusta La Torre.

Describes her capture by police and includes photos of her when
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she was arrested October 20th. of her working in her office and of

her in a one-piece bathing suit at the beach when she was young

92.10.26 Oiga "¡Y van Cayendo!" p.26-30

Subtitle, "La Huatay entre rejas." Describes the capture of several

members of Sendero, including: Martha Huatay, Maria del Pilar

Meneses Garcia Rosell, Juan Carlos Portilla Flores and Flumencio

Jayo Diaz. Photos include: full page of Huatay in her prison

uniform with her mouth open as if to shout; two mug shots of Maria

del Pilar; several mug shots of the men arrested; and a three-

quarters-page photo of two cars on fire with smoke billowing in the

background and a charred dead body in the foreground. The

cutline to the last photo is about the violence caused by Sendero

during the 1980s and 1990s.

92.10.26 Sí "Lo que queda de Sendero" p. 78-85

An analysis of what is left of Sendero's leadership. Details leaders

who were/are: killed in the 1986 and 1992 prison uprisings;

recently arrested by police; and finally those still at large. Includes:

a list of the original fifty-six members of the first Escuela Militar,; a

photo of Martha Huatay in a black and white striped prison uniform

flanked by police: and mug shots of Margie Clavo Peralta, Teresa

Durand Araujo, Yovanka Pardave Trujillo, Laura Zambrano and

Elena Iparraguirre. Also includes a list of Sendero's Central
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92.10.29

92.11.02

92.11.14

1993

93.03.04

Committee with the status, either incarcerated or dead, of each

person.

Caretas "Lucía en la Mira" p. 34-36

Profiles Angelica Salas de la Cruz. Below photos of her the article

includes a cutline that: "El ingeniero Alberto Fujimori declaró

recientemente que tres mujeres se habían 'apropiado' del pais. Se

refirió a Margie Clavo — en el sur - Teresa Durand — en el norte -

y a Martha Huatay, que dihgía el Comité Metropolitana." Includes

photos of Salas de la Cruz and mug shots of Huatay and Durand in

their black and white striped prison uniforms.

Sí "Amor Terruco" p. 31

Subtitle, "Pragmático patrón sexual: una 'compañera' exclusiva

para el jefe de la columna y cinco para el resto. Una hora para

hacer el amor cada 45 dias, ni un minuto mas."

El Peruano "Martha Huatay cumplirá cadena perpetua en Puno"

p. A5

Describes Huatay's life in prison sentence and $10-million in

reparations she must pay to the state. Also includes a denunciation

of how Sendero uses and abuses children.

Caretas "Penales: Santa Mónica por dentro" Abilio Arroyo

p. 34-36, 59
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93.03.25

93.08.26

93.08.30

93.09.09

Describes the prison of Santa Monica and how it has changed

since the 1986 and 1992 massacres Uses photos of Sybila

Arredondo and Nelly Evans playing volleyball, and several photos

demonstrating conditions inside the prison.

Expreso "Dincote desarticula aparato de 'asesores' ideológicos y

propaganda de Sendero"

Announces the arrest of a dozen university professors and

professionals as members of Sendero's support group, Grupo de

Apoyo (GAP). Several of those arrested are women.

Caretas "La Caída del Gringo Cox" p. 34-35

Describes the capture of Desmundo Daniel Cox Beuzeville and his

"compañera," Vasty Lezcano Ancieta. for being senderistas. Both

had been arrested previously for being terrorists. Cox was let free

in 1991 after good behavior in Canto Grande and Lezcano was

arrested with her husband in 1982 but not convicted. Uses a mug

shot of her, two photos of Cox and a photo of their house.

Si "La Esposa" p. 26

Brief profile of Miriam Vasty Lescano, using a photo of her in a

dress with police in the background.

Caretas "Nuevo Estilo" p. 30-31

Brief profile of the capture of Angelica Salas de la Cruz. Describes

her role within Sendero. Uses surveillance photo of her leaving a
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93.10.04

93.10.07

93.10.19

93.10.28

car and a photo of her in a black and white striped prison uniform

flanked by two military police.

La República "Fujimori afirma que a Sendero sólo lé queda

deponer las armas sin condiciones"

Subtitle, "Dice que Elena Iparraguirre se mostró inicialmente dura

y reticente a aceptar la actitud de Abimael." Reviews how various

members of Sendero reacted to Guzmán's letters calling for an end

to the armed struggle.

Caretas "Terremoto en SL" Cecilia Valenzuela, p. 18-20

Interview with Gustavo Gorriti who analyzes the consequences of

Guzmán's letters asking for peace. Uses one photo of several

senderistas in trousers and T-shirts, right hands raised in fists and

holding rifles. Three women are in the foreground of the photo:

one in a spaghetti-strap halter top and another with a drawing of a

woman's face in make-up on the front of her shirt.

La República "Edith Lagos"

Editorial about anniversary of Edith Lagos's death. Describes how

she was tricked by Guzmán and used by Sendero but remains a

martyr for the people of Ayacucho.

Caretas "Entre Dos Fuegos" Isaac Leon, p. 72-73

Review of La Vida es una sola directed by Marianne Eyde. Uses

photos of three scenes from the movie: one of a campesina
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93.10.30

93.11.02

93.11.08

pointing a revolver at the camera with the outline that she is

"Florinda," a protagonist in the movie; a second scene of the

members of the community gathered for a meeting: and a final

scene of a woman in western dress, her right arm raised high in a

fist, with a man in black clothes holding a machine gun behind her.

The final scene is identified by the cutline describing the female

senderista as "la rabiosa camarada 'Meche.'"

La República "Sendero llama a militantes a no caer en acciones

desesperadas y provacadoras"

Subtitle, "Osman Morotoe, Martha Huatay, Rosa Angelica Salas y

María Pantoja firman carta conjunta atacando decisión de

Guzmán."

Oiga "Pasión y muerte en los Andes" Federico Garcia H., p 54-55

Review of La vida es una sola, with photos of director Marianne

Eyde and a scene from the movie with the cutline: "La película

caricaturiza con precisión urticante el extremismo fanático de la

‘camarada Meche'. . . que aparece con 'Florinda.'"

Sí "Unas sí, Otras no" p. 32-33

Cutline, "Las sendenstas del penal Santa Mónica se dividen en

dos bandos: las que aceptan el acuerdo de paz pedido por

Abimael Guzmán y las que están cerradamente en contra. Éstas

han segregado además a aquellas." Uses a photo in which Martha
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Huatay, María Pantoja. Nelly Evans Risco. Sybila Arredondo,

Elena Morote Durand and Elena Iparraguirre all appear with

Guzmán signing one of the letters.

93.11.15 Expreso "Guzmán envió comisión senderista a penal de Chorillos

para persuadirá disidentes"

Subtitle, "Se afirma que Sibyla Arredondo y Nelly Evans

encabezan a renegadas." Discusses the women in Chorillos and

Santa Monica prisons who have accepted Guzmán's letters and

appeals for peace, and those women who make up the "hard line"

of Sendero and do not accept Guzmán's appeals for an end to the

armed struggle.

1994

94.04.04 Oiga "La Justicia del régimen en al Picota" p. 25-26

Subtitle, "Informe de la Comisión Goldman." Describes the

conclusions of the Goldman Commission, which studied the

Peruvian legal system's anti-terrorist laws. Photos include: several

innocent people accused of being terrorists or their spouses;

Maritza Garrido Lecca in her black and white prison uniform; and

members of the Goldman Commission, including Robert Goldman.

94.05.02 Oiga "De Emperador a Censor" p.21-22

Subtitle, "El misterio de Yanamayo." Describes how a foreign

journalist who filmed the transfer of Elena Iparraguirre to a prison
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in Yanamayo had his film confiscated by the police and was later

lied to by officials when he tried to reclaim it. Uses photos of

Iparraguirre, in a black and white striped prison uniform flanked by

female police, and of a video tape ripped to shreds.

94.06.20 Oiga "Fuji, el Dueño de la Pelota" p. 42-45

Describes how 150 people charged with terrorism were set free

over the last year and a half, especially Luis Alberto Arana Franco,

Juan Carlos Rios Fernandes and Monica Feria Tinta. Photos of

the men are juxtaposed with a mug shot of Maria Elena Moyano

and a photo of the car bomb attack on Channel 2.

94.06.27 Oiga "Estrategia de arrepentimiento o de reelección"

Jaime Salinas Sedo, p. 28-29

Subtitle. "Desde el Real Felipe " Discussion of the Law of

Arrepentimiento and Fujimori's reasons for instituting it. Uses

photo of Guzmán, flanked by several high ranking female

senderistas. as he presented his appeal for an end to the armed

struggle.

94.07.07 Caretas "Pieza Clave" p 32-33

Describes capture of Zoila Rosas, described as an ancient

Sendero militant and leader of the Metropolitan Committee Uses

photos of her after her capture in black and white striped prison
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94.09.08

94.09.19

94.10.06

uniform, as well as an earlier photo of her when she weighed thirty

kilos less in 1983.

Caretas "El Cerco Final" p. 30-32

Describes the surveillance project which led to the capture of

important members of Sendero, including Guzmán. Details the

Grupo Especial de Inteligencia (GEIN). division of Dincote, which

was responsible for the arrests. Uses footage from surveillance

tapes showing Garrido Lecca and other senderistas. the majority of

which are women, several days prior to the arrest of Guzmán.

Sí "La Guardaespaldas" Alejo Marchessini, p. 32-33, 74

Subtitle, "Judith Galvan Montero, la 'Chata Judith,' era la

encargada de la seguridad de 'Feliciano.' Vino a Lima trayendo

directivas para el 'Comité Reorganizador.'" Discusses her

detention by Dincote and her role in Sendero and uses photos of

her in a black and white prison uniform.

Caretas "Los Pasos del Acuerdo" p.30-33,87

Describes the recapture of Judith Galvan Montero in September

and analyzes the pressure the government was putting on the

"Feliciano" faction of Sendero by not allowing anyone else to take

advantage of the law of arrepentimiento after the first of November.

Uses photos of Galvan Montero holding a pistol and in a black and

white striped prison uniform "gritando consignas a favor del
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94.12.26

1995

95.03.30

95.05.08

95.09.18

'Acuerdo de Paz1 el mes pasado." Also uses the photo of Guzman

flanked by high ranking female senderista leaders when he

presented his appeal for an end to the armed combat.

Sí "El botín de Abimael Guzmán" p. 10-19

Entertains the possibility that Sendero was linked to drug

trafficking since its inception. Uses a photo of Laura Zambrano

Padilla and speculates that she was the "administradora de la

‘casa de cambios' de S.L."

Caretas "Las Claves de Margie Clavo" p. 30-31, 81

Describes the capture of Margie Clavo Peralta and how after

interrogating her police believe that she, and not "Feliciano" Oscar

Ramirez Durand, was the "nueva lideresa" of Sendero after the

capture of Guzmán. Uses photos taken from her appearance on

the "Zorba el Griego" video on which she was seen dancing with

Guzmán, and of her in a black and white striped prison uniform.

Sí "El Sendero de Huallaga" Francisco Reyes, p. 26-29

Analyzes the structure of Sendero after a dispute among three

male members when Margie Clavo Peralto was captured.

El Mundo "Margie Clavo rompe con 'Feliciano'" p. A6

Summary of a television interview with Margie Clavo Peralta in

which she said she accepted Guzmán's peace accord and said
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the new leader of Sendero, "Feliciano," was losing support among

the remaining senderistas.

1996

96.01.12 El Mundo "Lori Berenson, la sentencia no esperada"

Jose Luis Reyes, p. A6

Details the sentencing of North American Lori Berenson on

charges of treason for being a member of the MRTA. Details the

sentencing of several other MRTA members, men and women.

96.01.14 El Commercio "El Perú tiene derecho a defenderse del terrorismo"

Subtitle, "Sostienen cuidadanos de Estados Unidos frente a caso

de Lori Berenson, del MRTA "



APPENDIX B
1994 INPE CENSUS DATA

While conducting interviews with lawyers at the Instituto de Defensa

Legal in Lima, I had access to several documents which are considered

"restricted" by Peruvian police and military officials. The lawyers had access to

these documents in the course of defending their clients. One of these

documents was a census conducted by the National Penitentiary Institute (INPE)

in 1994 of inmates inside the nation's prisons who were charged and / or

sentenced with terrorism or treason. Presented herein, and published in IDL's

magazine, Ideele, (McDivitt 1996) are the statistics calculated from a detailed

analysis of this census.

The census basically provided the following information: inmate's last and

first names, date of case proceedings, status of the case, the charge,

registration with a subversive organization, and the prison where the inmate was

housed.

Date of case proceedings reflected one of two things: date the legal case

began for inmates who had not yet been sentenced, and date the inmate was

sentenced. In a few cases there was no date of case proceedings listed on the

census. This was due to two factors: the inmate was recently arrested, and the
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information was not yet in the computer, or the inmate was recently sentenced,

and the date of the sentencing had not yet been entered into the computer.

Case status fell into two categories: processed or sentenced. For

inmates that were sentenced, a further category was included: sentence The

length of the sentence in years was listed unless a "CP," "SD." or "CA"

appeared. "CP" meant cadena perpetua, or life in prison, and "SD" meant sin

dato, meaning the information had not been entered into the computer. The

meaning of "CA" was not determined, and only one female case contained these

initials.

The charge was listed as either "terrorismo," terrorism, or "traición a la

patria," or treason. Registration included three categories: Sendero, MRTA, or

non-registered, which was interpreted by IDL lawyers to connote inmates

unjustly accused. (McDivitt 1996)

Finally, the census gave the name of the prison where the inmate was

housed, or, as the case for many women, the section of a jail or prison where

female inmates are housed.

The gender of cases was not listed on the census. Therefore it was

necessary to separate the women from the men by making a decision based on

the gender commonly assigned to first names Ambiguous first names, such as

Concepción and Asunción were excluded from the female gender group. First

names of uncertain gender, such as Maria Jesus, were noted and not included
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in the female gender group until a full count of women in the census was

achieved.

The census listed 728 women in prison for terrorism and / or treason

charges. Only 701 of those first names identified as female were included in the

statistical analysis.

After detailed examination of the census, it was determined that 27 female

cases were repeated. Repeat cases were identified by a variety of factors: when

a set of last names were encountered with Spanish and Quechua phonetic

spellings and all other information was similar; or when an inmate was listed

twice, once processed but without a date of case proceedings after her name

and secondly as sentenced with a date of case proceedings listed after her

name. One repeat case was pointed out by a lawyer at IDL who is defending a

woman who is charged twice--once under her maiden name and a second time

under her married name-and listed twice on the census. (IDL 1995: 280-281)

The names of women who are known to be innocent, unjustly accused, or

recently absolved of the charges against them and freed from incarceration, as

in the case of Saniosa Layme Bejar, (IDL 1995: 267-269) were not removed from

the census.

The following statistics are descriptive only of women present in Peru's

prisons in 1994 and who were either charged or sentenced with either terrorism

or treason.
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Figure 1. Total Prison Population in 1994 by Cases Status

Gender Cases
Women 1652
Men 19206
Total 20858

Figure 2. Total Prison Population in 1994 by Gender
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Crime Cases
Treason and Terrorism 5003
Other Crimes 15855
Total 20858

Figure 3. Prison Population in 1994 Charged with Treason, Terrorism and Other Crimes

Gender Cases
Women 728
Men 4275
Total 5003

Figure 4: Prison Population in 1994 Charged with Treason and Terrorism by Gender
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Charge
Treason

Terrorism
Total

Figure 5. Female Inmates in Prison in 1994 Charged with Treason and Terrorism

Lenath of Prison Sentence Women

10 Years or Less 60
11 to 20 Years 76
21 to 35 Years 42
Life in Prison 41

Unknown Number of Years 30

Total 248

Unknown

Number of
Years

12%

Figure 6. Length of Sentences for Female Inmates in Prison in 1994 Convicted of Treason
or Terrorism.
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Figure 7: Total Prison Population in 1994 Charged with Treason or Terrorism by Case
Status.

Status Cases
Sentenced 249
Processed 452
Total 701

Figure 8. Female Inmates in Prison in 1994 Charged with Treason or Terrorism by Case
Status.
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Figure 9. Total Prison Population in 1994 Charged with Treason or Terrorism by Group
Affiliation.

GrouD Affiliation Cases

Non Registered 131
MRTA 95
Sendero 475
Total 701

Non

Registered

Figure 10. Female Inmates in Prison in 1994 Charged with Treason or Terrorism
by Group Affiliation.
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Lenath of Prison Sentence Sendero MRTA Non Rea
5 8 2 3

10 31 10 6
15 22 6 4

20 30 9 5

25 9 1 3
30 20 2 6
35 1 0 0

100 29 7 5
UNK 26 1 3

Total Number of Women 176 38 35

♦ Sendero

—•—MRTA

Non Reg

Figure 11. Female Inmates in Prison in 1994 by Group Affiliation and Length of Prison
Sentence.
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Year Cases
UNK 13
1980 2
1986 3
1987 11

1988 7
1989 14

1990 43
1991 61

1992 182
1993 221

1994 142
1995 2
Total 701

□ Seriesl

Figure 12. Female Inmates in Prison in 1994 Charged with Treason or Terrorism by
Year. Includes year of sentencing in cases which have been sentenced and
year of processing in cases which have not been sentenced.
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GrouD Affiliation Cases
Non Registered 35
MRTA 38
Sendero 176
Total 249

Figure 13: Female Inmates in Prison in 1994 Convicted of Treason or Terrorism by
Group Affiliation.

Charae Sendero MRTA Non Rea Cases
Treason 20% 20% 20% 138
Terrorism 80% 80% 80% 563

Total 100% 100% 100% 100%

Cases 475 95 131 701

Cross Tabulaton 1: No Relationship Between Group Affiliation and Charge Among Female
Inmates in Prison in 1994 and Charged with Treason or Terrorism

Case Status Treason Terrorism Cases
Processed 28% 73% 452
Sentenced 72% 27% 249

Total 100% 100% 100%

Cases 138 563 701

Cross Tabulation 2: Negative Relationship Between Charge and Case Status Among Female
Inmates in Prison in 1994 and Charged with Treason or Terrorism. (Chi Squared is 98.5 with
statistical significance of .01.)



APPENDIX C
FINDING SOURCES

At a seminar at the University of Wisconsin-Madison in April 1995 several

graduate students presented a short bibliography of sources considering

women's participation in Sendero Luminoso. Sadly, it was composed mostly of

newspaper articles from the Miami Herald and a few Spanish articles

summarized by the University of Miami’s Info-South database. The Info-South

database, which contains extracts of U S. and Latin American journals and

newspapers, is being threatened by Congressional budget cuts. It is uncertain

at this time if it will be accessible to students and scholars in the future. It is

already “frozen” and has stopped indexing and abstracting new articles, thus

adding to the “frozen” character of citations on this topic.

However, there are numerous other sources of information available to

students and researchers. The Hispanic American Periodicals Index (HAPI)

provides general summaries of articles that appear in both Spanish and English

language journals. Sendero's fount of propaganda, El Diario, is also available

on microfilm from Princeton University Library. It is an incomplete collection

covering the years 1987 and 1988, but it contains most of the key writings

regarding women’s participation during this time period.

Documents cited in this thesis which are not yet in common circulation in

U S. libraries can be obtained from the following organizations:
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1. The working papers from the Policía Nacional del Perú are readily

available from the PNP library in Lima. Bring a form of photo identification, such

as a passport, to leave with a guard on the bottom floor where visitors passes

are issued. Your ID can be reclaimed when leaving the building and after

returning the visitors pass. The library is located in the PNP headquarters on

the 5th block of Avenida Aramburú, 5th floor. It is open to the public 9 a m. to

noon, Monday through Friday, although staff did not usually arrive until 9:30 a m.

It is staffed by a friendly librarian who will make Photostats for a reasonable fee

2. All other sources not commonly found in U.S. university libraries can

be obtained from the following organizations. They each have libraries and

some will conduct bibliography searches for students at reasonable rates. A

student with proper identification should call the organization in advance, make

an appointment with the librarian and discuss what sources are available on

particular topics. Most organizations charged S./.10 to S./.15 per page for

photocopying in December of 1995.

If a student is not in Lima, then arrangements with some organizations

can be made to deposit $US in a Peruvian bank account and copies of articles

will be sent through the mail. Although e-mail is still not common in Perú,

several organizations have e-mail capacity and those addresses are included.

Fees for reference services provided via e-mail vary.

These organizations also publish working papers, pamphlets, magazines

and books on various topics. Catalogs of these materials can be obtained by
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writing to the organization or stopping by and asking at the front desk. Most

organizations will fill orders for these materials after the amount in $US has been

deposited in a Peruvian account. Telephone and fax numbers do not include the

country code. This is not intended to be an exhaustive list of organizations, but

rather a list that documents where information for this thesis was obtained

Addresses for the following organizations are as follows:

Associacion Pro Derechos Humanos (APRODEH)
Pachacutec N. 980
Jesús Maria, Lima 11 - Perú
Telephone: 424-7057 or 432-8895 or 432-6853
Fax: 432-6915

Bartolomé de las Casas
Centro de Estudios Regionales Andinos
Belisario Flores 687

Lince, Lima - Perú
Telephone: 472-3410

CENDOC-Mujer
Centro de Documentación Sobre la Mujer
Av. Mcal. La Mar 170
Miraflores, Lima 18 - Perú
Telephone: 447-9376
Telefax: 446-6332
E-mail: lechuza@rcp.net.pe

Centro de Estudios y Promoción Desarrollo (DESCO)
León de la Fuente N. 110
Lima 17 - Perú

Telephone: 462-7193 or 462-7695 or 462-7301
Fax: 461-7309

Centro de la Mujer Peruana Flora Tristan
Parque Hernán Velarde 42
Lima 1 - Perú

Telephone: 433-2765 or 433-0694
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Instituto de Defensa Legal (IDL)
José Toribio Polo 248
Lima 18 - Perú

Telephone: 441-0192 or 441-6128
Fax:442-4037 or 466-5024
E-mail: IDEELE@idl.org.pe

Instituto de Estudios Peruanos (IEP)
Horacio Urteaga 694
Jesús Maria, Lima 11 - Perú
Telephone: 432-3070 or 424-4856 or 431-6603
Fax: 432-4981
E-mail: Postmaster@iep.org.pe
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